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OKLAHOMA BEAUTY
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tures "Admiral Haynes"
Lashed to the Mast of the
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Rum

Run'ning Outfit,

mony of Mrs. Virginia
Breig; Charges State With
"Bullying Methods."
(Hy The Associated Press.)
San Francisco, Calif., April 11.
Gnvin MeX'nh chief defense coun
sel for ltoscoe Arbuckle, taking up

ON
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(IJ.t The Axnoclnted
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Francisco,
April 11. An
army board of Inquiry into the
death of Major Frank W. Duryca
In his quarters here today found
that it was a case of suicide, but
learned nothing of any motive thai
should hnve caused tho officer to
shoot himself.
Duryca, a member of a well
known New York family, was a
son of general Hiram Duryea.
zouave leader in the civil war. He
served two years overseas in the
ordnance department nnd had been
George Tchitchcrin.
stationed nt Ninth army corps area
headquarters hero about a year in
George Tchitchcrin, foreign min- the
finance department.
ister of tho Russian soviet governImmediate superior, Colonel
ment, heads the soviet delegation IC. His
P. Orton, said there wero no
to the economic
at
conference
irregularities In- his accounts and
Genoa.
declared his health to he good, except for a slight illness yesterday
The body is being held here
from relaLULL
pending instructions
tives. Major Duryea leaves a widow and son in New York city.
His quarters were in the home of
Major John M. Truo at the PreUP AT sidio
Major
military reservation.
True heard a shot fired and rushed
in to find Major Duryea dying
with a bullet wound In his head
ECONOMIC
and a revolver In his hand.
San
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THIRD VIOLKNT DF.ATIT
.IN 'Jill'; IH HIKA I'A.MII.l
New York. April 11.

The spec

tre of violent death which apparently has been relentlessly track

ing the male line of tho Dnryeas.
wealthy New York society family,
claimed Its third victim with the
suieldo In San Frnnelsco today of
Major Frank W. Duryea.
The first was General Hiram
Duryea a white haired, picturesque figure, who led the zouaves
in the stirring days of the civil
war nnd who, on May 5, 1914, at
the nge of 81, was shot down and
killed by his son, Chester, in his
home in the Ray Ridge section of
Brooklyn.
Chester who was alleged to
have fired the fatal shot after his
father had refused a demand fur
money now is incarcerated in the
Mnttenwan insane asylum, pfter a
sensational trial.
Tho next Duryea to fall was
killed hy his own hand. He was
Harry if. Duryea, a brother of
Chester and Frank.
A mnn of prominence In, the financial world, he was found shot
to death In his Madison avenue
office on July 27, 11)21. Hl.i attorney declared that Mr. Duryea,
inhert.lnt; a large furtune from
his father, who had been president
and founder of the National Starch
comflnny, had no financial worries,
although his sister, Mrs. R O. Anderson, had filed ohtection tn his
accounting of his father's estate.
His lawyers, however, declared that
thoso proceedings were entirely
friendly.
Tho widow and son of Major
Frank Duryea, who hold a hish
position in the business and so
cial life of the city, wera stunned
today when dispatches from the
coast told the story of another
suicide,
Mrs. Duryea received word of
her husband's death ovr the telephone. Although she said nhe was
prepared for bad news, she
dropped the receiver wi'h a gasp
and fainted when tho blow came.
Wright Duryea from his broker's office on Broad street, expressed himself entirely mystified
at his father's sudden end, declaring he knew of no reason which
would cause him to take his twn
life.
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Army Board, However,
Learns Nothing of Any
Motive That Should Have
Caused Him to Shoot Self

1110 argument
mis uiiei
tacked the testimony of Mrs. Virginia Breig, private secretary at the
REDUCTJ0NPR0P0SAL sanitarium where Miss Virginia
Kappe died. Her testimony in the
trial of the film comedian
Says Cutting Personnel to third
was considered the most Btartling
prosecution in sup65,000 Would Reduce offeredof byits the
contention that an atcaused Miss
Arbucklo
the Enlisted Strength Be- -. port
tack by
llappe's death.
low the -3
Ratio,
Mrs. Breig testified that she went
to Miss Kappe's room at the sani(By JOHN S. GOTSHALL.)
Mrs. Jean P. Day.
(By The Assorlntrii Press.)
tarium the morning of tho day she
Washington, April 11. Leaders died and that tho film actress, after
Gal52
50
of
N.
11.
Out
solicited,
M.,
Jean
Gallup,
of the movement seeking to defeat stating that she was not going to
P. Day, the picture y
April
....... f
.1
i,i Mi-In the house the naval bill proposal
lirpiir that Ar
appears ubove, was e' .5?"
lup business and professional men contributed money to- wife
f of cutting the enlisted personnel to bucklo 'attacked tier, and was re- by a coroner's jury of thy
day to the striking miners' relief fund,
V.
o"
and 105,000, todav
Lieutenant Paul
a letter aotiKible for her Deing in i
is at from Secretary presented
"We feel gratified at this demonstration which shows County Attorney Furry
Hughes setting
whY-S"Tho nrnocntlnn nnestions us as
Oklahoma
rethe
.Ming
forth
City,
view
that
it
would
that the city is with us," A. Delawery, secretary of the occurred, has nnnoV
.it !:iy duce the American naVy below the to why we did not attempt to rule
strikers' relief committee, stated following the solicitation. will not be pri
.
unless
out
the testimony or Mrs. unis,
ratio as fixed by the arms
rne lmpcacning
Day conference
"something new l '
and prove "most in- .Mc.Nab said.
Speaking of the solicitation for funds, R. Hefferly, claimed
he retip'iil
r,ffer.,i hv mv secretary.
jno and jurious" to the nation's interests.
chairman of the strikers' meeting this afternoon, pointed found lleck
was
ruled out on mo
tife; that
attacking
moment the secretary's letter Miss Dunne,
out the fact that the strikers were not in immediate need he went up stairs, gd u revolver The
tion of the prosecution.
was read. Representative
Garrett
".Miss ltappo could not tell Dr.
returning to tlV downstairs of Tennessee, the democratic leadof funds, but intended to take every precautionary mea- and,
room where lieck was. struck lMin
her physician, what the
challenged the doctrine "as laid Rumwell,
sure to protect themselves.
over the head withtho gun, which er,
matter
was, as she told him sho
in the first official utterance
down
was intoxicated and did net re'he before us"
He do not know how long the i General Drowns offer of tents for was accidentally
was
member. Therefore how could she British and French Premiers
strike will last," Chairman Heffer- 11.se hy the families of strikers ho bullet inflicting a mortal wound. to keep thethat congressto the bound
mark
navy up
tell Mrs. Breig, this bill collector
ly explained at the meeting, "ami will be required to move off the.
stipulated
by
treaty.
We coal companies' property.
at the hospital, what happened?
80 we want to be prepared.
PermaMay Be Able to Steer the
a letter
In
to
Representative
ore gratified to learn that the local nent barracks will be erected in
".Mrs. Breig was willing to sell
Rogers, republican, Massachusetts, her testimony
Genoa
Conference Ship
me for the price
do
business men nr friendly and fa- Gallup tomorrow morning for the
who had asked his opinion because of Miss
vorable to us."
Kappe's hill and I told her
militia and the tents now used by
Into
of
Peaceful
his
Haven.
of
as
work
the
chairman
The sums subscribed ran from the troops at Tastime park will
that the best market lor sucn testisaid he mony is the district attorney's ofconference, Mr. Hughes
$25 from one of the banks to 3j bo turned over to tho miners' famexhad been advised by the naval
(n The AKHnrfnted "reM.i
cents from a shoe shining parlor ilies.
fice."
OUT OF perts
Adjutant General Urown will
that the enlisted strength as Referring to Arbuekle's wish In
Genoa, April 11 (by the Assoproprietor.
also furnish lumber and stoves In
in
was
ciated
tiie
bill
below
far
110
provided
Press.) After two rather
at
made
derogatory
Announcement
trials that
order to make the tents comfortthe number required to maintain previous nf mihs Hamic'a character stormy days without serious mis
that Adjutant General able
A
cold
weather.
the
during
tho navy on the basis contemplated be made, MeAab said:
hap, it begins to look as if PreUrown, in command of the troop caYnp site will be chosen by the
mier Lloyd George and Premier
by the treaty.
here, was making every effort to strikers and tho military officials
Takes Issue With Hughes.
Hint nn reflection he made on th-the presiding officer of the
secure tents to beused by the and
Facta,
bo
taken
will
every precaution
Taking issue with the secretary character of Miss Uappe. We ap- conference, nro equal to a squall
strikers who must move from ccal to make
in evtho
camp
sanitary
exMr.
not
Garrett declared he did
company lands under the orders
preciate the misfortunes of the girl stirred by the
believe congress was bound to keep were thoso due to environment. changes over land disarmament
issued yesterday was received with ery detail.
Men
Allow
Won't
Rangers
orders
delivered
yesterMilitary
tho navy up to the conference Such women as some of those who anil other matters, and may be
shouts of approval and clapping of
to Address the Miners; agreement.
hands by the hundreds of strikers day gave unmarried miners three
have appeared in tnis case an'i able to steer the conference ship
hours In which to vacate company
assembled.
"The
of size may be have been mentioned hero do not Into n peaceful haven, or one that
Ordered to Va- open to question
Strikers
GarMr.
Word has been received by the lands and married miners a reasaid
belong to tho wifehood, the sister- will pass ns peaceful in this stormy
argument."
miners' local here from the Albu- sonable time. Lack of other acrett. "Rut all that is binding un- hood and the motherhood of the European pen.
Houses.
cate
Is
families
commodations
for
tho
Company
U
der the treaty Is that we shall not world."
querque trades council that
The organization of a
McNab referred to what ho term- council will back the strikers with the reason for tho action on the
ratio. We are
which was effected today,
go aboyo the
(Ry The Assnelrlled Press.)
the
of
prosemethods
ed
not
to
every available dollar at its com- part of the military authorities
or
bound
bullying
threatened
for a time to raise anlegally
morally
Denver. April 11. Mike I.Ivoda.
to that point if in our discre- xiiflnn when hn Raid "if Arbuckle other storm, but was put through
mand, according to an announce- for the offer of suitable tents for
keep
ment made by union officials here. the camp which will be established vice president of district No. 15, tion we deem it prudent to come is guilty, he surely can bo proven with far less clamor from the
Strikers were praised by their at noon tomorrow.
liv snouiu ne ne given a lesser powers than they raised at
United Mine Workers of America, below."
guilty.
others Versailles when that conference
leaders at the meeting this afterWhile the debate on the bill con- different kind of trial than women
and O. F. NiRi'O. national board
noon for their conduct during the
here? Why should certain
nt
tinued
all
times
varied
was organized. Most of the powby
day,
were
member
of
tho
organization,
strike and urged to do everything
witnesses of the prosecution no pm ers have
shown a disposition to
ordered out of camp at the Agul- - discussion of other subjects, oppo- in
mntltllH? What
thl'nn
fnr
nrlunn
peace and
possible to preserve
nents
of
the
enlisted
65.000
The Rusprovi- wnttirl T hnv done tn nnv one who abandon war hatreds.
lar coal mining property today by
order. They were Instructed to rewere
work
sion
at
sians
nnd
Germans wero permitup
rounding
a
Colorado rangers, according to
in
that
sister
of
took
my
port any prospect of trouble to
possession
at the opening session
ted to
statement issued tonight by Felix promises to support an amendment fashion?
So
Had sucn a ming Hap- as an speak
military authorities at once.
evidence of forgiveness, alsecretary-treasure- r
of making the total 80,000, the num- pened, there would have
been a
Pogliano,
far there has been no sign of trouBlf
3
to
ber
been
have
resisted this courclaimed
France
by
urged
district No. la. pogliano declared
In the, fxffina nt tVlR tHWQ though
ble, not even a fist fight throughbe nn-- j
that I.ivoda and Nigro wero in- tho president. There willtomorrow
coroner would have tesy. Tho conditions of the Canout the.mining district now under
and
the
bully
nes resolutions nnd the ngenda
formed by the rangers, who are other full day of oratory
martial "law. .
functioned over the remains."
...'"
on duty in various coai camps of before the house begins Considera- ' When tho session today rlosad, agreed upon wero accepted by nil
The military order of disarmaItems.
the
tion
of
nations, although M. Chlteher-i- n
tho state during the strike, that
ment of all persons at the mines
still had an hour nnd a half
Chairman Kelly, In charge of the McNab
insisted upon speaking for disHo will be followed
and of evacuation of their homes
to
left
they could not address the miners.
speak.
bill, stuck to his post throughout bv Deo Friedman, who will close armament and threatens to do so
on company lands by many of the
Eight persons were placed un- the
folday, clashing often with mem
repeatedly nt succeeding sessions.
miners and their families is being
the prosecution. It Is expected
to "ine Jonrnnl.f der arrest at Trinidad, today,
(special
correspondence
bers opposing l.im and particularly for
case However, he has said that he would
the
have
orders
Issued
will
by
the
that
lowing
peaceably complied with. A large
yesterday
jury
Santa Fe, April 11. TSecauBe of Colonel P. J. Humrock, In com- with Representative Rrittem. Illi- between four and five o'clock to- not Insist on consideration of disbeen
have
number of weapons
failure to raise in the district mand of the rangers, to round up nois, ranking republican
armament as part of the agenda.
morrow afternoon.
taken in charge by the military au the
court
a question which later was alleged I. W. W.'s and any agiRussia is growling about Japan
thoritles, Including a machine gur.
1
Uai-and Rumania occupying rart of
demo
Gallivan.
bv
rifles
and fifty
owned
Representative
tators found in coal camps.
""'s"
the
COMPANY
MINING
Her-oNEW
f
court, Trinidad
her territory, and France bristles
Colonel Hamrock, who is in Den- crat, Massachusetts, one of the ac
hip American Coal company at one 'the supreme
when Germany nnd Russia (ire
its mines; The arms will nil be era, Francisco Vallejos and Mateo ver, said that complete reports of tive lenders for an increase, put
INCORPORATION
FILES
stand
Valencia
of
county,
Chaves!,
in"
owners
friends
to
the
shown
returned
and. foes
good humor by
any consideration. But there
following
tho arrests had not been received
convicted of perjury, according to here from Captain Dennis, who attacking what he described as an
the close of the strike.
PAPERS AT SANTA FE is a sort of armed neutrality and
there are Indications that the
Reports confllct as to the num tho decision of the supreme court, is In charge of the rangers in "effort to scrap the real navy to
ber of men werklng at the various which upheld fne conviction and southern Colorado.
make room for a prohibition
will become more
Santa Fe, April 11. The Lucky
mines In the district. Mine opera- judgment of tho district ?ourt. The
ns tho days proceed nnd
roar
was
There
a
tractable
from 5 Mining, Milling, Development.
More miners returned to work navy."
tors clnim nji increase In workmen opinion of the supreme "court is today at Colorado Fuel and Iron members when Mr. Gallivan picInthe Cannes
will
consider
actually
company has been
While the strikers claim a decided by Justice Davis, Chief Justice company
with an authorized cap- agenda, leaving land disarmaments
according to tured the rum running outfit with
properties,
corporated
claim
condecrease
Operators
thirty- liaynolds and Justice Parker
commissioner as ital stock of 12,500,000, of which untouched except for occasional
advices here today. It was stated the prohibition
five rnen working at the Mentmore curring.
The statement of tact that 2,799 men reported for work "Admiral Haynes" lashed to the $9,000 is subscribed. The fee re- bursts of oratory.
mine while the union claims only by the court is:
mast
and
the
command to ceived by the state for this charIt is expected that the conferwith
yesgiving
2,518
today, compared
three were n work today and that
"The three appellants were
terday. This is the largest num- go ahead and damn the rum run- ter was $250. Santa Fe will he ence will take a vacation on Good
they were not mining coal. Some
l.idlcted
for perjury.
Jointly
ber reporting, it was said, since ners with their explosive bever- the principal
place of holding Friday and Easter Sunday and
coal was shipped from Gallup to
Tho indictment charged that
I. ages."
the
the
of
strike
while the Monday.
beginning
stockholders'
April
meetings,
day.each of them was called and
Nearly everybody will have a principal business office will be in
Reports from .Secretary PogliaOfficials of the miners' union
sworn as a witness and each
no of district 15, however, were chance to talk before the end is Prescott, Ariz., with a branch ofMEXICAN POLITICAL
this evening accepted
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gave certain false testimony.
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Tecumseh" Sherman.
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tion of tho Flndlay mine apDirector.
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Riverside. N. J., April 11. Fnd, field, we are fast approaching the
was rushed from Cedar Rapids and
Street
Taxing on tho output basis
LOCAL REPORT.
Edmund J. Mack and B. E. Pratt Ing, of the stock and barrel of the 75 per cent mark."
would have lieen on the value
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
both of whom are seriously Injured, shotgun with which the police beMr. Murray asserted that the
City
approximately of 25,85,028.
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, were brought to this city and taken lieve John T. Bunen was killed in ranks of strikers" in both bituminwhile on tho Flndlny appraisal
his home here Mnrch 10, may lead ous and anthracite fields had been State
to a hospital.
recorded by the university:
tlin assessment will bo on a
to the Identification of the person swelled by nearly 100,000 since the
70
Highest temperature .
valuation
of approximately
who shot the show man.
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BURNS FATAL TO HUTDE.
cf
Lowest
the
and
walkout,
production
$33,000,000.
v
"
Mrswere
11.
The
El
n
and
stock
barrel
several
Koto
cut
Paso,
bv
Texas,
April
mines
43
Rang
Many Journal renders
Mine owners and operators
have been clipping tiut the Hnskin
43 Candida Gutien, 23 year old brld? dragged from the Pensauken creek million tons weekly.
Mean
have signified their willingness
coun- three miles from Riverside yestercoupons and mailing them to the
35 of a few months, died at the
to aeeept thin chango In valuaHumidity at 8 a.m
noon today an hour day by Maury Beck, chief of police
Journal at Albuquerque. Tills
ZYI1S.KO WINS.
S ty hospital at
tion, except that tlicy have reHumidity at 6 p. m...,.,,
she
from
het
rushed
of Palmyrla, N.' J. The same numafter
had
been
11.
Stanis
should
bo
not
should
done.
Houston,
Texas,
April
served (lie right to protest on
They
0 home at- Preolpltatlon
'
from
on them as was found laus Kbyszko. former tieavyweigh bo mailed to "The
Ysleta.
ber
suffering
appeared
account
of the failure ot the
Albuquerque
41 bums.
Wind velocity
won in tw Journal Information Bureau, WashPassing a stove, her dress on the gun grip picked up in the wrestling champion,
commission to allow requested
. Southwest
Direction of wind
had caught firs and she was a mass field near the Brunen house the straight falls
from Yuslf Ossman, ington. I). C, as directed In the
deductions
for depreciation,
Character of day..
1. Clear ot flames when neighbors arrived. day after the shooting.
Turkish wrestler, here tonight.
coupon.
taxes, etc.

HUGHES ISHEARD

Funds Are Not Needed Now, But Intend to
Take Every Precautionary Measure to Protect Themselves, Is Statement; Reports Conflict As to the Number of Men Working;
Everything Is Quiet.

On

AD

LIFE, VERDICT

NAVY, IS CHARGE Gavin McNab Attacks Testi
(Gallivan,

"CITY IS WITH US," CHAIRMAN
OF STRIKERS' COMMITTEE SAY

ill!

FOR

Dnllj hy

CITY

Further Deflation Will Deprive Laborers and Their
Families of the Means of
Subsistence.
(fly The Aseocliitcil Press.)
April 11. The man
job, due to industrial depression, should not be allowed to
represent a standard to which othei

Chfcago,

without a

workers would be deflated, railway
employes told the railroad labor
board todav in declaring that labor
should not be treated as a commod
ity, subject to tho law of supply
and demand, but deserves an "adequate living wage."
the
Statisticians
representing
maintenance of way men, or common laborers, fighting against a
wage cut proposed by the railroads,
to
argued for a "wage sufficient on
support a standard living based
a
reasonable
aad
health, decency
and modest degree of comfort.
Common labor on the railroads, according to Arthur Sturgis, economist, of Washington, D. C, had
been reduced more than the fall In
the cost of living and "justice to
the worst paid of the railroad
workers, indeed, would demand an
immediate Increase.
Wage tribunals, however, must
"keep at least one foot on thJ
ground," Mr. Sturgis
said, and
added that he did not ask higher
wages now, preferring to let the increase come in the form of de
creased living costs.
W. Jett Lauck. statistician, de
clared there was no justification for
any railroad wage reductions, adding that further deflation of common labor was "Impossible since it
would be equivalent to depriving
larjorers and their families of the
very means of subsistence, would
be violative of public and private
morals ana contrary to all consid
erations of a sound and enlightened
4
public policy."
Mr, Lauck asked that several
prominent health and Industrial
authorities be summoned to testify
on a living wage, but the board de
ferred issuing subpoenas for the
witnesses until the maintenance ot
way men's testimony is completed.
when it will decide whether the
experts' testimony is necessary to
complete their case.

TARIFF- MEASUR E

10
SEMPER

IS TOSSED

Bill Will Not

Be Called Up
Before April 20, to Give
Senators Time to Study
It McCumber States,

RATES HIGHER THAN
PAYNE-ALDRIC-

LAW

H

Some Leaders Predict Its
Adoption In About 60
Days; Other Estimates
Range High as 6 Months
(Hy The Associated Trese.)

Washington, April 11 (by tho As
sociated Press.) Tho long awaited
administration tariff bill was pre
sented today In the senate. Sena
tor McCumber, republican, North
Dakota, in speaking of the meas
ure, announced ttiat to give senators time to study it, he would not
call it up before April 2U. some
republican lenders thought It would
lie passed after about Bitxy days of
debate but other estimates ranged
as high as three months.
Experts who assisted the senato
finance committee majority to pre
that tne
pare the bill, estimate
average of its rates is slightly high
h
er than the average or the
law, the last
republican
h
level
tariff act. The
was approximately 41 per cent on
all dutiable imports and Zl per
cent on all imports free and dutiable. The average of the democratic Underwood tariff, which the
new bill would replace, was 37.60
and 14.88 per cent, respectively, in
1914, the first year ot its operation
and the only year when trade was
not seriously affected by the world
war or after the war conditions.
Comparisons Difficult.
tills bill with the
Comparing
Fnnlnpv measure, which the house
passed last July 21, and of which
this is a rewrite, the experts esti
mate that the average el all rates
is lower, though tho specific rates,
those on
and more particularly
foodstuffs, are somewnnt nigner.
Kxnet comparisons ot the ad valorem duties in the two bills are
somewhat different, due to the fact
that the senate committee threw
the house American
overboard
valuation plan, returning to the
valuation
principle.
foreign
While they have not completed
all calculations, treasury experts
say that tho senate measure proba- bly would raise between $330,000.in revenue, as
000 and 3u(l.00O,u
compared with the estimate of
1300. 000, 1)00 for the Fordney Din
and the $308,000,000 of revenue re
turned in the calendar year laii
oneration of the t'rr- fur
dcrwood and the emorgency tariff
act.
Foreign valuation.
In returning to the foreign valuation principle, the senate com
mittee majority carried out suggestions of President Harding to con
gress last December for a flexible
tariff. Under special provisions in
the measure, the president, in tho
language of the majority report
which accompanied the bill, would
be authorized:
"To modify tariff rates either upwithin preward or downward
scribed limits (60 per cent) and in
!.ceordance with definite rules laid
down by congress so that rates
may at all times conform to existing conditions.
"To change the basis for the assessment of ad valorem duties on
selected Items from the foreign
value to the value of the domestlo
article In the American market
when the foreign value is not a
certain basis for the assessment of
duties on such Items,
any country which discriminates
hibit the importation of particular
goods for the purpose of preventing unfair methods cf competition'
in the importation of goods.
Additional Duties.
"To Impose additional duties on
the whole or any part of .the Imports Into the United States from
against our overseaa commerce.
There additional duties are limited
to the amount of the discriminais
tion, but it the discrimination
the importation ot
maintained,
merchandise may be prohibited."
Asserting that these elastic tariff
the
provisions were regarded by
committee as "undoubtedly constideclared
that
tutional." the report
they would "contribute to tariff
stability by preventing the accum
ulatlon of cases which ultimately
of a general
lorce the upheaval
tariff revision." It was added that
of possible tariff
investicatlons
changes would be carried out under
and that th
judieiul procedure
parties Interested would tie giver,
an opportunity to be heard.
Purpose or the Hill.
Outlining the purpose of the bill,
the report said the committee had
endeavored to recommend rates
which would afford protection to
Amerienn Industries and permit
them to pay wages sufficient to
enable the workmen to maintain
an American standard of living,
and also rates sufficient to "maintain essential Industries created as
a result of the war and considered vital to tho future Industrial
Independence of the American people "
Taking up what was described
as the "need of tariff revision,"
the committee majority said in the
limited time before the war that
the "low rates" of the Underwood
law were In effect, tho) rates
"had caused a retrenchment In
production of American product
and had decreased the purchasing
power of the American workman
because of reduction In wages."
It added that "the outbreak cf th
war was the salvation of the Amer
lean industry."
Present Day Conditions.
Discussing present day conditions, the report said "the quotations made by foreiffn producers
for export sale of late have been
so extremely low that they threaten the destruction of American industries and' have consequently
moralized American trade." It added that "this condition exists at
the present time and it is believed,,
will continue to exist until rates
are established that will afford
fair protection to American Indus- tries."
Hefore Its presentation in th
"
on Psge Two.)
Payne-Aldric-

Payne-Aldric-

thfr-loit-

de'

'
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TARIFF MEASURE IS
TOSSED INTO SENATE

NATIONS LEAGUE

INJECTED

NEW COURSES TO BE
GO BACK TO YOUR HOME
OFFERED STUDENTS AT TOWN AND GET A
JOB,
THE A. & M. COLLEGE
MEN TOLD

OUR NATIONAL

INTO

(Continued from Page One.)
(Special Cnrrospoitilence to The Jonrnul.)
Las Cruce. N. M., April 11. Ansenate, the bill was formally np
nouncement was made today by
proved at the first meeting of the
Dr. H. L. Kent, president, that the
entire committee since the work
animal husbandry department ot
of drafting the measure was startthe New Mexico college of agriculed three months ago. Democratic
ture ami mechanic arts will offer
members of the committee present
courses in sheep und wool producvoted against it and were given 10
DemMcCormick Challenges
tion during the college year 1922-days in which to prepare their miwith the
The plan is to
.
and
for
the
nority
report
fight
Their
ocrats to "Show
Wool Growers' assocla
iew inMexico
which they plan to launch against
a movement to improve the
tlon
Colors" on Stand Taken it immediately after it is called up
uuality and quantity of the wool
of Secrecy.
( liar
clip.
Cox.
By
The charge of secrecy in tin
The college will aim to train a
preparation of the bill was raised
numbevof men each year for breed
Aaaorintrd
Tlie
rrcm.)
in the senate from the
(By
promptly
in wool improvement and in
ing
April 11. Demo- democratic side. Senator HarriWashington,
methods of handmore
cratic leaders In the senate and son of, Mississippi, called attention
ling and grading wool at the shearelsewhere were challenged by Sen- that the bill was Introduced today
this
if
sheds,
ing
improvement in
ator McCormick. republican, Illi- (Hiring an executive session of the
methods can be secured and at llm
and added:
senate
nois, chairman of ttie republican
the
same time give
grower a desenatorial campaign committee, to"it was perfectly natural that It
on the grade and
report
pendable
stand
on
the
should be done in secrecy. Everyday to show colors
shrinkage of his wool, he should
taken by their party's "titular thing else about it has been done in
get a iiutter price for his product.
Cox of secrecy."
head," former Governor
in the courses will get
Students
n
Ohio, for continuation of the
Opposition will not be confined
laboratory training in economical
to
States
side.
democratic
Senator
the
United
the
to have
methods of handling wool, classing
Smott of Utah, ranking republican
join the league of nations.
scouring,
carbonizing,
grading,
The
Speakiner in the senate with ref- on the finance committee, plans to
picking and other processes.
erence to the New York address of take the iloor in his fight for
courses will also give training in
on
duties
the
than
McCormick
sugar
higher
and
Senator
Governor Cox
management
sheep production
two cents a pound on full duty and
said:
and in the study of breeds and
for wool
"I want to know whether the 1.B0 cents a pound on Cuban raw,
improvement
breeding
for the which are now In force in the
and improved methods of caring
views of the candidate
emergency tariff and which the
for wool at the shearing sheds, esSenator 0. E. Weller.
presidency fit the last election are
the views of his party here. I am committee has recommended.
pecially grading and packing.
senator.
O. E.
Maryland's junior
The New Mexico Wool Growers'
Long Slaplu Cotton Kate.
certain they will soon have to take
was
in
born
was
Weller,
the
Relstertown.
bill
after
at its meeting in Albuassociation
Immediately
a stand before the public."
Md January 23, 1S02. After com querque, March 1(1 and 17, petitionthe
Introduced
effort
to
of
raise
Senator
Borah, republican
cents a pound rate on long pleting his public school education ed the state legislature for an apot the
Idaho, an irreconcilable
cotton, now in the emergency he attended Annapolis and after propriation to be used by the New
league of nations controversy of staple
and
law,
the
approved by the commitgraduation from that institution Mexico college of agriculture and
two years
fiRO, Interrupted
tee, was launched, Senator Came- was graduated from National Law mechanic arts to erect and operate
speaker to Inquire whether there ron,
introducrepublican, Arizona,
Won (lis-- , a miniature scouring plant and gel
university, Washington.
were not some republicans who
an amendment to make the rate tinction as chairman of the Mary an accurate report 01 us graue ami
were "growing more friendly" to ing
15 cents, the figure urged by proOnce the
land
stnte
roads
commission
when per cent of shrinkage.
rethe league. Mr. McCormick
ducers of this cotton in his and ho expended $16,000,000, given his scouring plant is esiaonsnea, it
plied that there was only ''an In- other southwestern states, and by
as
a
be
used
will
laboratory for In
department by two democratic legvisible remnant" on the republican the
republican agricultural tarllf islatures, In tho construction of the structioiKil purposes.
side of the senate.
recotton Is
bloc. Short
"While New Mexico ranks fourth
Lost
Maryland state roads
"I am afraid the senator is tained on the staple
free list but opposi in a bitterly contested system.
race for the among the states in the United
wronsr.
returned Mr. Boran. "ana tion Is promised to some
of
the
States, in tho number of sheep, ac
further I think the number of pro- - rates proposed on cotton good.i governorshipthe in 1915. Inof 1916 lie cording
to the bureau or crop esti
Secrecampaign
leaguers is Increasing.
which in some instances are higher managed
mates, it ranked ninth In wool pro
tary of War Weeks for the presi ductlon
Aslmrst Joins In.
h
In the
in 1921," Dr. Kent said
those
than
dential nomination. Elected to the
Senator AKhurst, democrat, Ari- bill.
senate in 1920, defeating Senator "There should, therefore, be a con
zona, Joined in the debate to assert
effort to improve
the woo
certed
Agricultural Products.
..
,,
that he was not surprised that Mr.n
One of the principal schedules In John Walter Kmlth, the first defeat cl,p
ln u,e MaleMcCormick sought to build up
the new hill is that dealing with Smith had suffered in thirty-tw- o
"smoke screen with the league of agricultural products. In includes years.
CITIZENS ARE LOSING
nations as an issue."
most items of food stuffs, many of
"It is well that the republicans which were on the free list in the
RESPECT FOR COURTS,
search and search far and wide," Underwood bill and Includes a
senator
said, "for duty of 30 cents a bushel on wheat
the Arizona
CHICAGO MAN ASSERTS
A
never in .history has such a lament- as under tne emergency law, put
able record been made by a party five cents higher than proposed in
(lly The Aimirlnled Press.)
an has been recorded since this ad- the Fordney bill. The compensa
Chicago, April 11. Lawyers are
ministration took charge. I do not tory duty in flour was placed ai
one
of
the most Important factors
blame him for wanting to put life 78 cents per 1UU pounds, as com
of crime, Henry
in the
in the corpse of the Issue of a pared to no cents in the Fordney (Special rnrrpp!inrnre la Tho .ourml.: rtnrrptl- suppression
'b:i ni her a in. onerarincr m
bill, and 2o per cent au valorem ir
Hot Springs. N. M.. Anrit 11
r'hin.-iirnf
tho
league of nations. He and his par- the
rrimn com
irnptur
h
bill.
tisans must do something to
niille Mr. and Mrs. C. E. James of im?ion, said In an address today
this schedule the mis
In framing
stream of
ceal that unbroken
with
a
on
law en
place,
party of a half before the committee
broken promises, the ever continu committee majority gave the repub. dozen friends were looking for
forcemeat of American liar assocla
about
the
bloc
llcan
agricultural
faun.
situation from which ation. He dealt principally with
ing stream of betrayals of
but committee ex- sotistaotory
And then, too. this barrage which rates asked for with
could fish in the lake about conditions in Chicago.
few exceptions they
said that
miles
the senator from Illinois attempts perts
above
"Citizens are losing their respect
eight
Elephant Butte
duties would not exceed 25 per dam last
to lay down may hide such terrible the
In Chi
Thursday, they trampled for the courts," he said.
cent
nd
valorem.
scandal,
on some queer looking stones from cago they know that last year by
things as the Newberry
Explaining the schedule In the one of which
four
out
such things as the payment of
one
than
of
less
there extended a cor average
report, the majority said it had
for murder tn
nearly $200,000 for a seat in the adopted
rugated projection which looked defendants tried
agto
the
of
giving
policy
senate."
gigantic teeth. The! Cock county was convicted and of
the measure of protectior. strangely like was
Senator Ashurst turned aside riculture
so strong that 'tho 6,723 defendants actually tnen
resemblance
has been accorded to other in- alter
from his attack to praise the enact- that
the party had passed Mrs. in the criminal court for felony
with due consideration to
ment of budget legislation, but dustries,
James
back
turned
for a closer In- that only 1.674 naid any penalty.
the needs of all sections and of all
added that the budget "cracked" industries.
They know that out of that number
spection.
and
rivers
barrel
when the "pork
The object lay ln the wet Band only 757 received penitentiary or
Toy Industry Protected.
harbors appropriation hit the house
to
close
the water line at the foot reformatory sentences. Theyof know
Besides the provisions to take
Chithe operations
d
with its
republican
care of dye and glass industries de- of an abrupt bluff thnt had been that
off by the action of the cago's legal machinery, controlled
veloped during the war, the com- caved
on
and
bench
tho
bar,
placed
by
water. A very little digging dismittee majority sought to give pro- closed
the streets of Chicago 236 more
the object to be the entire criminals
RIGHT TO STRIKE IS
tection to other war time Industhan the same machinery
animal
tries.
provided for a duty of lower jaw of a gigantic
to prison last year. Knowledge
DENIED EMPLOYES OF 70 per Itcent
ad valorem double completely petrified.
fact
of
this
brings dismay to reAn afternoon of hard work and
h
and Underwood
citizens and rejoicing to
GERMAN GOVERNMENT the
rates on dolls and toys to protect unscientific excavation salvaged the! sponsible
the crooks."
of
n
entire
with a few theMr.hearts
petrifaction
the industry primarily from
Chamberlain declared that
By The Assorlatrd PrpM.l
minor
and
now
at
it
is
the
mishaps
competition.
of the trouble is the namby-pambBerlin, April 11. The right to
With a view to developing the James apartments where It Is an "part
sentimentality
sickening
striKe is denied employes of the potash liftlustry in California,
Utah object of curiosity to the whole for outlaws convicted cf crime."
government in an order issued by and other western states by pro- town.
tne uerman minister of transpor- tecting it from the German IndusThe length of the Jaw Is twenty-fou- r
tation, who characterized the re- try, tho committee recommended
width- ART DEALS BUSTLING
inches, the greatest
cent strike of engineers on the that for a
from
the crown nf the teeth to the EFFICIENCY
period of five years, duBLOW AT
government railways as a "revolt ties be placed
on the actual potash lower edge is eleven Inches, the
of officials."
A majority of high In
chloride and all crude height of the teeth above the
IN
CALIFORNIA
potassium
POLLS
government officials and members
socket three Inches, and the dis
salts, etc., as follows:
of the rcichstag support this posi- potash
For the first two years 2 cents tance across the top of the teeth,
(n.v The
PreM.)
tion,
2
i
which are all molars, is three and
a pound, for the third" year,
' Labor
quarters and particularly cents;
inches. The teeth occupy 11.Carmel By the Sea, Calif., April
for the fourth year, 114
dealt
Art
bustling
communist circles take Issue with cents
efficiency
one the posterior portion of the jaws a
body blow at the polls here yesthe government, admitting that of- cent. and for the fifth year,
and appear to be joined Irt a solid
ficials are bound "to obedience" to
the distance between terday. The arts and letters ticket,
formation:
Dutlcg on Masnosltc.
headed by
the state, but on the other hand
Newberry, au
Explaining the proposed duty of the posterior parts of the Jaws Is thor. carried Perry
election. All four
are working men and women who
three or four Inches while the members of the
cent a pound on crude
his ticket were elect
must combat unfavorable wage and
which was on the free list width of the anterior part is very ed trustees of this It t tie town, which
with weaponR in the
living conditions
h
and Under narrow, not more than one and a
as nn exprosslon of
be
taken
available.
The strike Is the only wood nets, the committee
majority half inches. The bones are mas may
the electorate that It prefers an
effective weapon within reach, they said the
was to enable sive and very rounded on the outer art
purpose
hold.
by pav
colony, nndeflled
In surface, the set of teeth complete
of this material
Use of emergency workers, like producers
state to lay down and not much worn. The weight ments, to a hustling, modern little
Washington
the Technische Nothilfe. to keep their product at tho steel mill cen- of the entire jaw is about eighty or city.
essential public utilities operating ters of the country on an
Newberry was elected trustee for
equality ninety pounds and the color gray- a term
of two years. Other trus
during strikes, heretofore had been with imported magnesite.
ish white with considerable Iron tees elected
With hltn, for trms
tacitly recognized by labor which
stain.
in the administra
changes
Many
four
of
furnished members to the associa- tive features of the house bill were
years each, wre William
T. Kibbler, Miss Helen Parkes and
tion, now Is generally condemned made by the senate committee maMiss
William Ij. w. Maxwell.
by more radical labor and receives jority, tho most important being STEAMSHIP TRAFFIC
Parkes is a poetess.
from conservative the elimination of provisions givBlight praise
ATLANTIC
IN
NORTH
and
his
labor elements.
Newberry
supporters
ing the president authority to enThe Technische Nothilfe was an ter
change in "Carmel
WILL BE MOVED SOUTH stood out for no
into reciprocity treaties with
while the opposition
the
Sea,"
By
Important factor In breaking the foreign countries
and reduce or
wanted pavements, other Improve
fetrike
of
the railroaders. It Is remove entirely the.
duties on
(By The Aawiplatfd Prei.)
ments and Instructions going to
SrgUefl, and therefore has shown poods from
such
Washington, April 11. steamcountries, and
what they termed "a live
Itself not a good servant of the also to
him authority to Im- ship traffic in the north Atlantic make
give
public but an enemy of organized pose penalties In the form of ad- will be moved 60 miles south of wire town."
labor.
ditional duties against goods of the present lane through the ice
A
to train labor leaders
countries which Imposed duties on danger zone of the Grand Banks Is to school
' A chain of banks to
be established ln Cincinnati
be owned American
sent
Instructions
under
advisory
products
by
ond controlled by organized labor is him as unreasonable. regarded
of
Federation
of Ice. by the American
out by the
planned in California.
The committee
retained
the The castbound traffic to Europe Labor.
house retaliatory provision with made the change, effective last
The westbound
lane
regard to the restriction or pro- Saturday.
hibition by any country of the ex- will move April 15. The season
break
and
loose
when
to
the
the United States of
bergs
portation
T.
C.
printing paper, wood pulp or wood sometimes force their way Into
for use In tha manufacture of the ordinary lanes of steamship
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
Is
near at hand.
wood pulp.
travel
HEFRACTION
Tha coast guard cutter Tampa,
107 8. Fourth.
Phone I057.W
on international ice patrol duty off
Move Child's Bowels with SPRING FASHIONS DO
the Grand Banks, reported the
viin
one
the
presence of
berg
"California Fig; Syrup"
NOT BOTHER WOMEN OF cinity
of the steamship lanes within the last 10 days. The berg apIS
REPORT parently
ODESSA,
broke up and
U 111

SENATE

April 12, 1922.

DEBATE

sociated Press to broadcast to the
Jobless veterans who, he said, are
congregating in tho largo cities,
where the unemployment situation
Is becoming worse.
The Legion's effort to find em(By The AHenrlatrd rrcae.)
ployment for the 700.000 jobless
Indianapolis, Ind., April 11.
men boRan three weels
men of the country ago, is gaining in effectiveness,
were asked to go back to their Mr. MacNider
said.
homo town and get a job, in nn
"Rut tho stiffest problem," Mr.
f'M lilr
appeal which Hanfoid MacXIder,
cnHm,n,l "Vina V,np
national commander of the Amer- the floater,
n order to benefit
ican Legion, today asked the As tne wortny the first
principle of

3.

(H

1

our effort hns been for every community to take care of its own.
"The Legion's advice Is:
"Get back home.
Get back
the people who have
among
watched you grow from boyhood
to manhood, who naturally felt
the greatest gratitude toward you
.1'.
Dviii;ca ill nits wtir. UilUIV
with the home folks lies your
chance of honest, profitable em
ployment among inenas.

TO PIjAST MEMORIAL THEE.
Washington, April 11. A memorial tree will be planted for Claru
linrton, founder of the Red Cross,
on Easter Sunday at Glen Echo,
Md., where she died.

nnyAx won't nvy.

Miami, Fla., April 11. William
J, Bryan, in a statement given out
this afternoon, announced his definite decision not to become a
candidate for the United States senJournal Want Ads Bring Hcstilts. ate from Florida.
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Victrola No. 300
$250
Victrola No. 300, electric, $315
Mahogany, oak or walnut

Payne-Aldric-

-

LOWER JAW OF
HUGE ANIMAL
IS DISCOVERED

morl

'ictrola

I

Payne-Aldric-

You are absolutely sure of the highest
quality and of the best value
A quartercentury of successful achieve-

--

'

100-od-

ment provides conclusive evidence of

Victor supremacy. The experience gained
through this constant development, and the
equipment specially designed to meet their
particular needs, enable the Victor organization to maintain the high standard of
Victor quality. There are also resultant
economies in manufacture, from which the
public benefits.
When buying a Victrola you get both
Victor quality and Victor value. Victrolas
$25 to $1500.

t

Payne-Aldric-

Ger-mn-

AftHfirf-itp-

one-ha-

mag-neslt-

lf

e,

Payne-Aldric-

"HIS MASTER'S

selves.

Even a cross, feverish, bilious, or
'Hid loves the "fruity"
constipated
taste of "California
Fig Byrup.' A
r
fails to cleanse
teaspoonful
the liver and bowels. In a few
hour you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the sour
bile, and undigested food out of the
liowels and you have a well, playful
child again,
a
Millions of mothers' keep
Fig Byrup" handy.
They
It teaspoonful today eaves a
ilck child tomorrow. Ask your
for genuine "California
druggist
Vig Syrup" which hat directions
tor babiea and children of all ages
....printed on bottle. Moihefl You
tnurt gar "California" or you may
iet an Imitation tin syrup.
.

:

ne-e-

.

'.

'"Call-fornl-

is an unknown
Underclothing
quantity. So are stockings for the
unlucky. Women who have cloaks
or furs wear them in day time but
at night leave them home.
If
did not they would be robbedthey
in
the darkened streets.
People who go to the theater
travel homewards in groups for
protection.
This lack of clothing hits very
hard the younger girls. One of
them said to the correspondent: "I
should like to go abroad, if only to
get nice clothes."
The older women In Russia, when
talking of the chance ot ever getting abroad, say: ."After all, if we
got abroad we would be very poor
and feel our poverty more by the
contrast. Here we are all dressed
alike and more or less In rags and
so long as we can get food enough,
p haps it is best that we stay in
Russia."

CONVICTIOY AFFIRMED.
Banta Fe. April 11. Conviction
of Mariano t'llbarrl In the district court ln Ban Miguel county
of the theft of three head nf cattle has been affirmed by the supreme court, In ah opinion !v
Chief Justice Raynolds, Justice
Parker concurring. Justice liavla
did not participate.

B.E

L

TUBERCULOSIS
Glmi hat poiltlve
he ! ftble to cur
tuberculoma br Inhalation
In any climate.
For further information
dnreet THE) T. F. Ot.ASP
INHALANT CO., MASON
Dr.
proof

BUILD1NO.

1.09

GLASS

R

PAINT

CEMENT

PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

ANOB-LE-

CALIFORNIA.

423 North First Street
Wind Shield
tzi sootli tirat

Glass-Lumb-

Rtreet,

er

hone 40J.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Hnllrrmeker

and Welder.
Tel, IU47--

COAL

2100 South Second 81.

FANCY EGG

SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE

GALLUP LUMP ..$11.00
OMERA LUMP... $11. 50

SECRETARIES
LlShlli

Street and TIJeras

Avenue,
A distinctly special school
In an Ideal location. We are
successfully preparing secsteaccountants,
retaries,
nographers,
typists, correoffice
arid
othef
spondents
workers. Join Our enthusiastic student body.

GUARANTEED

FUE
RAILROAD

WATCH CHAIN FREE WITH
EVERY WATCH BOUGHT AT OUR STORE TODAY FOR $5.00 OR MORE.

MEN,

'

....$10.50

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 261
L. JOE MILLER,

OFF

TODAY IS WATCH DAY
ATEVERITT'S BIG SALE!

Just received Several Cars
of

THE WESTERN

rola

US. PAT

Victor Talking Machine Company
Camden, New Jersey

H. CARNES

(By The Associated prmn.)

REG.

Important Look for these trademarks. Under the lid. Oft the label,

Hydro-Graph-

Odessa, April 11. .Sitrinr fash
ions do not bother the women of
uuessa. They have no new fashion Journals nor cloth with which
to make
new dresses. Women
sometimes have' a hat and a few
of
jardg
rough cloth to clothe them-

VOICE1

We Are Going to Hold

a surprise
all

M

AfJ

Jafe

See Friday's Journal

-

w-- n

Illinou, Elgin., Etc., Included.

U-

-VW

a

social at uur store
Friday and Saturday.
L.

".,f FF CTfEPITTJP

ATTENTION:

' d. Mlb. Free!

ESTABLISHED 1883
20S WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Pres.

STORE OPEN EVENINGS.

"

""'ni

to the Ladies

Buy your Wrist Watch
t our Low Sale Price today
re.
ceive an extra Watch and
Ribbon
Attachment FREE.

i:

Pass Three.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
CHARGE ASSAULT
ON OCT. 4, 1922;

Y.M.DINNERTO

LHDIS

PROSPECTS

TO SEE

OBJECT TO CLOSING OF
MEADOWJCITY HOSPITAL

OR

Las Vegas, N. M., April 11.
Santa l'e railway employes of the
northern part of New Mexico and
many in the central and southern
sections are protesting against the
A Blip of the typewriter on whic'
closing of the railway's New Mexico division hospital here. The inthe indictment charging Justo and
POOR
ARE
TODKY
HELD Mahiuiadas Chavez with assault
stitution was to have been closed
FOR
April 1, but is still in operation.
was typed freed the two men yesThe employes point out that the
terday from the necessity of prove
climate in this section is so adT'
e
(Special rorre.pon.lnM.
(By The Auoclnted Pre.
ing their innocence.
vantageous for rapid recoveries
Las Cruces, N. M.. Aprilof 11.
Several Talks Given; $13,-nn- n When the case came to trial yesChicago, April 11. Eight clubs
marfrom both disease and accidents
morning, it was found that In lour western cities of the major The report of the bureau
reIs Amount to Be terday
tho hospital should be mainthat
Just
estimates,
the indictment charged the men
and
crop
kets
of with assault with a deadly weapon league circuits will swingof away leased for publication through the tained. The matter la having a
Divisions
Two
their office of the state statistician, K. hearing with officials.
Raised;
on October 4, 1922.
Since this tomorrow on the first leg
basic allegation was obviously un- journey toward the pennant. Ca- F Hare, shows a condition on
Workers Out.
true the case was summarily dis- pacity crowds were predicted for jVpril 1, of 78.4 per cent for the MARRIED 18 YEARS,
missed by Judge Mayo K. Hickey. Cincinnati and St. Louis, the Na- ,inte wheat in the United States,
night
last
held
dinner
the
At
SUES FOR DIVORCE
Since it is
cities, while the
to amend tional lengue
to a condition of 76 per
t the Y. M. C. A. teams for the an indictment, impossible
the case could not American leneuers were due to compared
at this date last
the
crop
for
cent
this
starts
crowds
which
be postponed to another term, and play before extraordinary
financial canvass
After being married 18 years
year. The acreage in winter wheat
ine tho men cannot be tried at any in Chicago and Cleveland.
in dismorning met and discussed
is 1.2 per cent less than that Nestor Chavez filed suit divorce
said
enthusicities
in
these
on
officials
same
court yesterday for a
the
Much
future
trict
Club
time
which
charge.
vear.
pro
inst
coming campaign.
ion(o
It is not known where the mis- that the advance seat sales were duced 587,032,000 bushels. With from Manuelita Chavez de Cande-lariasm was aroused. Reuben D. Pcr-rtake occurred.
The complaint charges deexceptionally heavy. Cincinnati
chairman of tho finance
conditions prevailing unsertion.
every reserved seat sold, present
proshould
nation
presided at the meeting.
the
Tlie couple are tho parents of
with an estimated attendance- of til harvest,
192- -.
S Several talks were given after
duce 572 974,400 bushels in
two children, nged 16 and 12 years.
30,000, while Cleveland anticipated
tie dinner. Rabbi Moiso Bergman MONEY IS
part
the
greater
New
In
Mexico,
a crowd of 20,000. The Cardinals,
only
iated that in the course of its
is grown in The petition states that the of
n
where the Mound City fans are of the winter wheat
often
60 per community property consists
counties.
Only
ervice, the charity bureau
farm
the
both
clubs,
for
dry
land
of
acre
house,
and
a
men
quarter
talking pennants
was
i.ound 1? advisable to send and
acreage
of
last year's
were expected to crowd the arena, cent
to in- at Atrisco.
p the T. M. C. A. for help were
while 'Chicago looked forward to planted this year, and due the
fall
!rvice, for which no bills
during
moisture,
sufficient
a filled ball park.
JACK DEMPSEY LEAVES
endered by the "Y." George A.
Although rain has been falling and winter months, the prospects
out that the
are
Kaseman pointed
durvery poor.
western states
wheat
a
crop
TO "CLEAN UP EUROPE"
over
middle
the
for
M.
Y.
financial interest in the
From present indications a large
ing the past 4S hours, clear skies
WinC. A. should be extended, not to
the
M'KIMLEYCO.
abandoned.
with
and
be
will
came
late today,
acreage
11. Jack
New
York. Anrll
a few people, but to the greater
ter wheat in the irrigated counties
prospect of some wind and a little
box-inwill be is in good condition, it Drings mo Deinpey, world's heavyweight
bulk of citizens. His remarks were
diamonds
the
sunshine,
on the
left
today
champion
initial
followed appropriately by a talk
the
for
in good condition
state average condition "i l"
Aquitanla to "clean up F.urope."
from Sidney M. wen, " " B''"
conflicts. The. only thing that car per cent, which forecasts
It Is estimated that the child
Jack said he would fight anyone
of
the
with
,
Interfere
enjoyment
compared
state,
the
for
re work
county,
McKin.ey
willing but that
of chill bushels
in who anneared
a
gmsbut
is
the
prospect
fans
bushels
prooduced
2,142,000
to
everything was indefinite because
investments, and that the great which has been done there since winds in several cities.
lie
192L
nor
his
manager, Jack
neither
.
has
The usual opening ceremonies
volume of business, over $30,000 a the beginning of tho year, hun-anTho rye forecast for tne nauui. Reams, had nny offers for fights
d
saved tho county a good many
in order in all the cities.
bo
will
uuu
year, done with local merchants
imni on foreign soil.
this year Is 69,667,
enterprises, by the "Y" justi- drods of dollars tn the prevention Mavor Kohler of Cleveland is from an 84 per cent condition.
fled a concrete proof of confi- - of a diphtheria epidemic in Gallup scheduled to pitch the first ball Tho
1. last year,
condition
April
alone, not to mention the value of In the clash between the Detroit
dence in the organization.
H. the work done from an educa-u,h- r Tigers and Cleveland Ind'ans.J was only 76 per cent on ne
Speaking last night, Lynn
that proauceu
tional or social viewpoint.
deficit
sniii: "The
Down in St. Louis, Acting Mnyor crop
In the course of the physical ex- - Louis P. Aloe has been engaged bushels.
which has accumulated for five
The small acreage lor iew
venrs hv the Y. M. C. A. comes animation of school children, con for that honor, in the game which
ducted under the supervision of will bring the Pittsburgh Pirates Mexico has a condition of only
"JJ" Theater Repeating today
from the difference between the
cast with
an
Bertha Becker, chief of social and the St. Louis Cardinals to 30 per cent.
cost of service to the boys of Al- Miss
of cheap "Experience,"
An
were
abundant
supply
bureau
of
state
service
division
P.nrthelmess as the lead
Cubs
the
ThnRichard
the
buquerque and the fee which they of child welfare, three children gether. for the Chicago
Cincinnati Reds in corn in tho country during
ing star. It is a Paramount picready
pay for that service. Men coy
were discovered in the early stages the latter's yard, whilo the Chicago nut vonr hns resulted in an in ture. The management is also reyays $5 a year. Each year the of diphtheria. These children
the
in
cent
111.1
were
of
the
crease
for
per
were
White Sox
primed
pealing the Burton Holmes "Tradeficit amounts to around $3,000.
"Current
the
isolated and placed dangerous
at nnmlioi- - of breeding sows. On velogue"
and
St. Louis Browns
Now, as has been before suggest- immediately
estimated
under the care of local physicians Cnmiskev park here.
Events."
April 1,. the number was
ed, the plan for clearng up this and a further spread of the disease
In
at 12,424,000.
Lyric Theater "The Conquering
Probably the toughest game
past deficit should be accepted.
If an argument is the west will be between the ChiIn New Mexico there has been Power," including in the cast such
prevented.
The goal in this financial canvass needed
a cago White Sox and the St Louis nn tnerease during the year. The film slurs as Rudolph Valentino
of
establishment
tho
for
or thereabouts. A full time public health service, in Browns. Two of the best pitchers
is $13,000
number remaining at 10,000. While and Alice Terry is being repeated
money investment of $5,000 a year McKinley county as elsewhere, this In th lengue are scheduled to en- some counties
in the dry larm today. It is one of the big attracby the citizens of Albuquerque one item should be sufficient for ter the fray, the White Sox rest- sections of the
show a tions put out by tho Metro corporstate
neeach year would prevent the
the thlnkintr public. .
ing their hopes In Urban Faber. marked increase, there is gener- ation, also repeating; the newt
orin
canvasses
of
further
of
the premier pVtchcr of the bVigue,
"Winter
cessity
Under the supervision
picture,
a decrease In the irrigated Sport ograpli
der to clear up the deficit."
child welfare worker (!37 school while the Frowns will trot out ally
Pep."
The Y. M. C. A. workers will children
More Urban Shocker who was a close sections.farm
This
theater
were examined.
Pastime
Theater
The
supply of the United is
start today the task of getting the than 50 per cent had physical de- contender for the pitching honors States
Miss
repeating today "Littlo
is 111 per cent of the dewere
canvass well under way.
In the Johnson circuit.
Percy as
fects, of which 98 per cent
while the supply is nearly Hawkshaw," with Eileen
also
K. M. Lnndis. commissioner of mand,
remedinhle.
repeating
principal star;
per cent), and the the
The following will Rive an Idea baseball, has made arrangements normal (99.5 89.3
pictures and tho
PLAN TO ENTERTAIN
per cent of nor- the "Fox News"
"Mutt and Jeff
of the work that was done In the to attend the game In Chicago be demand only
laughable
'
of tween the Browns and White Cox. mal.
ON
R0TARIANS
TRIP
county beside the examination
In New Mexico the farm labor
'
school children:
cent
the
of
137
per
TO JUNE CONVENTION
supply is
Meetings addressed, eighteen.
BIG MOVIE COMPANY
Statistical
6urvcy of McKinley
en-! county:
GOES THROUGH CITY
Preliminary plans for the
School children weighed and
tertainment of the delegates to
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
EN ROUTE TO COAST
national Rotary convention in Los measured, 058,
etc., quickly re
Chilli welfare calls, 2S1
Angeles in June are already being
LOPES The funeral of Carmcl-it- a C 1., Plica. Pimples,
lleved Hv
A special section of movie folks
Child welfare associations or- laid by the chamber of commerce.
who died last Sunday
Lopea,
e
which
two.
Selznick corporation,
It is expected to put on a novel ganlzed,
ut her residence on Norm
is moving from New York to the night
Contagious disease calls, three.
will be held mis or your money bark. 60c at druggisti or
program of Indian events and
calls, Pacific const, will pass through the Arno street,
disease
Communicable
tours of the city, and motion pichv mnil postpaid.
morning at 9 o'clock from the famM.
city this morning on the California ily residence.
Burial will be at
tures of these events will be in- eighteen.
children. limited. The company has several Sunta Barbara cemetery. Crolloit THE r.OH.HNE CO., AlliuHHf rqiie, N.
Calls on delinquent
corporated in a Fox news weekly
a
cars,
Pullman
special
three.
special
reel.
is in charge.
and a special club car.
The program
committee
has Calls on dependent children, diner
The party Includes President
OTERO The funeral of Ida
received the schedule for a num- eight.
Calls relating to child labor, Myron Selznick, James Dent, studio Otero, who died lust Moniiuj
ber of the special trains which
such stars as Elaine morning, will be held this murium,
and
manager
twenty.
will pass through here on June
Hammerstein, Owen Moore, Mrs. at 8 o'clock from the lamily resiNutrition classes held, two.
1, 2 and 3, and will arrange the
Owen Moore (Knthryn Perry). Eu- dence. The
schools visited, twelve,
linral
body will be tauen to
for
each
accordin
program
day
Ralph Ince. Nile' Peralta for burial,
Mnternltv and infancy classes gene O'Brien,
Crollott will
ance with the length of the time hold,
Martha
and
Zena
Keefe
Welch,
flftv.
have charge,
which each train will remain. All
taken
has
The
Mansfield
the
of
company
With the
of the trains will be here for at local
child welfare association a over the studies of Rohert Burton
BARELA Irene Barela died last
least an hour, and many of them room was equipped in the uaiiup In Los Angeles, one of the finest on
8oI,0lntmi!til.TlCTni .Me .mrrwhara Tor urepUt
night at her residence after a shor' Eddnw: C.U.ur. tlr.url,i,PH,X. MtliUii.Km.
coast.
the
for a whole afternoon.
school for maternity and infancy
She is survived by hei
illness.
classes and demonstrations, and a
and one sister. Fmieral arIS WORTH parents
CIT THIS OVT--1T
OPEN CIVIL DOCKET
will be announced later.
rangements
pair of physician's office scales
WONKY.
Crollott is in charge.
bought for use in the schools of
5c
enclose
with
out
Cut
this
IS DISTRICT
slip,
weighing
COURT;
Gallup In the monthly
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835
HICKMAN The body of Irwin
FOURTEENCASES SET and measuring tests.
Sheffield Ave. Chicago, 111., writ- Hickman, who was struck by Santa
name
address
and
clearly. Fe train No. 3 at Domingo, and
ing your
You will receive in return a trial
Civil cases requiring a jury triai CHARGE OF VAGRANCY
injured, was shipped by exana
i
will be heard in district court beHoney fatally
Foley's
containing
package
night to Keno, Neva
Monday
press
IS
PERRIN
AGAINST
and Tar Compound for eougbs, da, for burial by Strong Brothers.
ginning today, the docket closing
and croup: Foley Kidney Pills
with Saturday, April 22.
DISMISSED BY COURT colds
Resinol stops
The first case on the docket is
for pains in sides and back;
ROMERO The funeral of Mrs.
and blad- Fidel Komero and baby daughter
There is nothing
that of I B. Putney vs. Dolcelo W.
backache,
kidney
Perrln, charged with vagran- der ailments; and Foley Cathartic was held yesterday morning at a
Romero, in which the plaintiff
cener to renew
Imasked for a Jury trial. The attor- cy, was dismissed yesterday when Tablets, a wholesome and thor- o'clock from
of
the
the church
the torment ot
Burial wad
neys for tho plaintiff are Simms nrraigned In the 5 o'clock police oughly cleansing cathartlo for con- maculate Conception.
court.
and Botts, and George S. Klock
"
biliousness, headaches, in the family plot in Calvary cemeec7ema
Perrln, who has a wife and five stipation,
represents the defendant.
sluggish bowels. Sold every- tery. Strong Brothers were in
here with him, is said by and
health
Only one case remains on the children
restore
skin
where.
charge.
bureau of charities to be a pro
criminal docket and this will be the
beggar, securing money
Resinol Soap is ideal
heard today preceeding the civil fessional
CAR"
TOBEY Merrill M. Tobey, husBY
SOLD
his
JORDAN
case. Petronllla Montoya, charged for the support of himself and
for the complexion
of Mrs. Nell Z. Tobey, who
band
hia
for
their
and
travels, by
family,
by the state with larceny, is the
morning, tele
skill at playing on the heart-strinH00VERJI0T0R CO. died hereto Monday
defer the funeral until
graphed
of charity organizations.
The Hoover Motor company de- his arrival. Mr. Tobey is a governPerrin came here from Michigan,
STORM IN ARKANSAS.
ment aviator at Kelly field, Texas,
to Information received livered a Jordan
Helena, Ark., April 11. Tele- according
char- Silhouette model to T. C. King Sat- and left there yesterday by plane
told
a
the
by
having
bureau,
toThe funthe funeral.
phone message from Melwood
organization there that he had urday. They report buying has to attend
but
the Methodist church ity
day stated
who been very brisk since the first of eral was to be held Tuesday,
near
relatives
Soofhinq and HeAlinq
Albuquerque
and 25 or 30 houses there wer would assist him. These relatives the month. Two carloads of cars has been postponed until WednesAt all druggists
wrecked by last night's storm and have not come to the front, how vere unloaded this week and all day morning at 9:30 o'clock, at
that about 70 homes were demol- ever, and Perrln is again on his up- delivered to waiting buyers. Others Strong Brothers' chapel.
ished on the Lundell Land and pers and seeking someone to aid have deposits up on cars that will
Mrs. Henrietta O.
MCCARTNEY
Lumber company's plantation at him In the support of his family be delivered Just as soon as they
of her
DON'T DISREGARD A COLD
McCartney died at the home AnderLundell.
can be obtained,
and, lncidentaally, himself.
P.
Clinton
Foley's Honey and Tar will check
daus.iter, Mrs.
a
son, at 3 o'clock yesterday aftercold if taken in time, and will
noon. Her death followed an ill also stop a cough of long standi-suris
She
months.
of several
in
It promptly gives relief, sootne
vived by her daughter and two and heals. Mrs. Geneva Robinson.
of
88 N.
sisters, Mrs. rrank M. Hammer,
Swan St.. Albany, N.
Mitchell, S. Dak., and Mrs. Fredwrites: "Foley's Honey and Tar if
M- ot
Chicago.
Kimball,
erick
medicine 1 ever
the best
an Mrs. Anderson will accompany used. Twocough
bottles broke a most
the body to South Dakota, leaving stubborn lingering
It
cough.
Funeral services
this afternoon.
phlegm and inucua. eases
are to be held at Mitchell. Strong loosens
hoarseness, stops tickling throat,
Brothers are in charge here.
helps "flu" and grip coughs. Sold
everywhere.
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Good Taste
In Easter Clothes

Socletj

rr1

I

ir

ix

r

HAVE good taste and like to exercise it in
I FtheYOUselection
of your clothes, let us show you some
new Society Brand suits for Easter.

There's more than one here to make you exclaim
"This is just my style." And remember, their looks are

Theaters Today

carefully tailored in

only virgin wool is' used in

then-tailorin-

g.

all-sl-

CARBUNCLES

The one you pick will be good looking long after you've
had time to throw two ordinary suits away. They're
better values than ever at the 1922 prices.

And Others for Less

if I MlMffifBEN &KMEHER, f
218

fJ
Phone

West Central.

335

BOILENE

rf-th-

Cuticura Soap
Complexions
Are Healthy1

rime

Scratching is

,

dangerous
increases
it

the itching.

rneJ-matis-

and

RES

TOE WILATMLH GAS

OL

(Volatility is the readiness with which gasoline gives up its Power)
V

m

1

-

I

HIGHEST

".
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When Will There Be A
Disarmament of Dining Tables?
Suppose everybody would
recognize the fact that there's no
gain but much loss in keeping
up hostilities with the stomach!
Suppose the ancient aggravation of improper food on indignant digestive organs should be
settled with guarantees of sensible diet and tranquil digestionl
The saving would be beyond
all possibility of counting.
Yet millions go on declaring
war on the stomach and accepting war in return loading up
on starchy, heavy, unbalanced

and highly-season-

food,

ed

at breakfast or

lunch and wondering why comfort, happiness and efficiency
are out of reach.
Grape-Nut-

s

NEWS EVENTS HERE
TO BE INCLUDED IN
WEEKLY MOVIE REEL

makes a friend
Grape-Nuof the taste and an ally of the
ts

stomach.

There's a charm and satisfaction to this delicious food
which prompts appetite to say,
"There's a meall" and digestion
to answer, ' "Thank goodness,
here's peace at last I "
is the perfected
Grape-Nut- s
nutriment of wheat and malted
barley sweet, crisp, and wonderfully nourishing. It digests
quickly, and provides the necessary elements, including the

vital mineral salts, for body,
nerve and brain.
from your
Order Grape-Nu- ts
a
and
let
delighted
grocer today,
taste pass a treaty of peace a'ong
to an enthusiastic digestion and
'
assimilation.
-

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

:

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battlt Creek, Mich.

'

Additional publicity for Albu
m:
querque Will 06 outaineu in news
future through tho weekly
corporaFilm
Fox
pictures of the
tion, which has appointed M. E.
Hanna as its photographer here,
following the request of the chamber of commerce that a staff
be appointed here. Word
of the appointment was received
at the chamber of commerce yes
terday.
The film company nas agreed n
Incorporate In Its weekly news
reel all Pictures of news events
here which would be of interest to
the country at large. It is claimea
that 20,000,000 people will ace
each of these pictures.

INSTALLATION OF ELKS
OFFICERS AT MEETING
AT 8 O'CLOCK TONIGHT
The officers of the Elks who wer
eUcted here In March will be
at n. resrulnr meeting to be
held tonight at 8 o'clock. The Elks
band will make Its nrst appear
Will De eerveu
ance, and luncn
after the meeting.
The following officers will be m
stalled: Exalted ruler, Arthui
leading Knigm
Prager; esteemed esteemed
C. E. Twogood;
loya'
knight. F. H. Strong: esteemed leo :
turlng knight, josepn Kegensoei-gersecretary, Frank A. StortB
treasurer. C. S. White: tiler, Leo
Murphv: trustee, three years. O. N,
iMarron; representative to grand.
lodge, G rover Divine.

What's the power in a drop of gasoline? That's not the point.
How much can you get out of it? There you have the real question.
It's the power you get from your gas that counts. With Texaco
Gasoline, the volatile gas, you get all the power every last ounce.
inAnd you get more mileage, easier starting, quicker pick-ulower
less
and
shifting
creased flexibility, smoother idling,
All these advantages are yours when you buy your gas at the
Texaco pump.
p,

FOR THE BRIDE
When on the day of her
dreams, with head high In the
rosy clouds of romance, she
exemplifies that which is finest, most glorious in womankind.
Still half living in her world
of romance where princes and
castles seem too real, the Diamond is her symbol; it stands
for all that is to her most
precious and dear.
So on the bridal day the gift
that should be hers Is a Diamond of the finest quality.
In the years to come It will
be her most cherished posses
memories
sion, recalling
of
lite a happiest day.
DIAMONDS LOOSE OR
MOUNTED

$10.00 to $1500.00

MINDMN'S
"What we a; It U. It U"
JEWELERS DIAMOND

MERCHANTS

up-kee-

p.

lubricants and are disTexaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
colar.
clear
their
Light, medium, heavy
pale
tinguished by
and
they fit all cars and all conditions. You
will find them wherever you see the Texaco red star,
extra-heav- y

a

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U. S. A.
Texaco Petroleum Products

TEXACO

GASOLINE

6

Run it with Texaco Gas

TEXACO
MOTOR OILS
Save it with Texaco Oil

fr

Psg Four

CURTAIN

career that Is especially appealing
to the small boys who smoke
"corn silk" in hay mows and play
"one old cat." As a youth he was
mischievous but good natured, so
the brothers at St.. Maryi indus
trial school at Raltlmore say. He
first played with the school team,
riayliig Was Costly.
He was a liability with the St.
Joseph's college team, knocking so
many balls to oblivion that his
playing became costly. Jack Dunn,
owner of the Baltimore Orioles,
irave him a chance and then shunt
Roston. of
ed htm to Providence.
Be the American league, spied him
there he was a pitcher then and
finally sold him to New York. He
brought $150,000, a mark not surpassed before or eince.
be on hand when they open In the
Ills record salary came to him
capital. Rut other than being "on at Hot Springs, Ark., March 6,
hand" he will be little assistance.
with Colonel
when he dickered
"
of his
During he period
Huston until both reached a "last
'1 ' e missed by WashRuth
stand."
Ruth won a five-yeington, Romoii and New York fans, contract.
particularly by the congressmen, as
the Yankees make two trips to the
capital before Ruth's "time" Is up.
It will be May 27 before the official
National Ijoosne.
family can see Ruth in Washington.
Roston at Philadelphia.
Ruth will don a Yankee uniform
Rrooklyn at New York.
May 20 at his Polo grounds home
Pittsburgh at St, Louis.
and be permitted to stay on the
Chicago at Cincinnati.
to
his
field
heart':
content,
playing
and, if he Is in condition, Hugglns
American
will stick him into the batting
St. Louis at Chicago.
order for his 1922 debut. It maybe
Detroit at Cleveland.
that, he will not be In condition.
Now York at Washington.
"That's what Is worrying me,"
Philadelphia, at Boston.
Manager HupRlnn said todny.
In
llnsolmll.
(irentost Hgure
Ruth is universally acknowledged II
to be the greatest figure In base- I
ball today. He is paid the highest
I
salary of any athlete In the history (
of competition, is the most powerful magnet at the turnstiles and.
Oakland, Calif., April 11.
R. H. E.
judging by the photographs of him
Score:
across
2
'
that deck the streets, flash
San Francisco
2
7 12
the movio screen, and appear reg- Onkland
Alton and Agnew;
Batteries:
ularly in the sporting pages, he is
the most popular.
Krauz and Koehler.
The Sultan of Swat has had a
Los Angeles, Calif., April 11.
R. H. E.
Score:
H 2
Los Angeles
z
8
l
Vernon (13 Innings)
and
Crsndall
Batteries:
Daly:
Dell, Doyle and Hannah.

VELL BE RUH UP ON

BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL TODAY;

RUTH WOH'T APPEAR IN CAST

Home Run King Can't Wield the Big Stick for
38 Days Because He Defied Judge Landis
and Went Barnstorming; Babe Will
Seated in the Grandstand at Washington.
lsTew

(By The A.nnrliitfd Tram.)
York, April 11 (by the As-

sociated Preen) Tomorrow Oporpe
Herman Ruth becomes a "sadder
and a wiser man."
Th home run kin cannot play
for thirty-eigflnys because he
defied Krnesnw Mountain Landis.
.high commissioner of baseball, and
In exhibition
went barnstorming
baseball.
While hundreds of thousands of
fans In the eight American tongue
cities are marking one day off their
calendars tomorrow, the misbehaving Babe, notwithstanding long,
gruelling training In the south, will
be seated in the grandstand of the
park at Washington, looking on,
listening to the hlare of the opening day "sadder and wiser."
v
For thirty-eigdnys Ruth will
loaf while the public Impatiently
atamps Its wearied foet and Colonels Huston and Ruppert, owners
of the New York Yankees, pay the
heavy hitter his regular stipend,
reliably reported to be $75,000 a
year.
Will He "On Hand."
Babe went through all the calisthenics of trainine, including bnse-tia- ll
practice, country hotels and
slow trains with team mates, came
to New York with them and will

".lug-gig-

MANY CHANGES

BERNALILLO
COURT

mm

ED

IN ROSTERS OF
MAJOR LEAGUES

Rare Value and
Style Merits In
New Easter Suits

BY NORMAN E. BROWX.
The eagerness of big league
managers to capture the best talent of the minors to fill gaps in
(RpeclBl Cor"iondenee to The Jnnrr.nl. I their teams and build for the fuSanta Fe, April 11. Convey- ture is Indicated in the number
ance by a person largely indebt- of arrivals and departures In the
in one short year.
various
ed, of all the person's property, Here wecamps
have a list of the playworth $G00, for a recited consid- ers taken for trial at least and
eration of $1.00. is prima facie released since the team reported
fraud against that person'a credi- for the 1921 training season. The
tors, the supreme court has de- changes include vets and rookies.
cided, in reversing the Judgment
NEWCOMERS.
DEPARTURES.
of the district court in Bernalillo
Pitchers.
Pitchers.
case
of
L.
in
the
Guy
county,
John Albertson C. Davenport
Rogers, etc., appellant, versus Cecil Causey
Raymond Evins
Julia Catalilani Balduini, et al, Edward Hale
James Garton
appellees. The opinion is by Jus- Claude Jonnard Robert Grody
tice Davis, Justice Parker and Dis- Geo. McFarland Poll Perrltt
trict Judge David J. Leahy, of Las W. McGlonchlln Harry Bailee
Vegas, concurring.
Olln Volght
Percy Malone
The statement of fact by the Richard
Proctor Jess Winters
court Is:
Bnchao
Max
"This is a suit to set aside
Glenn Shores
a warranty deed executed by
Catchers.
Catchers.
the bankrupt to Rafael BalMike Gonzales
Floyd Brown
duini, who subsequently died
Frank Samido Wallle Henllne
and whose heirs were made
Infielders.
Infielders.
defendants and are appellees.
Oroh
Howard Burkett
Heinle
"At the close of the plainWalter Kopf
Roy Grimes
tiff's case in the trial court
Ewell Gross
J. Rawllngs
moved for
the defendants
Herbert Hunter
Johnny White
Judgment on the ground that
Leo Kane
the proof was insufficient to
Goldle Rapp
authorize ' the Tellef asked,
Outfielders.
Out fielders.
and this motion was granted.
Ike Boone
Ray Barcroff
This was equivalent to a deW. Cunningham Ed. Brown
murrer to the evidence which
Emll Meusel
George Burns
admits the truth of the tesRalph Shlnners Bennie Kauff
timony. From this Judgment
Lee King
Steugel
Charley
the motion
for
granting
Lance Rlchbourg
Judgment this appeal is prosVernon Spencer
ecuted.
Curtis Walker
"Judgment of the court
newcomers are
of
Some
the
below reversed."
vets, including Emll Meusel Heinle
The syllabus Bays:
Groh and John Rawllngs. Others
"A conveyance by a woman
are rookies. Of those who were
largely indebted, of all her
disposed of George Burns, Poll
property, worth $600, for a
Perrltt and Slim Bailee were the
recited consideration of one
best known.
dollar. Is prima facie frauduSacramento, Calif., April 11.
lent
her
against
E.
creditors,"
R. H.
Score:
1
4
1
Seattle
0
8
5
Sacramento
If You Need Strength and
Batteries:
Gregg and Adams;
Answers to Questions.
Reserve Power
Flttery and Stanage.

ROGERS CAS E

tMLOnCO

,

'

and 3 Boils!

No MWard Is offered, because they
be
question will
"How
question,
There Is but onenew iaa ireaimenU and guesswork; I used one 0!
s,
the most powerful
1
fIe
and
'
S.
la
Now my
S.l
8.
known, and that
face Is pinkish, my akin clear ai a
filled
out
and my
are
rose, my cheeks
rheumatism, too, is gone!" This win
if
you try 8.
be your experience, too,
B 8.
It Is guaranteed to be purely
In
all lte remarkably effecvegetable
8. 8. 8.
tive medicinal ingredient.
new
means a
history for you from now
that onl 8. 8. B. is sold at all drug atorea
yoaBd-thalortont
at
two alie. The larger alxe la tna
mm, with a cl.ar, pore, ruddy eom- - tn
more economical.
plexlon.

are lost forever! No
laRketi, eicept one
Idld you lose them?"
answer, "I cut out

Portland-Sal- t
Lake game
poned; wet grounds.

post-

.

for,
every man wants to be
e
Suits meet every,
and these Fine,
requirement of fashion; and there's extra value, too, in,
their find tailoring and good quality. You'll find every
stylish new model, fabric, weave and color here to choose
from real, snappy, lively, sport and other models for,
young men; conservative, yet stylish, models for older,
men.

(Any reader can get ths answer to any question by writing
The Albuquenue Journal Information Bureau, Frederio J. Has-kiDirector, Washington, D. C.
This otter appllek strictly to information.
The Bureau cannot
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters. It does not attempt to settle domestic) troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject. Write your
question plainly and briefly. Give
run name and address and enclose
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)

The Neutral

A.

THE TAUPERT OPTICAL CO. announce the opening of their eye
examination room, and the completion of their lens grinding
shop.
Your eyes thoroughly examined,
purposes.

H

All lenses ground in our own shop.

U

Broken lenses correctly duplicated
Frames, Goggles, etc., for all

HOME IS SOUGHT
FOR DUKE CITY

YOUTHAGE 15
If

er has to work for a living
and she has to stay where
she is employed. It is impossible for her to take care of
him, and the boy is left withHe wants
out a home.
place where he can work and
Bchool.
He is small
attend
for his age, but Is strong and
healthy. Notify the bureau of
charities or Captain Guest of
the Salvation Army if you can
do anything for him.

Taupert Optical Co.
305 West Central.

want a hoy

in your
so, there Is a
youth In Albuquerque
whose father is dead, his mothDo you

home?

Phone 588

1651.

Victor Sporting Goods

The World' Greatest Tonic

We Have Just Opened Up a Complete
Line of Base Ball Goods and
Tennis Goods;

Special Prices to
Merchants, Colleges and Other
Large Buyers
6

rnncurrllis.
maf raiTf nrnln." or yoil Inayl Idld r
not
an linilaUon tie syrup,
fm-iiP-

COMPANY

Lead

j ust ice

l'tavU

'

the Followers."

nstlc Ftudent body.

New Easter Shirts
of Superior Quality

limitless variety of
beautiful
colorings; plain,
richly
All silk
patterns.
fancy
striped,
and the popular
Knitted Ties ; at

Faultlessly made Shirts of real
character and distinction, in
every desired shirting ; plain
white, solid colors and handsome fancy patterns, at

ds

75c

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE

to

S2.oo

$2.50

to

!

$3.50

M. IVlandell Clothiers, Inc.

For dinner Is Betsy Rose bread
It is wholesome and nutritious
saves
Our bread
work, saves
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you get better bread. You can
always ,get It fresh and know
that it 'suits you.

FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS

Pioneer Bakery
207

South

First Street.

Why

fctid

1022 USCO is better

1

than fust 31022 tire
IN November 10, 1921,

the 30 x 3'2 "Usco"
was marked to sell
for $10.90.
This odd and closely figured
price was the lowest quotation

ever made on any tire of
known standards

A genuine pioneering step
by the makers, of U. S. Tires.
t

Now comes a lot of different
$10.90 tires being rushed into
the market. "Special" tires.
"New" treads.
Unfamiliar to look at with

standby on millions of cars for
years. Better than it ever was.
Still putting the emphasis on
honest quality, even if it does
6ell for only ten dollars and
ninety cents.
The $10.90 tire with
the record of a proven
product.
The tire that people
still buy for the dignity of its quality
regardless of the

low amount
they pay.

having been made to meet
the price.
But the "Usco" still occupies
a place by itself. A good old

re Cood Tires
.

I

I
T

ir

.

J

United States
taetorlu

I i

mm
mav mm

M

-
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United States Tires
tVifthrM

.

11

v

United StaTesTres

iI

i
k
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perhaps an atmosphere of

better

ue,u niartrcH to onio jeuaMAU
Santa Fe, April 11. C. C, Stetson,aecretarv tn Herbert Hoover, seenow in Santa
retary of commerce, is final
meetln?
Ke to arrange for the
of the Irrigation commission on the
Colorado river baBln, which will b
held here in July or August.
Governor M. C. Mcchem said to
dav that In addition to the mem
bers of the commission representing
the seven interested states, aeveral
of the governors of those state
would be in attendance.

Rich, Distinctive New
Neckwear for Easter

Four-in-Han-

tV.

nresslon "Prayer Is
than sleep" is 'rmJh
morning call of the meuizln
summona the faithful to prayer in
wi.
.U Ul ttl " "n.n
" fniintrles.
O. What troops comprised tne
r
a,
v.
division
ffltnnna Rainhow
A
The Rainhow division was
made up of the national guard of
different states ana the
twenty-fiv- e
district of Columbia.
o What Is the involuntary
winking or quivering of the eye
called? T. I.
winking of tne
. A. Involuntary
railed nictitation, from tne
Latin word nlctare, to beckon.

New Hats for Easter.

Correctly-Style- d

An almost

-

HOOVER'S SECRETARY
ARRANGING FOR RIVER
COMMISSION MEETING

HARDWARE

"We Don't Follow the Leaders; We

1

All-Wo- ol

style- - approved new shapes; in the popular Tans, Greys and
other good shades; many with contrasting trims Hats of known
quality--pric- ed
at
$3.00 to $10.00

hbui

nv--

TO $60

The

vwis

.

$50

New Spring Suits in Real
Nobby Models and Weaves, at $25 and $30

TANLAC

Ver-non-

Wright & Dittson

High-Grad-

Good

nation was an

Q. Who was the author of the
New England primer? K. N.
A. Benjamin Harris, an English
versifier and printer, compiled the
New England primer, which was an
abridgement of an earlier work
known as the Protestant Tutor and
was published
prior to 1690, in
Boston.
Q. Wlint was the orlfftn of the
Newfoundland dog? J. D. U.
A.
The Newfoundland
dog Is
believed to have originated in a
cross between the native sledge dog
and European dogs Introduced into
Newfoundland by navigators early
In the seventeenth century.
Q. Where is or was the city of
New Orange? P. V.
A. New Orange was the name
given to New York city in 167S
when that city was retaken from
the English by the Dutcn.
Q. Whnt is the oldest newspaper
In the world? I). W. IT.
A. "Ti Chau," better known as
The Pekln Gazette, was probably
the first printed newspaper and is
the oldest dally Journal in the
world, having been first issued
about 1840 A. D. It Is still in existence and is an official Journal.
When were the first coins
Q.
made in this country? H. F. I. in
A. .The earliest coins struck
Engthis country were the New
land shillings six pence, and three
Masof
in
the
issued
colony
pence,
sachusetts about 1652.
Q. What was the first message
transmitted by telegraph? H. E.
A. The first telegraphic mesStates
sage, sent from the United
suptstme court room in the capltol
to
May
Baltimore,
at Washington
24. 1844. was "What hath God
wrought?"
q. Has Washington's home always heen known as "Mount
K. O. P.
A
The original name of the
was' Hunting
Washington estate
Creek and it was changed to MountLawrence
Vernon by
In honor of Admiral vernon ui u.c
O. Is there a law against the ex
hibition of films oi prize
M
H. M.
a
tvio federal law which was
,J.i T.iiv SI 1912. des not prO'
hlblt the exhibition of prise films,
their transportation
hut forbid
nnother.
II urn vim ntnt. in
Q. Who was the author of the
prayer is Dcuer u
snylnjr,

ed

OTHER FASHION PARK SUITS AT

0. Was there ever n tribe, of
Indians in this country called Neu
trals? I'.. M.
Indian tribe of the Iroquois family,
residing in the seventeenth cen
tury on the north shore of Lake
Erie. They were so named by the
French because they took no part
in the long war between the Hurons
and the Iroquois. They were ut
terly destroyed by the Hurons in

well-groom-

MOST

Take

-

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
Alcu Likes Ills lioaks.
This young Tony Kaufman, rooMc
pitcher now being tiled out by the
Chicago Cubs.
So strong is Grover Alexander for
the lad that he has taken Tony under his wing to give him the benefit
of Alec's experience and wizardry.
Kaufman's work with the Wlnnl-ne- ir
club In Canada earned him a
chance with the Cubs. He got his
outfirst expience with semi-pr- o
fits In Chicago. The Winnipeg cluh
'gave him his first real pro tryoul
In 1920, and, for a kid, he did well
Ha won thirteen and lost five games
that season. The next season he
altered hla hurling style to get moreless efzipp into his fast one with
fort and proceeded to annex twen
victories and lost but seven
games.
He Joined the Cubs last fall and
In the few chances he got in the
box showed that he has courage,
plenty of stuff and can at least
learn how to handle It.

IHrUl

THE LATEST MODELS, TAILORED AT
FASHION PARK, IN THREE BIG GROUPS

Coast League

flln

OTNEY

AT rASMIOfl

Where They Play.

250 Pimples, 736 Blackheads

H

'April 12, 1922.
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Rubber Company
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Daily M agazine Page WEDNESDAY
WIELDING A BROOM
IS BEST EXERCISE,
SAYS MOVIE ACTRESS

BEAUTY GHATS

HELEN IMSTER'S

tract again After they have been
cleansed.
C. F. S: These red
Blue Eyes: The mixture of
that
come under the skin lumps
are erupperoxide and ammonia will bleach tions that
do
not
come
to
the
the superfluous hair, but it will face Riid relieve themselves sur-in
also make your skin feel more discharges.
The blood absorbs
dry than it is already. There is them again causing a toxin conno reason why you should avoid dition. Consult the doctor.
' the use of a cream on your skin,
D. M. P. Your red hands may
as it will not cause a growth of come from lmpeffect elimination
or
from wearing a corset or
made
are
creams
hair if your
from fine oils. The hard water waistband that is too tight. Any
you are using on your face is ag- of the lotions made from honey
gravating this dry condition, and almonds will help, but hands
which could easily cause the itch- that are red, without being abused
the through rougli work, have their
ing sensation. You can soften amorigin in some restriction in the
water with a few drops of
wacirculation of the blood.
rain
monia or catch enough
ter to uso on face and throat:
The use of pumice
Marjorle:
however, your skin is in need of stone on the arms will not dea cream and if you will massage crease the growth of hair. If
a little into it every day for a this hair is noticeable bleach it
week, you will find much of your with peroxide. If you ihave fuzz
discomfort gone.
it into a stiff
you encourage
Never allow an excess of cream growth, but if you leave it alone
to remain on the face as It is this it will never be any worse than it
which accumulates soil and, with is at present and, when bleached,
a heavy oream made from animal it is not a disfigurement.
fats, the soil and oils form a ferDrinking plenty of water betilizer for a hair growth. The tween meals will keep the system
LETTERS.

skin will only absorb what it
needs so there is nothing gained
by allowing a surplus to remain.
Wipe off this extra cream and
tlose the pores either with an ice
rub or dashes of very cold water
This treatment will keep the skin
soft and pliable so it will not
wrinkle. It will also make it fine
in texture, since the pores con

Bi WAIT

and the only tendency
for increasing
one's
weight is that of helping to keep
the system clean. This could act
both ways. Some persons would
weigh more because their general
health had been improved; with
others the excess fat could be
sloughed oft and the weight thereby reduced.

FfV;-W-

.

n
W.

'W

flushed

this

has

MASON.

Tcddie Gerard.
For women who are "no good at
figures' Miss Tcddie Gerard has a
formula which is simple and in
teresting. She lays particular stress,
however, on the fact that she is
speaking of the biological and not
tho mathematical conception of the
word 'figure.
Women who spend thousands of
dollars yearly in beauty parlors and
health gymnasiums striving to lose
a few pounds of superfluous fat
are on the wrong track according
to Miss Gerard. She advocates theuse of exorcise taken in the home
with a simple appartus.
"It's a l(ng, thin, wandllke pleco
of wood with a thatch of straw at
the lower end," Miss Tedtlie ex
plains. "Tho exercise consists of
moving it somewhat briskly back
ward and forward over the floor
with the windows open to let in
Of course
plenty of fresh air.
some people call It a broom for
Us
of
.ime
short, but regardless
It is the greatest reducer and figure
preserver I have ever known, and

-

she must buy; we cannot see our
neighbors
prance in pomp and
My neighbor keeps me in the state and circumstance, and not
My neighbor
hole, although he is a kindly soul, mako money fly.
has an ample wad and can afford
who would not hurt a flea: he's to
walk
abroad
with
diamonds on
done mo no uncivil trick, and yet his duds, and I have
Just the
the record makes me sick he's wage I draw, about enough to buy
the
the
ruined
slaw,
me.
He's always
soupbones and the
nearly
But I'm a dend game
buying gorgeous suits and noble spuds.
hats and costly boots, he dresses sport, I wot; like other sportslike a king; and shall I let my men I must trot with those who I use
it.
neighbor shine in splendor costli- make things whiz; and so my
Miss Gerard acquired the broom
er than mine? I can't stand that, neighbor keeps me broke; I try
habit
she succeeded
when
by Jlng! My neighbor
buys a to leave a trail of smoke as Desyls as tho dancing partnerGaby
of
new sedan that makes mine seem sumptuous as his.
Harry Pllcer in Paris. She found
an also-raa rusty thing and
exorcise
her
tho
kept
housewifely
frayed; and shall my neighbor
TO TRANSFER HOSPITALS
supple and limber. Sho also kept
ride in state while I push round
In trim for the vigorous stunts she
Washington.
April 11.
an old tin crate, the first that
public health service hos- had to perform In her newest file
Henry made? My neighbor's wife
"Tho Cave Girl," by the same
is Just as bad; she pnws Ground pitals
treating disabled soldiers ttire,
to
are
be transferred to the vet- means.
our little grad, a new hat on her
head: my wlfo then murmurs erans' bureau by executive order,
through her tears, "I've had my effective May 1. President Hard-- .
punk old lid for years I would Ing, it was said today at tho
that I were dead!" I know Just White House now has the order
how tho woman feels, and so I before him and will sign it in a
dig up sundry wheels, a helmet j few days.
T&.1
MY NEIGHBOR.

.

Fifty-seve-

-

LITTLE

BENNY'S

rOTB BOOK

GIRLS NEED CA

YB

Mothers,Watch Your Daughters' Health
Health Is Happiness

From the time n girl reache3 tha
age of twelve until womanhood is
established, she needs all the care a

Eoth my sister and sister-m-Iatake it and have only the highest
praise for it. It has been a household word in my mother's house for
Mrs. Katheeyn Lynd,
years. "
2131 Gladys Ave., Chicago, 111.

msmmk

Ma took me down town ycstld-da- y
to got me a new pair of
shoes on account of my lust new
.
ones looking like old ones alrcthly,
thoughtful mother can give.
The condition that the girl Is then
and we was wawking along passis
so
ing diffrent swell looking ice
passing through
critical, and
creem places, and I wns Jest
effects
may have such
of asking ma to take me
upon her future happiness and A Little Book Helped Her to DeciJe thinking
in one and wondering weather
health, that it is almost criminal for
if 1 did, and some big
she
would
Milwaukee.
Wis.
"My daughter
a mother or guardian to withhold
took Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable fat lady went past, being one of
counsel or advice.
Compound as she was so weak and the biggest fattest Indies I ever
Many a woman has suffered years
did not feel like going to school. saw and mnybe the biggest, me
of prolonged pain and misery
She was like that for a whole ysar saying, Holey smoakes, ma, do
through having been tho victim of
you think you'll ever get that
before
taking your Vegetable Com- fat?
tlessness
or
on
the
though
ignorance
found a little book of
I
pound.
those
of
who
a unlucky thing to say
should
have
part
and decided on Being
yours in our mail-bo- x
account of ma wuntlng eny- guided her through the dangers and
to
her
medicine.
She
is
give
your
difficulties that beset this period.
body to think she s getting fat,
now strong and well and attends and she sed, How can you tawk
Mothers should teach their girls
school
We
so
recommend
silly, enybody heering you tawk
every day
what danger comes from standing
your Vegetable Compound to all wouldent think you had proper
around with cold or wet feet, from
mothers with weak daughters. sents, for goodnisa Bakes keep
lifting heavy articles, and from
You may use this letter as a test- quit if you cant think of eny- overworking. Do not let them
imonial' Mrs. E. Kluczny, 917 thing intelligent to any.
If they complain of head- 20th
Mo thinking. Heck, good nlte.
Ave., Milwaukee. Wis
ache, pains in the back and lower
aint eny use mentioning ice
"I was always feeling tired and there
So I dident mention
now.
limbs, they need a mother's
creem
was
sleepy,
losing in weight and
saying. I dident meen fat, ma,
thoughtful care and sympathy.
would faint at times. I had other It.
wat I ment was jest plump.
troubles too, that made me feel
A Household Word in
Never mind making it werse,
I read your little books and sed ma. And we kepp on wawkbadly.
Mother's House
heard friends talk about the good ing and all of a suddln who went
Dast but a fearso sklnnie muy,
writes Mrs. Lynd, about Lydia E.
Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Comeven skinnier than wat tho
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
pound had done them, so I have being one
was fat, : e quick hav- me
other
taken
mother
E.
too.
The
it
gave
Lydia
results are most
"My
nay
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
for 1 have gained in Ing a grate ideer and saying,
satisfactory,
ma, do you think youu ever oe
when I was 14 years old for trouweight and my bad symptoms are that
sklnnie?
bles girls often have and for loss
I recommend your Vegeta-l- e
Sutch a question, sed ma laff-in- g
of weight. Then after I married I
Compound to all my friends and
as if she thawt it was more
took the Vegetable Compound beyou may make whatever use you of a compliment than a insult,
fore each child was born and always
like of this letter." Gloria Rami
and as soon as we came to the
when I felt the least
rez, 1116 9th Ave., Tampa, Fla.
next ice creem place I sed. Hay
O Im thersty, can I have a
E. Pinkham's Private Tcxt-Boo- lc
upon "Aliments ma,
Lydia to
please?
AVomcn" will be sent you free upon request. ice creem soda sed
Peculiar
ma. Meening
I sippose so,
Write to the Lydia E. l'inkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massayes, and we went in and I had a2
chusetts. This book contains valuable information. ,
soda with
creem
chocklit ice
straws and ma had half of a
lommin fossfato and I had the
half she left.
over-stud-

JACK TUHNS IX TWO IjAKGE
POLICIES.
CHATTED 14.
Fortunately for Jack his prospect passed a good examination
and In a day or two he had money
for Helen. In tho meantime she
had run In debt for the first time.
Jack had positively prohibited It
when they were first married, but
even he could not see how It was
to be avoided now.
He also found extra work within a week, night work with a firm
who wished accounting done
Helen was Jubilant when
he told her:
"Now we can perhaps have a
cent to spend having good times,"
sho gleefully Interrupted. "We
are only young once, you know."
"But I'm afraid I shan't have
any time to go out. This work will
But
have to bo done evenings.
perhaps you can go occasionally."
He had seen her face drop.
"Very well! I don't mean to settle down like an old woman if
you do."
"Me an old woman!"
"You know what I mean; if you
are contented to be an old man."
"I'll do my best to stay young
with you, Helen," he answered, yet
ho already felt old and discouraged.
Hut he was happier now that he
had morn money to give Helen,
ho often worked far into
tho night to earn It. Several times
ho had been obliged to let the
come up and help after dinner so that he might devoto the
entire evening to the long rows of
figures on his desk.
Helen had been as enthusiastic
aR ever about Tier bridge, but with
varying luck. She had run the
household bills, and Jack often
felt a hear sinking when they
came in, but as far as possible
ho avoided saying anything about
them. They must, of course, be
paid but unless she were too willfully extravagant he would say
nothing.
Why worry her about
hur-riodl-

..IK

,
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BY JANE PHELPS.

Br Edna Kent Forbes.
ANSWERED

Pairs Fir

"We'll do famously this month,"
Jack snid to Helen. "I wrote two
10.000 policies today."
"Oh, isn't thnt lovely!" shr
kissed hira rapturously. "I ca:
have a new dress.
I need one
dreadfully. Th!s wearing the same-olduds nil the time is awfully
mortifying."
"I'll pay up all the bills first,
then we ll see what Is left."
"You mean I can't have any to
buy clothes until all the bills arc
paid! I think you are awfull.
bad to me."
"That's Just what I mean, Helen." Perhaps Jack had spoken
more severely than he knew or Intended, for Helen burat Into a perfect flood of tears, unusual to her.
"You should have married a
woman who didn't care how she
tooked. one of the frumps you see
around. I suppose you would be
happy if I lot myself get like
them, but I won't! So you needn t
expert it."
"There, Helen, I think there will
be enough for the bills and some
new clothes for you also."
H
said nothing of the suit ho had
to buy to replace the shabby one ho was wearing.
That
would have to wait.

TICKETS ON SALE FOR
EASTER CHARITY BALL

Tickets for the fifth annual
charity ball to be given under the
auspices of the Albuquerque Woman's club on Easter Monday evening at the armory have been mad')
available at two additional down
town shops, it was announced yes- teniay by the committee in chargeThe admission
cards for thdance may now be had at Matron's
mid Strong's as well as at the Stenographic shop at 108 South Second
and at the Hat shop at 108 South
Fourth street. Groups of club
women are selling the tickets, mem
hers of the Business and Profes
them?
sienal Women's club having under
Jack always listened to Helen's
to dispose of 400 tickets. The
taken
inchatter on club days trying to act
White
Harmonlisers wil.'
terested in nr. tie toid Mm. Yet furnish Lightning
music for the dancing.
he could detect an envious strain
th. ough her talk.
"I hate riding in street cars!" REVIVAL SERVICES AT
she said one night at dinner. She
THE BAPTIST CHURCH
had been telling of tho afternoon
tho lovely gowns the women wore
GROWING IN INTEREST!
and so on. "Half the club come
in their own cars."
Revival services which began a'
"I'm sorry, old dear, but the
street cars will be our only motor the First Baptist church Sunday
for a good many years I'm afraid." are
in interest, according
Then: "You could take the stage to thogrowing
Rev. Thomas P. Harvey, pas
if it went conveniently near."
were thirty conversions
"It hardly ever does! Oh. how lor. There
one Monday and five TuesI hate being poor! If I didn't love Sunday,
day. Meetings are being held daily
you to death I'd get desperate."
m. The
at 10 a. m. and 7:'10
It was such remarks as these Kev. O. E. Kennedy, of p.Kl Paso, is
that kept Jack from forbidding the evangelist in charge. The singHelen many things they could not ing, which is playing an Important
afford. He was burning the can- part In the meetings,
la directed by
dle at both ends, and had begun E. F. Woodruff.
to show it.
"Hetter take it a bit easy, old
man," Howard Dunn said upon RED CROSS APPOINTS
meeting him one clay at the ofNURSING SUPERVISOR
fice, "you look pretty seedy. Hall
tells me you are doing night work.
FOR
THIS
DISTRICT
Cut it out! You'll break down."
"No, I won't, and I can't make
Miss Matilda Harris of Santa Fe
enough without It."
Dunn said no more, but he did a has been appointed nursing supervisor of the Red Cross for the New
lot of thinking:
"I'll bet he has a hard time Mwxico and Colorado districts, achis.
cording to Information from
satisfying that pretty wife of
Sho struck me as being rather
headquarters received here
spoiled," he soliloquized. And be- yesterday.
Miss Harris will take the place
cause he had really grown fond
of Jack Hunter, he gave him sev- of Miss Craee Tupper, who resigned
a
short
time ago. Miss Harris' ofleads
that
eral good
brought
fice will remain in Santa Fe.
jan-itre- ss

Day at
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For the last Wednesday before Easter we have made special
preparations to give you the greatest bargains ever offered
since the origin of our 93c Day Sale. Below are only a few of
the many bargains to be had..

You'll Always Do

Better at Kahn's
Misses' Poplin Dresses in
pink, tan and blue, with
patent leather belts. All
new and nobby. QQ
Each

JOL

Striped Bed Ticking;

tra

IS

y.

ENGRAVED EASTER
GREETING CARDS
.

Scatter Sunshine with a
GREETING

It Costs So Little
and
Means So Much
Remember Your Old Friends
This Year.

In Japan women conductors are
those most noticeable to foreigners
in Toklo. They number aooui iou
Ulhers, better educated, gain the
'better positions in the company as
officers, clerks or inspectors.
There is always a shortage of
telephone girls, 5,000 being required
by the fifteen exchanges in the city,
but where girl employes havs
of greatest usefulness Is
proved
in the railway offices as ticket sellers. Thev get up to Y60 salary.
Those employed as shop girls in big
'department stores receive Y30. The
largest department store employes
,i3 many as 600.
The largest income is commandThose In
ed by the hairdressors.
quarters receive
high class asgeishaY1.000 monthly, and
as much
those of the poorer districts Y200.
About 1,600 girls are employe!
as ushers In theaters and moving
i.lnfnia ctinnra
There are teachers, doctors,
ncamBtresses, nurses, professional
mil siclana graduated from the for
eign muslo academy. Journalists.
magazine writers anu painiern. xu
these may be added in the country
a n n hnr.A rOndllCtOr find
Ua
the girl who, dives for shellfish.

quality,

-

o
Fii't
Mir

1

1

1I

iY.
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CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS

''Jill

fll U.

thai will set na
turo properly at work again, they will quicken
your sluggish liver: tone up ' your stomach and
gently cleanse your bowels. w
You always should keen a bottle of CHAMBER.
LAIN'S TABLETS in the house and ready for tha
first sign of headache or indigestion.
TRY THEM
; BUY THEM
A generous sampla
'25 cents at all
free on request j
druggists
CHAMBERLAIN MEDICINE COMPANY'
will provide the gentle stimulant

.

AB

7

yards

4Ot

4

OC

pairs

ex- -

Children's Sandals and
Oxfords; sizes from
6 to 2'
Wlde extension

2 for
Organdy in all the newest
shades; good quality; 36 Unbleached
inches wide. Regular 98c tra heavy

QQ.
tOl

yards

Crepes in all colors; regu- lar 35c to 50c values. Ex- tra special for tomorrow,
4 yards
QQ

50 L

for

inchea wide
7

yards

tOl

Muslin;

QQ

Ot

New Spring Waists in
voiles, organdy and ba- tiste. Some are trimmed
with imported
QQ
OC
gingham. Each..

QQ,

icenes

Extra

1

Jut

yard

36 Play

quality,

Ladies' Summer Vests, ex- - Ladies' Felt Comfy Slip- tra good quality. Regular pers; values up to $1.98.
50c garments.
All colors and
3 for
OC sizes. 1 pair.... QQr
VOL

(

soles.
1

QQr
OC

pair
:

Feather

Pillows;

Regular $1.50

seller.

good

and extra large.

weight

Each....

QQ
OC

Men's Spring Caps. New
arrivals; all colors and

sizes.
Each

QQ

tOt

feesies!

Eggs!

REGULARLY
Big things seldom happen by chance.
Riches are not often acquired in a
day.
Is

Huck
Toweling; extra Ladies' Brown Heather
good quality. A regular Hose of superior quality,
30 25c value.
QQ A real bargain. QQ
good quality of
Pongee, bought especially
by our buyer while in
New York, and is an ex- tra good barain. QQ

SAVE SMALL AMOUNTS

It

iOt

Ladies' Pettibockers in all
the shades. Regular $2.00
value.
QQ
Each
OL

Boys' Dress and School
Ladies' Bloomers in flesh Shirts in light and dark
and white colors. Regu- - colors. These are well
lar $1.00 value.
made and will stand hard
QQ
2 for
UOKs wear.
QQr

'

DES MOINES, IOWA'

Ribbons in fancy stripes
and plaids, and of extra
good quality. 2
QQ
yards for

ex- -

QQr
OL

yards for

4

run-dow-

JAPANESE WOMEN ARE
EMPLOYED LARGELY AS
RAILWAY CONDUCTORS

heavy

inches wide.

2

If your housework tires you unduly, if you
suffer from headache, indigestion, biliousness or"blues, '
it means that your liver is out of order, your stomach
is upset or your bowels are not working properly.

.

REMEMBER.

value.

pes Your HouseworkHreYou?

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

North First St.

the habit of saving small amounts

that counts.

Just received from one of our
country stores. We know that
they are STRICTLY FRESH.

Open a savings account with our
banks and decide to put aside a part
of your salary each pay day.

4 Dozen for 93c

The habit is easy to cultivate, after
you have started, and it is certain in

its reward.

-

Chuck Fonn, a Chinese ballplayer, has been practicing with
tho Athletics, and llillly scribes
say he r looked good, with the
i
Mackmeii.

only, 5 lb. box Kings- ford Glos Starch.
4 ban White Soap.
1

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings

Bank".

One-Ha- lf

Million Dollars

1

lb. carton Swift' Pre- 1 lb. Fancy Codfish.
mium Bacon.
2 cans No. 22 Del Monte
lb. Meadow Gold Butter
Apricots.

This Assortment, 93c This Assortment, 93c This Assortment, 93c
NO. 2 FORT BRAND
SAUCE. 6 CANS

Combined Resources

Four and

1

j No Approvals.

'4

E93c

No Charges.

10 TALL CANS ARMOUR'S

MILK

No Phone Orders.

93c

No C. O. D. j

Page Six.
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00 ITUATION CAUSED BY STEM
OF USE

m

SEASON

K,1

MAJOR

SERIOUS OflE, BROWN STAT
Supplies; Troops Will Remain as Long as
There Is Need of Them; Believes Trouble
Would Follow Their Withdrawal.
Hy JOT1X

S. OOTSIIAT.L.

-

gines"

According to the adjutant general, Gallup is t hi" center of the
strike activities of New Mexico and
he expressed the belief that if ;he
was not controlled

situation

..

here

In Buch a way as to allow all men
who want to work to do so, the
strike would extend to all New
Mexico mining camps and the coal
supply of the state be entirely cut

off.

"I believe that tho striking min
ers think that they are riht in
their action," he stated, "but
do not feel that tho safety and
comfort of the nearly 400.000 people In the state should be jeopardized through the action of 1,000
men here who do not want to
work. The strikers are looking at
their own problem here. It is the
duty of the state to look- to the
problems of the entire state nn
It Is In that spirit that I urged Gov- 1

EXPLOSION KILLS TWO.
San Antonio, Texas, April It.
Two soldiers were killed and nine
seriously injured when pyrotechnics exploded in a pit during an exhibit n at Camp Bullls, north of
here, last night. The exact cause
of the explosion Is not known, but
It is believed that sparltH falling
back into the pit Ignited the

THE CASE OF
WILLIE SMITH
"Willie Smith" isn't his name, but
this is what happened. He lost both
forearms in a farm machinery accident. He and his family thought him
a useless cripple

a

life-tim-

wreck.

e

An industrial rehabilitation worker
heard of his case, found means to
equip him with artificial limbs and
today his usefulness is practically 100
per cent restored.

If you know of a case that industrial
rehabilitation can help, report it Jo

D. W. ROCKEY,

(By The Acttncialfd

Prefix.)

Officers engaged In the search
for James Wiggins, suspected of
(he murder last Saturday morning
of Vidal Lopez, taxi driver, were
hopeful last night that his arrest
might be made today.
Fresh tracks showing the Im
print of a half moon. Identical with
tracks found at the scene of the
crime, were discovered yesterday
near Placitas, a short distance from
Bernalillo, and bloodhounds will be
put on the trail early this morning.
Wiggins' saddle, which he left here
last week at the Bell livery stable,
was taken to Bernalillo last night
and the bloodhounds will be given
the scent from it.
That Wiggins Is still In the
neighborhood of Bernalillo is considered extremely probable since
tho discovery of the tracks, and the'
dlsovery that a man answering
Wiggins' description was seen in
the hills east or Bernalillo yesterday morning.
Officers yesterday Investigated a
report that a man answering description or Tvtggtns was seen In
Tljeras canyon Sunday night, apparently on his way to Estancla, but
the report was found to have no
foundation.
Louis Mier, taxi driver who was
arrested Monday night for Investigation In connection with tho crime,
waived preliminary hearing yesterday morning at Bernalillo, and was
placed under bond for appearance
before the grand Jury. Mlcr is
charged with being an accessory
before the fact, the Sandoval county sheriff believing that Mler's suspicions were aroused regarding his
passenger, and that for this reason
he turned him over to Lopez,

T

FOR

Concrete Roads
: Acid Years
to Tour Car's LiSe
Dust, mud and splatter, the rack and strain
on the mechanism Irom bad roads, all cause
rapid depreciation from the day you start
driving.
roads are clean,
Concrete
in all
dustless, even, firm and
kinds of weather. They add years to your
car's life help to keep it at top value for
service, exchange or sale,
hard-surface-

d

skid-pro-

of

.

t

Our Booklet R-- 3 telle other Interesting thtnp
clout Concrete Road. Write for your copy.

being-show-

35,-00- 0.

Ideal Building

DENVER, COLO.

c4 National Organization to Improve and

'

Extend the

of Concrete
Offices in 23 Other Cities
Uses

mm

i

OF HEALTH

K

themselves to be extraordinary inr
telligent in grasping the meaning of a full time county health
department and taking advantage of Us services.
The educational health talks delivered by the county health ofhealth nurse
ficer and
public
have been well attended in almost every instance and have always brought requests for assistance along the lines of hygiene
for various
and applications
prophylactic treatments.
Owing to the large area of the
county and small personnel of the
the entire county
department,
could not be entirely covered
the
first
quarter. However,
during
each and every community will
receive proper attention in due
time.

0NSILITIS

T

MOM

(By The Awiocliitfd Presd.)
Paris, April 11. The fame of

thf

,'reat Eabe Ituth has at last crossed
the ocean and French publications
have recently been filled with the
exnarrative of the
ploits.
is
runs
e
home
He of the fifty-ninnot being exalted in France for the
number of fences he has driven
over, but the dent he has made
in the bankroll of the club owners
"The swing of his bat is terrible
but the swish of his pen is dead
lier," says the staid Avenir, referreported
ring to the signing of thecontract.
"$500,000 for five years'
"The virtuoso of the home run
is also an ace in the business end
of it," the Paris Midi comments.
"Five hundred dollars each time
for hitting a baseball half as far t
rnnid hit n irolf ball." laments an
anonymous writer in the Paris
j;port.
"Besides the money which he
Bebe
gathers from baseball, 'lo grus
Kuth' also earns enough on the
in
families
several
stage to keep
Comoedia, a
says
affluence,"
theatrical paper.
Babe Kuth might have gone on
forever knocking the covers of!
baseballs, doffing his cap in a
bored way each time he reached
the home plate after a circuit trip
of the diamond, yet ho would have
never been heard of In France, had
he not signed for the reported sum
of 1100,000 a year.
Pi
DELEGATES TO
ENGINEERS' MEETING
WILL LEAVE TONIGHT

Four members of tho local chap- ter of the American Association of

Engineers will leave tonight for
Imb Cruces to attend the annual
district convention there on Thurs- day. Friday and Saturday of this
week. The Albuquerque members
to attend the convention are C. A.
Long, II. F. Robinson, Edmund
rtoss and James Gladding,
The program of the convention,
received here yesterday. Included
an address by Dean O. M. Butler of
the University of Arizona on "The
Principle of Locating Ore Bodies,
and the Methods Used in Arizona,"
and an address by Dean Goddard of
the New Mexico Agricultural college on "Radio." General Housey,
In command of the southwestern
military division, will also deliver
an address, but the subject has not
been announced.
The entertainment promised for
the convention Includes a dance, at
which the music will be transmitted
by radio, a banquet and a trip to
the Elephant Butte dam.
"
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iCour banker X
Y
will tell you -install ARCOIA
makes his money by foresight
HEbuying
his investments near the

by
bot-

tom price, not at the top.
Arcola is an investment that costs less
this month, NOW, than ever before in its
history. It can be installed more quickly

and easily NOW; your Steamfitter or
Plumber has more time.
Do this one little thing that costs nothing. Pick up the telephone;

Arcola

Call your Steamfitter

Saves this Banker

of

One-Thir- d

or Plumber

his Coal

"X7E
VV

have had In
service now for

He can tell you (so can your banker) that
the house warmed with radiators rents for
more and sells for more than a house

one year an Ideal

and are very
much pleased with it. . .
It requires very little
cars and does not burn
mora than
as
much coal as ordinary
stoves would to heat the
same space."
j. a. McCarthy
Cashier.
ARCOLA

heated with a furnace or stoves.

two-thir-

First State Bank of
Klngsley.KIngsley, Mich.
One-thir- d
of your coal bill
is worth saving; telephone

Plumbing Co.

for an estimate NOW.

He can tell you how Arcola distributes
its warmth to an American Radiator in
every room; (no more cold rooms; no spotty
heat) and how it pays for itself in the fuel
it saves.

FREE

11 ill

A fine Arcola book will be mailed
you: send your name and address
to the address below. And telephone your Steamfitter or Plumber for that free estimate NOW.

Heating Engineer.
He specializes on ARCOLAS Let him
Blue Print your house and tell you all

about this wonderful heating system

'
1

'

IE

1

rmn,"m'i

Wi

i

IT'S FREE

STRUMQUIST ENGINEERING CO.
107

North Fifth St.

Phone

122.

AMERICAN "RADIATOR COMPANY
Ideal Boilers and America Radiators for every heating need
402 Seventeenth Street

m

ft

We Are Known in

Albuquerque as

ARCOLA KINGS

EASTER GOODS
10c
Easter Baskets
Easter Rabbits, large size...
.....15c
15c
Easter Grass
10c
Easter Lilies
All Kinds of Easter Candies. Ask for special
prices for Church and School Easter parties.
5 for Sc
Easter Postcards
5c
Folders
and 10c
Easter
... .... 5c
Easter Grass, package.

............

KIDDIES, Watch our window and see how to
get a FREE Easter Egg. Bring this ad with
you.

HER MOTHER WON.
DER FULLY

In these days of "flu," coughs.
colds, croup and whooping cough.
it is well to know that every year
here are used more bottles of
'oley's Honey and Tar than of any
thcr cough medicine. Mrs, S. L.
lunt, 615 W. 6th St.. Cincinnati,
ihio, writes: "Foley's Honey and
'ar relieved me of a hacking
ough, tickling in 'the throat,
wheezing and pains in the chest. It
'
helping my mother wonderfully."
That's why druggists recommend
Foley's. iJold cjerywliere.

'9?
vJ

IS An Expert

super-slugger- 's

FOUR

fM

t-

Our Areola Engineer

.

TKU

ICRS
apo Rub

cooking

FAME OF BABE RUTH
HAS CROSSED OCEAN

WtD

V

of

two-thir-

IUI

2 3 4 5 6 7

1

ARCOLA

HELPED

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

tJH

New York, April 11. Major
league baseball will make Its 1922
debut In four eastern cities tomorrow provided the weather man has
been properly placated In advance.
In the National league the New
will
York Giants
entertain the
Brooklyn
Superhas at the Polo
grounds In this city and Boston will
appear against the Philadelphia
team on the latters field.
American
league combinations
which will assist In the opening are
the Philadelphia Athletics and Boston Bed Sox, who meet In Boston,
and the New York Yankees and
Washington Senators who meet In
the capital city.
In all four cities elaborate ceremonies have been planned to mark
the beginning of nnother long pennant chase and while there is little
BARF, SWALLOWS POSION.
likelihood of departure from the
El Paso, Texas, April 11. While
traditional flag bedecked stands,
her
mother lay asleep on a sick bed
band concerts, parades of rival
Mnrfhn TTlntr TlnllnrViMa 00
Anl,n
teams and the official throwing out
old daughter of L. E. bollharhide
of balls, the fans have shown unswallowed
a
dozen poisonous
today
doubted desire to witness In permulcts irom ine errects or which
son these preliminaries and the
Shn rifnri nrOhln liolf on fen,.- - mi..
subsequent diamond battles.
drug had i been prescribed for the
From all the centers of tomor
iiiuLiii-aim was on r stana by
row's haseball activity come similar
her bed.
tales of unusual and urgent demand
for tickets, and It is likely that,
given fair weather, the opening
games of the season will set new
attendance records. The case of
the New York Giants Is an example
Apply thickly ovef throaIn these
of the Interest
cover with hot flannel
Initial contests.
For several days
past It has been Impossible to purchase a reserved seat or box In the
huge baseball amphitheater at tbe
Polo grounds, not withstanding Its
Over 17 Million Jan UuJ Yearly
seating enpaclty of more than
of prospective
Hundreds
coupon buyers have been turned
away empty handed within the
hours and It Is
ORDER AGAINST ARMS.
past twenty-fou- r
certain that there will be a rush
Belfast, April 11 (by the Asso
for unreserved seats as soon as the ciated Press.) A drastic order
gates of the park are flung back against arms was Issued today.
In effect it cancels all
early tomorrow morning.
perfar as the eastern opening mits to carry arms. private
games are concerned the teams appear fairly well matched In the
national league. Brooklyn had the
PROPERLY AND
edge over the Giants In last year's
series, wining twelve out of twenty
INSTALLED
QUICKLY
games played. Against the Yan
kees in the soring exhibition eon- tests the Snpcrbas won eight out of
fourteen played in the snutli and
on the home diamond. Boston had
UNSWEETENED
ESTIMATES
decidedly the better of the Phillies
SVAPORATEfl
during the 1021 season butnewManaFREE
FURNISHED
mahas
Wilhclm
Injected
ger
terial Into the Quaker town comoffer
stronger
bination and should
opposition than was the case last
year.
While the New York Americans
will be without the services of Babe
Ruth and Bob Meusel, they should
have a slight edge over Washington, especially as Waller Johnson
With
is not likely to be on tho mound in
the Initial contest. The Yankees
the
of tho 1921
took about
cream
games from Washington.
Boston and Philadelphia had a
414 South Eighth St.
left
season
and
last
series
and
tuck
nip
Phone 261
while the Bed Sox appear stronger
than the Athletics. Connie Mack's
lead
a
into
combination may Jump
at the expense of the Bostonians
in the initial clash.
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ARRESTED TODAY

A

th-b-

State Supervisor of Industrial Rehabilitation.
State Department of Education.
Santa. Fe, N. M.

VALENCIA GO. IS

.

Four Cities in Which the Fresh Tracks Identical With The first quarterly report de-of
the Valencia county health
Curtain Raisers Are to
Those of Lopez' Murder- partment shows remarkable success considering the fact that
Be Played to Hold Elaber Found at Placitas; the
work is pioneer In Valencia
orate Ceremonies.
Bloodhounds Take Trail. county. The people have shown

lernor

Mechem to continue the
troops here when I held the conference with him In Albuquerque
yesternay.
jne troops are here
and will remain here as long as
is
there
need for them, which may
be for a long time."
That the strikers here are not
as peaceably minded as would appear is the belief of the commander of the troops, following a general survey of the situation todny,
In which he visited all mining
"I believe that there would have
been trouble here if the troops had
not nrrlved and believe Jhat there
would.be trouble If the troops left
today," he declared, "and this belief is based upon the Investiga
tions of myself my officers and
other federal and state officials,
The adjutant general pointed out
that the troops are dealing alike
with operators and striking miners
"Wo are here In the interest nf
New Mexico, not of any class of
persons in the state," he stated. In
when federal troops
expiating
were refused Governor Mechem, he
stated that New Mexico Is fortu
nate in having a well trained mllltiri
and that the federal government
knowing this fact, felt that these
troops should be used In order to
leave federal troops for the other
coal mining sections where there
are large strikes now on and seri
ous trouble Imminent.
Concluding he said: "The troops
are here not because of the little
trouble at the Mentmore mine hut
in the hope of protecting the rights
of nil New Mexico people In their
fuel supply and In their railway
service which my investigations
force me to believe are seriously
threatened by the condition which
exists and has existed for several
days in the Gallup coal mining district. More exact data to substantiate this belief will be available
to the public tomorrow."

OFFICERS THINK--

mm mm

TO OPEN

Survey Is Being Made of the Coal and Food

Gallup, N. M.. April 11. "I con
pider the situation caused by the
strsne or tne ualiup miners a verv
serious one, not only locally, but
for the state of New Mexico In
general," declared Adjutant General H, R. Brown, commandant of
troops here, In making nn infor
mal review of the situation. "Thsituation not only concerns the
queston of whether the Gallur
mines shall operate, but extends
to whether New Mexico shall be
able to receivo its food supplies
ana whetner tram service shall
continue after the next few days."
Adjutant General Brown polnte.1
out the fact that a survey Is now
King made of the coal supply of
the railroads and the food supply
of the retail and wholesale merchants In New Mexico and expressed his opinion that both supplies are very short.
"I have not yet received the entire set of fittures, hut I believe
they will show tomorrow that there
la only about 10 days' supply of
coal In the possession of the Santa
Fe and only enoutrh food to last
a very limited time In the state
In case train service should he
forced to be abandoned through
lark of coal. I understand that
there might be a possibility of running mail trains after the coal supply Is exhausted by using two nr
three available oil burner en-

L
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The reason for this name
is: We have installed so
many, the past few

Denver, Colo.

J. O'Fallon
Supply Co.

M.

Manufacturers and Distributors of

months.

ESTIMATES

PLUMBING, HEATING, STEAM,
ELECTRICAL AND HYDRAULIC

FURNISHED FREE

EQUIPMENT

Albuquerque

Jobbers of American Radiator
Company's Products

Plumbing and
ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
,

.,

Heating Co.
Central Ave.
Phone 179

51 1 West

IDEAL ARCOLAS
ALWAYS CARRIED
612 North First St.

IN STOCK
Phone 1518.
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THE MORE IMPORTANT
RATES III REV TARIFF MEASURE

EST OF

pound; Fordney, H4 cents;
Underwood, free.
Swine, H cent pouna; foraney,
ii.ou neaa;
same;
Underwood, free.
cents pouna;
Fresh nork.
IVi
Fordney, tame;
cents; Underwood, free.
and
and
shoulders,
hams
Bacon,
other pork, prepared or preserved.
2 cents
roranoy,
pouna;
4; Underwood, free.
Lard, 1 cent pouna; roraney,
unuer-woosame; Payne-Aiancfree.
Lard compounds and substitutes,
5 cents pound;
Fordney, 20 pernw ciassmcacent;
wooa,
iree.
under
tlon;
Butter, oleomargarine and other
substitutes, 8 cents pound; Fordney,
;
undersome;
wood,
Apples, 80 cents bushel; Fordney
Under25;
and
wood, 10 cents. Dried and evaporated, 2 cents pound; Fordney and
same; Underwood.
1 cent.
Sugar beets, 80 eents ten; others,
IT per cent; Fordney, same; Payne
Aldrich, 10 and 25 per cent; Underwood, 5 per cent.
Onions, 1 cent poundj Fordney,
40 cents
cent:
bushel; Underwood, 20 cents bushel.
Hides of cattle of bovine species.
pouna; ariea,
green, two cents
four cents pound; Fordney, Payne- Aldrlch and underwood, iree.
Payne-Aldric-

1;

n,

Payne-Aianc-

,

Payne-Aldrlc-

REPORTED TO SENATE TUESDAY
(lif The AMMlntcd Press.)
Washington, April 11 (by the
.Associated Press.) Herewith are
Klven the more Important rates In
the tariff bill, reported today to
the senate by the finance commltv
tee, with comparisons with the
h
Fordney bill and the
the last republican protective tariff act and Underwood
laws, wherever feasible. The ad
valorem rates In the Fordney
measures are based on American
valuation, but they are used here
t0t in the comparisons.
The report attached to the commission said 26 per cent,
can valuation, Is generally equivalent to 60 per cent foreign valuation.
Because entirely different classifications have been used in draw-in- n
the wool schedules In the new
bill, no comparison of the rates
in that schedule with those In the
h
famous schedule K of the
bill is undertaken. The
meassenate
raw wool rates In the
ure are about equal to those in
h
the
law, however,
and Senator Bmoot of Utah, who
new
schedule, says
drafted the
Payne-Al-dric-

'

Payne-Aldrlc-

Payne-Aldrlc-

of the other rates are as
high as corresponding provisions
In schedule K, while others are
lower.
Wheat, SO cents a bushel; Ford25 cents;
ney and
Underwood, free.
Corn, including cracked, 15 cents
a bushel; Fordney and
same; Underwood, free,
Oats, 15 cents a bushel: Ford10
IS
cents;
ney,
cents; Underwood, ( cents.
Barley, 20 cents bushel; Fordney, 15;
30: Under
wood, 15.
Rye, 15 cents bushel; Fordney
and
10; Underwood,
free.
Cattle, l',i cents pound to 2 cents
per nound: Fordney. 1 to
22 head to 27 H Per
cent; Underwood, free.
Fresh beef and veal, Stt cents
,
pound; Fordney, 2 cents;
1H cents; Underwood,
free.
Sheep and goats, $2 head, Fordney, one cent pound; Payne-Aldrlc75 cents head to 20 per cent;
Underwood, free. Mutton, 2H cents
some

h,

Payne-Aldrlc-

Payno-Al-drlc-

Payne-Aldrlc-

Payne-Aldrlc-

h,

h,

Payne-Aldrlc-

Payne-Aldric-

h,

1!

h,

Payne-Aldrjch-

h,

Payne-Aldric-

h,

i.,

h,

ij

n,

d,

h,

Payne-Aldric-

Payne-Aldrlo-

2.

h,

Payne-Aldric-

Payne-AIdrio-

h,

Pavne-Aldric-

h.

BOYS,' GIRLS' CLUBS
IN
ARE ESTABLISHED
M.
IN
N.
COUNTIES
20
special Correspondence to '(ho lunna it.)
Rtata Holies. N. M.. April 11.
W. H. Trentman, state club leader

for the state of New Mexico, an
nounced here this week that the
extension service has established
boys' and girls' clubs in 20 counties In the state. The club work
has been a big Item with the ex
tension service for the past rew
years and has types of clubs that
work In anv cart of the itate. Mr.
Trentnnn has gone to counties in
the ea.itern part of the state where
he plans to make a general re
organization of the clubs for the
summer Of 1922. Mrs. Amelia. Alexander, assistant state club leader,
is leaving for the nortnern pari oi
the state to look after the work
there.
Each will be gone about
two weeks.

spirm

WATER BURNED
AS FUEL WITH
OIL IN BOILER
BY FREDERIC J. HASKIX.
Washington, April 11. For ten
months past a small power plantn
within the enclosure oi me
barracks In this city has
been operated by burning water In
connection with oil. Water, looked
upon as the other extreme irom
fire, and the great factor in putbeing
ting out fires. Is actually
burned under a boiler to produce
wasn-Ingto-

...

het.

Scientists until very iateiy nave
declared this to be impossible.
However, there Is a patent record
in the archives In this city showing
that Mrs. Francla Dodwall Shaw
secured a patent for a certain kind
in wmcu uu j.
Of burner in
combined
practically any kind is water
and
with common, ordinary
an Intensely hot flame produced at
a low cost.
u.i Dhaw riiii la narsonauv in
charsre of the power plant at the
Washington barracks under con
tract with the government..
tried out her Invention in many
mil mnvm that her records
show a saving of more than 80 per
power from
cent over supplying
burning coal, and a ou perin tne
saving over using fuel oil
usual way.
To secure the heat desired at the
barracks plant about three parts
of oil are used to one part of water.
Ridiculous as It may sound. If more
water were used the flame would
h an hnt thnt the brick foundation
under the boiler would melt Jwn.
Mrs. Shaw has experimented wun
and
greater quantitiesso of water
terrlflo that orfound the heat
down
melts
brickwork
dinary
quickly.
Mrs. Shaw has been engaged In
manufacturing bricks and tiles for
some time. It waa an accident m
that
connection with her work
showed her that water could be
combined with oil as a fuel, effectthe
ing a considerable savingor over
coal. It
ordinary use of fuel oil
Shaw
Mrs.
way:
in
this
happened
was drying out a kiln, and for this
un-- n
purpose was burning kereseno cans
Bnm. nf the kerosene
had been standing for quite a while
ccumuu ...
and water had
them. By accident, the whole
was used, and an
hotter flame was

ni

six or eight inches wide.
is atiout a loot high.

Around the bottom this contriv
ance is punched full of holes to
No artificial blast of air
is required, once the burner is
going and heated up a bit. The
heat seems to separate the water
Into its constituent gasses, and these
with the oil produce an intensely
not name.
To start the burner, a bit of cot
ton waste soaked in oil is laid in
this burner and lighted. In a very
short time the burner Is operating
automatically.
Mrs, Bhaw does not believe ner
Invention can be adapted for use in
tne ordinary house until It has been
somewhat perfected. As It is now,
it requires skilled attention ana
could not be left to heat a house
with entire safety.
For another
reason, the fire Insurance people
are not familiar with the invention
yet, and probably would put high
rates on dwellings using this type
of heating plant. Perfeotlon ol
methods of easy control will In
time lead to use of the Invention
in private
houses, Mrs, Shaw
thinks.
For the present, the woman Inventor plans far the use of her
heating arrangement in plants
using from fifty barrels of oil s
day upward. Such plants naturally
would require the attention of Shift

admit air.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
POUND SALE
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
On Thursday, the 13th day of
1922, at 10 a. m.. In front
. .,,
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians April,
of the city hall, on North second
"Scientists nave aecmieu
one
mare
street
eell
will
I
enaw.
bay
millions
Mrs.
for
over 2 2 years and proved safe by
lately." says
about 10 years old. weight 800 very
ImnnmlblB tO OUm
i.
branded on right thigh. water. However, I had done It, ano
pounds,
Colds
Rheumatism
Headache
white star in forehead. Also one not being a scientist, i pbay pony, weight about 800 pounds. porlmenting until I found out what
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
wnite star in lore was happening. The oxygen and
right foot white,
'
head, saddle sore on
Earache
Pain, Pain
hydrogen gas m walr.w"
Lumbago
J. R. GALUSHA,
and after I had perfected
City Marshal. burned,
.
- t rvatonte the thing.
which contains
directions.
WARNING!

pro-au"- d.

-

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also
Aspirin Is the trade mirk of Biyer Murafacture

v...-

proper

Accept only "Bayer" package

bottles'of 24 and 100 Druggists.
of Monooottlcultater of Riltcjliciclil

It

about

h,

one oi mra. h
The value of the annual catch burners has been
operating an 18.of fur animals In Mlohigan
ap 000 horso power piani hi
only big
proaches two million dollars.
some time. Thie is the invention
private plant using the

of men, and Mrs.
Shaw prefers COMPLETES CREATION
that. Like a true patriot, Mrs.
.OF DEBT COMMISSION
Shaw has given her government
the first opportunity to take ad(By The Amnclntfd Preil.
vantage of her revolutionary de
Washington, April 11. Confirvelopment, and there is every reamation
son to believe that the government
by the senate today of the
is not going to let the thing slip nominations of Senator Smoot of
Utah and Representative Burton
through its fingers.

of Ohio to be members of tha
allied debt refunding commission,
created
formally
congress,
by
completed that body.
be enwill
The commission
trusted with the work of converting Into long term securities
the debts owing to the United,
States by the allied nations. '

iMUKlEITl

She could

I

Our Annual Spring Furniture Sale

Starting Saturday, April 15

eat anything

Floor Coverings

and

without indigestion
or sleeplessness

I

For a time she had been troubled
with gas after her eveningmeaLThe
distress was most painful after eating potatoes or other starchy foods,
of which she was very fond.
Then she started taking two cakes
of Flelschmann's Yeast every night
between bor evening meal and bedtime. She pound about a half cup
of boiling hot water over the yeast
cakes, stirred them thoroughly,
added a little cold water and drank.

Sale of Furniture,

A Timely

I

at Prices That

Will Mean a Saving of

I

Stoves

to

One-Thi- rd

of Our Regular Low Prices.

One-Ha- lf

WATCH PAPERS FOR FURTHER
ANNOUNCEMENTS

8 ho found she could eat anything
and sleep splendidly afterward.
Thousands of men and women are
finding that Flelschmann's Yeast
corrects stomach and intestinal
troubles. It promotes the flow of
bit. and pancreatic juice. Appetite
Is always kept normal and you are
protected against indigestion.
Add 2 to S cakes of Flelschmann's
Yeast to your daily diet. You will
find that your whole digestive system is greatly benefited. Be sure it's
Flelschmann's Yeast the familiar
il
package with the y.llow
label. Place a standing order with
yonrgrocerforFleischmann'sYeast

LIVINGSTON & CO

U

JUOME FURNISHERS

tin-fo-

213-21-

West Gold.

5

thUSflAn,K.naof0.1.
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FOR YOUR EASTER SUIT

Something Unusual Is Going to Happen
IT'S THE MOST SENSATIONAL CLOTHING

mr.
has used everythingto
In the' way of oil from kerosene
the very poorest grades of crude oil,
full of dirt ana
"nnr.
She has yet to record a Is takgovernment
the
Naturally,
this develop- n
ing a keen Interest In testa
periodl-ment and is making
n
otorminn exactly how
much of a saving over other fuels
ran he effected, inese
not been completed and the fig
ures therefore are not available,
nt
ch. nv that in Its pres
ent form the invention is practica
office buildings, loco
zinnia
t,i. tr.
motives, ana smiio.out on a
ship,
successfully tried
but until It is a tut morn nui
nmhahiv MiiW not come into general
use. Mrs. Shaw herself is author
win in
ity for this statement:
up
stall the thing and getto steam
leave the
for them, but I want
she
ship before It leaves the dock,

SALE

EVER ATTEMPTED IN ALBUQUERQUE
SEE TOM6RROWS PAPER.

The best kind or on ror use m
Shaw's invention has proven
to h s:ood fuel oil or the oil knownas "navy special.riuwever, yim.t1allir nvorv kino of Oil naa oeen
trteii out. ana it naa dbou iuuuu
win
that the very lowest graaesheated
wnrv nil risrht. if they are
so that thev will run rreeiy.
in
iiainir tha Heaviest xraoes oi on
the
Mm nine, ara run through uum
tonka tn neac tne on in
weather. In really warm weatnei
this expedient doubtless will be un- neroosarv.
One great advantage claimed for
tha new system over coal firing 1
the saving In labor. Mrs. un&w
that
says It has been demonstrated dozen
o nlant reauiring a
tn nnarata
. .
.
.
,,u w..
v' wnen
men
coai is Durneu, wnu
system Installed, only rour men
wnnlfl ha needed.
There is a big
avlnff inn. In tha cost of the two
fuels, as the cheapest grades of
oil can be burned, without having
tha- oil nut through any reiimng
process at all.
Bv romblnins: the water With oil,
It Is claimed that tests have shown
a saving of, roughly, B0 per cent
over the' ordinary burning of fuel
oil. This is because' a hotter fire
is secured from the use of consid
erably less oil.
Nn WMU OF ASH.
Annthor advantage In the use of
oil Instead of coal in any kind oi
nower or heating plant is tne ao
sence of any ash. To engineers
d
saving
this means a
flrat. no labor la necessary In feed
ins- tha fuel to the boilers nor In
removing the ashes; second, the
whole weight of the fuel used Is
burned up and all of It produces
heat which Is transiormea into
nower.
Most of the system Is simplicity
Itself, and Is easily comprehended
by a casual Inspection. The pipes
laadlne from the water supply and
the oil supply open Into an ordinary
runnel. The feed of 0" ana water
Into this funnel can be watched
Leading
and easily regulated.
from tha hottom of the funnel Is
singls pipe which connects with
tha humor.
The burner Itself Is simple, it
has somewhat the shape of a silk
hat, but with considerably more
taper. In the small power plant
being operated at the Washington
barracks, this top hat aiiair naa a
Diameter at the Dottom or iweiv.
or fifteen inches and at the top Is
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GET YOUR SHOES DIRECT FROM THE

-

Manufacturers Sale Shoe Store
THE SAVINGS WILL SURPRISE AND PLEASE YOU

!

EXTRA SPECIALS

two-fol-

-

ALL THIS WEEK FOR EASTER SHOPPING
$4.00 Women's White
Low Shoes
New strap or oxford styles.
All style heels. , All sizes,
ihk to g.

$1.50 Tennis Shoes
and Oxfords
,

Double thlok soles. Men's,
women
or children's.
-

$1,98

$70

Women's

New

!B
or

Wh

New buckle or

Patent, kid

All style heels.

suede.
All sizes.- -

or black. Come In
calf or kid. Rubber heels.
All sizes, Itt to t.
Brown

$2.49

"

grade
black or brown. Blucher and
English. All sizes to

6,

$1.98
6- -

Shoes

Calfskin or kid. Goodyear
All wanted style.
elts.
.

$3.98

brown or biack kid.
styles. Sixes

l strap
--

$3.60 Misses' New Low

'

Patent, kid, gun metal.
fords and Mary Jane styles.
Sizes II tt to I.

$1.85

Me?' Fine Dre

AH Staes.

ana

1.

gurm,tal.

od

Patent,

$1.19

ShSeV

$3.98
$4.00 Women's and
Grown Girls' Oxfords

'

'98c

$2.00 Children's Nevf
Dress Slippers

$2.50 Child's New Low
Shoes.
Patent or kid. Mary Jane
styles; also black Oxfords.
Sizes
U to U.

$1.69

Manufacturers Sale Shoe Store
301

North First Street.

Across From Elms Hotel.

tl"

All of a sudden
the city needs light

M

-

i1!"

V

Next time it grows suddenly dark in the
afternoon and you switch on the lights, think
of the fact that thousands of other people are

Bl"

Tff

tf

v

J

:

acting on the same impulse.
This unexpected demand is heavier than
the generators in the central power stations
of a great city can respond to instantly. The
burden is, therefore, put on huge Exide Bat
teries, weighing hundreds of tons. Nearly all
the central, station batteries in America are
Exides, which are relied upon to supply power
through every emergency. '
Wherever batteries are used whether play
ing the calliope in the circus parade or propel-lin- g
submerged submarines you will find
Exide supplying dependable power.
g
When you want a
battery in
will
mind and
ease
of
that
give you
your car,
freedom from trouble, go to the nearest Exide
Service Station. J

1

long-lastin-

The Electric Storage Battery Company
Philadelphia
BcheelnSenteen

Service Stations Everywhere

Qt.ee

r
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:
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LEGAL NOTICE
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Tfatter of the Estate of An-- i
nie Ellison, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the thirtieth
day of March, 1922, duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of Annk
Ellison, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
county, and
having qualified as such Executrix,
all persons having olatms against
tha estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to present the same to the undersigned
In tha manner and within the time
prescribed by law.
.
NORA JONES,
Executrix.
'
Dated March 81, U2,
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ear y caa be
confident of ekunil repair
work, fair prices, and re.
eponitbt advice at the near.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
CARL C. MAGEB,
D. A-- MACPHERSON.
President.
Secretary.
D. A. MACPHERSON...
Business Manager
CARL C. MAGEB
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquetts Bldg., Chicago, 111
RALPH R. MULLIGAN... 48 E. 42d St., New York
matter at the postotflce
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. .M., under act ot Congress ot
March 17, 1879,
Edl'or-in-Chl-

ef

by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c;
yearly. In advance, 19.00.
"The Mqrning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, (or
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
Daily,

April 12.

WEDNESDAY

MARTIAL LAW MEANS "NO LAW."

"

When Governor Mechem Issued an order In
which he salr "a state of martial law Is hereby declared to exist In McKlnley county," he said In effect, "a state of no law is hereby declared to exist
In McKlnley county" In substance, he said 'a
dictatorship Is hereby declared to exist."
To declare a state of martial law sounds harmless
under the conditions existing In McKlnley county.
The governor would have meant the same thing had
he said, "I hereby declare that the constitution of
the United States and of the state of New Mexico
are nullified In the county of McKlnley and all of
the civil rights and quaranteea of the people of
that county are hereby suspended. In lieu thereof
I have seen fit to impose upon the people a dicta
torshlp under which my whim and that of my
subordinates shall be the only law. Under such
dictatorship the people of McKlnley county will, as
law abiding citizens, do exactly as they are told to
do; will submit to arrest without a warrant; to
search and seizure without a search warrant, and
to eviction from their homes without due process
of law. When it suits my pleasure to restore to
the people of McKlnley county their rights as American citizens, I will do so, but not sooner."
There are circumstances under which martial
law becomes necessary. Those circumstances are
oply in case a condition of mutiny or rioting exists which results in resistance to the duly constituted civil authorities, so that the citizens of a dts- trict have already lost their guarantees of the constitution and laws through their having been made
Inoperative by reason of the lawless acts of citizens
of the district. Then, in the absence of all effective law, the governor can, through the law of neBut the
cessity, declare a military dictatorship.
act of the citizens themselves must have deprived
them of their constitutional rights. The governor
la powerless legally to so deprive them. He cannot
take away their liberty on the plea that, In his
Judgment, they are about to commit acts which will
take from them their constitutional rights. HI"
opinion of what they are about to do has nothing
whatever to do with It. He cannot so deprive them,
but must wait to act until the conduct of the community nullifies the processes of the law.
This, in our opinion, Is the basis of acquiring
Jurisdiction to declare martial law. To say that
a governor can, In his unreviewable discretion, suspend the constitution and laws, Is contrary to the
In that event we have
genius of our government.
no Inalienable rights. We merely have temporary
rights by sufferance of the governor, which may
be taken from us upon the pleasure or judgment
of an autocrat. If the unrestrained discretion of
the governor Is the basis for the order declaring
martial law, there can be no appeal to the courts
above the orderly processes of the law. If the
Jurisdiction is not based upon the facts of the case
instead of upon gubernatorial discretion, an insane or corrupt governor could deprive us of all
rights, leaving us nothing but a recourse to civil
war against the established government, to regain
our civil liberties.
No one contends that the civil laws had ceased
to function at Gallup. They were In full and unobstructed force when this order was made. We
contend that the governor acquired no Jurisdiction
and that bis order declaring martial law is void
and without force.
We advise the citizens of McKlnley county to
yield implicitly to the orders of the military authorities and to offer no resistance of any kind by
reason of a belief that the governor Is without Jurisdiction. However, a proper appeal to the courts
can be taken from the orders of the military and
the matter of Jurisdiction settled. This should be
done.
We are not blaming the
for using
Governor Mechem to protect their Property and
evict tenants. To have some one who would do
this If the occasion arose, was why they elected him.
They asked for their pay and have received it
'
Governor Mechem knew better than to do this
thing. It was a case of "hearing his master's
voice.'"
Meanwhile a precedent is being set which endangers the essentials of our liberties, and happiness and the taxpayers are being saddled with an
enormous expense for the benefit of the governor's
"good angels." Incidentally, Gallup's good name is
irretrievably hurt. How any right minded citizen,
who loves freedom, however partisan he may be,
can condone this matter, Is beyond our understanding.
-
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Contemporary observers did not realize the full
horror of the French revolution. Time was required
to put it into the proper perspective. In the reign
of terror 1,200 persons were taken to the guillotine
In a single month.

,

J
'y
.

The civilized world is only now beginning to
realize the cost of the Russian revolution In human
lives. The slaughter of the French revolution was
not to be compared to that perpetrated by the bol- shevlk tyrants over a space of four years. The flg-- fj
ures indeed are so terrible in their magnitude as to
be almost incredible were they not derived from
official bolshevik sources. The Paris Gaulols recently published this list of executions taken from
the bolshevik reports: Since October, 1917, bishops
church, 28; priests, 1,215;
of. the' Russo-Gree- k
schoolmasters and professors, 6,776; physicians,
8,800; army officers, 64.860; soldiers, 200,000; of- -.
fleers of constabulary and police forces, 10,500;
privates of the same forces, 48,500; land owners,
11,960; members of the "intelligent" classes, the so- -'
called "intelligentsia," 855,250; workmen, 193,350;

peasants. 816,100,
y
And the chief executioner is the man who asks
statesmen
of
the leading
Europe to take his hand
In friendship as an equal at the coming Genoa conference. This ghastly record, as has been said, is
admitted by the bolshevik officials themselves, but
thers is plenty of corroborative evidence. American
Cross workers and other reliable witnesses
wtify to the wholesale executions that have taken
"aes in every part of Russia in order to terrify
people with the power of the dictators. We
s too near the event to grasp its complete elgnlfi-ic'Impartial historians will record the honi- -
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PUZZLE: HOW TO LET OUT THE TAME ONES WITHOUT
THE WILD CRITTEERS COMING TOO?

THE BANKER

AND ADVERTISING.

FOR 5 ALE

Houses

111

-,

4s,

man who preached the docThe
trine that woman's place was in the home seems
to have given up In disgust.

VERSE OF TODAY
ANSWER.

I prayed for Love,
And down Into my life
There came the rushing of his mighty wings;
My days In melody ran on my heart
Was set to song.
The song was hushed
The king of kings came by
And laid his fingers on the Hps of Love!
Then from the depths of loneliness and grief,
I prayed for Faith.
t

But In the dark
I could not find Faith's hand;
And when there seemed no answer to my prayer,
And endless, empty years stretched on ahead,
I prayed for Death.
But death came not.
Although I waited long
And life was but one round of dull despair)
Then, In the place of Love ond Faith and Death,
God sent me Work!
Roselle Mercler Montgomery in New York Sun.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
Hr--

tn

THE UNWRITTEN LAW.
We suppose the reason why the unwritten law
remains unwritten is because It Is used so much
that anybody at all likely to be concerned knows
it by heart. Ohio State Journal.
HOPEFUL PROHIBITIONISTS.
Prohibitionists have filed a complete state ticket
Evidently those chaps have not
yet given up hope of making the country dry.
Philadelphia Inquirer.

at Harrisburg.

A NAMESAKE WORTH WHILE.
Woodrow Wilson, nine, a newsboy of Baldwin.
became one of the founders of the
Woodrow Wilson Foundation.
He contributed 82
"Just a little profit from the papers I sell." New
L. I., yesterday

lork world.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
ADVANCES JUSTIFIED.

(From ,Dally Financial America.)
Advances in some of the products of American
mines, mills and foundries are quite as necessary
as on the farm, if they are to pay living wages and
other costs. Steel plates that sold In 1918 for 1.60
cents a pound sold lately nearly a quarter of a cent
below that price. Plate makers have been In keen
competition for the nation's diminished business.
The decline In shipbuilding and other construction
has left little demand on plants that had been
greatly expanded in the war period. Total steel
production last year was only 68 per cent ot that
in 1913 and less than half of 1920. Oil and other
tanks and tank ships have taken much of this diminished outpdt.
On Increase In steel plates to 1.50 cents a pound
recently announced, therefore, la sn effort to obtain a price equal to that of 1913. Considering the
higher wages, freights, fuel and other costs of the
present it seems difficult to produce this material
at a profit on prevailing prices.
copper and copper wire, lately about 20 per cent
below 1913 at wholesale, are in a worse position
than steel plates. Production is rising, but the
surplus Of these stocks must be liquidated before
many of the mills can produce ana sell at a price
that will keep them alive. At recent prices copper
is still a bargain. So la pig tin, marked down 30
per cent, rubber 75 per cent and zinc 20 per cent
below the selling price of the pre-wyear.
Bales of these materials at low prices show some
buying by manufacturers with foresight preparing
themselves for future needs.
To destroy production of these raw materials
would be disastrous to many industries and would
cause hardships to the consumer. They enter into
many articles of necessity and comfort. The entire
ar

electrical advance of civilization depends on copper
and rubber. Without them electrical devices of all
kinds would go to the scrap heap.
For the purchase or these materials now offered
at bargain prices ample credit should be afforded.
Money seeking the markets can find no worthier
employment than the prudent provision ot raw
materials at a figure that enables manufacturing
industry to cut the costs of production.

4s,
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discount for cash.
17vi-- j.
S36 soutn
roadway,
SALE By owner, sunurban borne,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, srapa arbor. Poet- - '
blr;

modern,

GRAIN

Income;

FOR

Chicago Board ot Trade.
Chicago, April 11. Wheat de
clined In price today largely as a
result of downward tendency of
Liverpool quotations and weakness
The close
of foreign
exchange.
c to to net lower,
was unsettled,
to
and
$1,31
with Mav $1.31
Corn finishJuly $1.20 to $1.20.
off, oats' Uned unchanged to
c down and provichanged to
setback of
to
a
sions unchanged

lc

20c.

It had been expected by many
wheat traders that in view of yesterday's advance in values on this
side of the Atlantic the Liverpool
market this morning would show
an upturn. Disappointment in this

respect was emphasized particularly by a decline In sterling and by
advices of disturbed financial conditions In Greece. Besides, export
demand was slow, and the view
was pressed that all known bullish
factors had been fully discounted
for the present.
Better milling demand at ot.
Louis, Kansas City and Omaha
helped somewhat at one stage to
rally the wheat market here, but
toward the end of the day a renewal of weakness became evident
owing more or less to gossip that
two Minneapolis mills were offering to sell in Chicago hard winter
wheat which had been purchased
0
In the southwest. , Selling of
bushels here to go to store was
also a late depressing factor, es
pecially as to the May delivery.
Unfavorable
crop reports from
parts of Kansas were virtually
ignored.
Persistent rainy weather made
the market for corn and for oats
relatively steady. Business, however, lacked volume.
Provisions as a rule were lower
In line with hogs and on account
of Increasing stocks of lard.

ar

NO DISAPPOINTMENT.
Deuce with a

oifo

Cen-tra-

The Incentive of war production and the urge of
post-wprices alike having passed, not so much
will be heard of the vacant lot gardens this spring.
Patriotism and thrift no longer spur as once they
did.
Nevertheless, there will be much spading and
planting in the next few weeks In soil that, before
the war, was given over to weeds. A multitude
learned during the vogue of the back-yar- d
garden
that the effort Is repaid many fold. Not a few who
to
took
garden making for their country's sake, or
for the garden's sake, will sow and pluck again
this year for their own sake. It is not only profitable but full of pleasure, health and recreation.
Of course, all do not find Joy in the home garden, But the man who loves the feel of the soil
and finds philanthropy in the miracle of life and
growth, quickly becomes an addict. He may not
talk so much about it as in recent days of enthusi
conasm, but will hoe his row in contemplative
tentment Just the same.
Not all good citizens are home gardeners, but
most home gardeners are good citizens. Join the
ranks!

Ireland evidently wanted a
It. Daily Financial America.

$4.40;

9.21.
5.3 V4.

Five-roo-

The banker furnishes, in one way or another, a
large part of the money with which business Is conducted. Having lent money to be used in a business
venture, he keeps a keen eye on the progress of that
venture smd on the growing or decreasing value of
Its assets. A man who advances the money for the
plow and the fertilizer and the seed and the livestock, to be repaid from the proceeds of the crops,
is naturally Interested in the growth of the corn
and the wheat.
What does the banker think of advertising as a
force tending to insure the repayment of the money
he lends to business?
Guy Emerson, vice president of the National
Bank of Commerce in New York, says;
"It is becoming more and more common for
bankers to regard a radical cutting down ot an ad
vertislng expenditure with close attention. The
sharp reduction in the advertising ot nationally dls
trlbuted articles, the reputations of which were
apparently so firmly established that nothing could
affect them adversely, has been followed so regu
larly by a heavy falling off In sales that the need
for caution in such cases is widely recognized. The
banker is coming to realize that public interest is
not necessarily a permanent possession. Not even
the greatest corporation or the most popular product can hope to build up a reputation which will
of its own force endure."
Mr. Emerson Is a little guarded In his language,
but you get what he means. The banker does
not like to see his client's business choked by advertising .curtailment.

TnE

cables, $4.H.
demand, 9.20 M; cables.
Italy demand, 5.36; cables,
Germany demand, .35 Yt
cables, .36 H. Greece demand, 4.50,
mand,
France

New York Money.
BALK
fOU
houia with
New York, April 11. Call money
sleeplns porch, furnished. 214 Stanford
avenue.
Easier. High and ruling rate. 4
KENT
modern home
per cent; low, 4 per cent; call loans i'OR
with sleeplns porch; no children. 41
against acceptances, 4 per cent.
South High.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
SALE By owner,
mod90 days and six months. 4V4 per FOH
ern frame bouse, trick garage. 814
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
South Walter, phone 1703-to i
per cent.
FOK SALE Three tine somea. Bast
l,
East Silver and University
Heights. J. A. Hammond, 82 Ban Sliver.
Liberty Bonds.
In
nt,- -.
hnniralfiiil
,'
New Yoxk. Anrll 11 Liberty
.u. ... .In.
" r
Lw.uuav. an.,,,,, vwoer
.,-- , will
bonds closed: Zb, $99.32; first 4s, M.hlBnrii.
ig.i"B tuy, win wwiiii,., nione Il.s-Jblank; second 4s, 899.20; first
FOR SALE
pressed brick
$99.52; second 4Hs, $99.28; third
modern, hardwood floors, front
4V.S, $99.56;
fourth 4V.8. $99.52: andhouse,
back porch, (araie, close In. Phone
.
Victory Slia, $100.02; Victory
$100.86.
FOR
SALE Aparlmmi
nouie. (oar
completely
apartment,
furnished,

ct

rniCE

RUSSIA'S ORG7 OF BLOOD.

.

ble story for future generations and they will wonder that civilized nations allowed such crimes to be
perpetrated or gave them condonation. Secretary
Hughes has told the European powers that America
can have no dealings with Russia so long as these
monsters remain in control. To Join in the renewal
of commercial relations might be beneficial to AmWe are keenly Interested In
erican pocketbooks.
But American
Russia's economlo revival.
is worth more than any money.

'April 12, 1922.

100,-00-

nose, and said not to bother about
that, as one must do fayors when
ever ono could without expecting
a favor in return. Then the
bunny hopped his way and the
deer ran his way, and soon something else happened.
By Howard B. Gari
The Woozie Wolf and the
Fuzzy Fox started out together
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Hint day to find somo ears to
Newspaper Syndicate.
nibble, and, as usual, they first
Undo Wiggily.
UNCLE WlCfiirv AND THE looked forrabbit
hns the best ears
"That
Di:EIt.
for nibbling I ever saw," said the
Uncle Wiggily was hopping Fox.
"Yes." aereed the Wulf. "The
through the woods one day, lookIs, Uncle
Wigglly
ing here and there beneath the (only trouble
bushes for an adventure, when, plays so many tricks on us that.
all at once, ho heard a loud never yet, have we really nibbled
We catch him often
noise, as if a strong wind misfit his ears.
but he gMs away."
be blowing
through the trres, enoiiKh,
"We'll
him this time all
get
lashing the branches to and fro.
"Dear me!" whispered
the right." said the cunning Fox.
bunny rabbit gentleman to him- "You take the path to the left
self. "This sounds as if the Skill-er- y through the woods, and I'll take
Whoever
Scallery Alligator were lash the path to the right.
ing about with his big flail of a first finds Uncle Wigglly will wave
tail, trying to knock the trees his handkerchief. Then the other
down. 1 must be very careful!" will run up and, both together,
"But a moment later Uncle we'll have him."
"Good!" cried the Wolf.
Wiggily heard a sad voice calling:
"Bad!" whispered to himself
"Help! Help! Will some one
the white-taile- d
deer who, hidden
please help me to get loose!"
"That doesn't sound like the behind the hushes, heard all that
Alligator,"
thought the bunny. was said.- "This is my chance to
a favor,"
"He has a voice like a bull. This do Uncle Wiggily
voice is much more gentle.
I'll thought the deer.
see who It Is that wants help."
He ran a little way into the
Uncle Wigglly looked through woods where he could see the
the bushes and there he saw a Wolf on the path to the .left.
brown animal, with long, thin Turning around, with his back to
legs, with curving pronged horns the path, the deer flipped his
white tail up and down in the
air. The Wolf saw It and said:
"Ah, my friend the Fox is wavHe has
ing his handkerchief.
caught Uncle Wiggily. I'll run
and help nibble his ears!" The
Wolf started to run toward where
he had seen the white thing waving. Then the deer cut across
to the path on the right, ' and,
seeing the Fox, once more the
deer waved his white tail.
"Ah, my friend the Wolf Is
waving his white handkerchief.
He has caught Uncle Wigglly,
and I'll go help nibble his ears!"
barked the Fox, and away he ran
toward where he had seen the
white thing waving.
But both times it was the
deer's tall, and not the handkerchiefs of the Wolf and Fox.
Those two bad chaps, instead of
running toward one another, ran
away, one from the other, and
soon they were miles apart, and
lost in the deep, dark forest.
Uncle Wigglly hopped safely on,
caught,
My
but after a while he said:
on his head, and a short stubby
"Dear me I I'm not having any
tall, covered on one side with adventures at all today. That Is
white hairs, so that it looked like except the one with the deer. I
nandKercniei waving.
wonder what has become of the
"Oh. you're a deer, aren't you?" Fox and Wolf?"
asked Uncle Wiggily.
"t can tell you!" laughed the
"Yes," answered the other ani deer, and then he told about wavmal. "1 am. My name Is the ing his white tail and fooling the
Virginia or white tailed deer, and bad chaps. Undo Wiggily laughed,
now I almost Wish I were a rab- too, and thanked the deer, and
bit like you."
so everything came out all right.
And if the bath tub doesn't
"Why?" asked Uncle Wiggily.
You are so much larger and out in an April shower to try go
to
stronger than I, and so much catch some gum drops for the
more beautiful, that I cant see toothbrush to tickle, I'll tell you
why you would want to be a rab- next about Uncle Wiggily in the
bit. Such wonderful horns as you fog,
have, too!"
"Yes, it's because of my horns
LIKE A NEW WOMAN
that I'm In trouble!" said the FEELS
"I was a sufferer from kidney
white-taile- d
deer. "My horns are
trouble
for
years," writes
caught in a tangle of wild grape Mrs. Arthur several
Demulle, R. F. D. 1,
vines, and jump around as I have
N. H., "and suffered so
been doing the last hour, l can t Grasmere,
much I felt completely lame all
get loose."
over.
I jave been taking
Since
"Oh, then It was you who made
Foley Kidney Pills I am not so
that sound like wind rushing lame.
back
ached all the time
My
through the - trees?" asked Uncle and
my eyes were all a blur. Now
v
Wiggily.
"I t can see fine and foci like a dif"It was," said the deer.
kicked up with my heels, nnd I ferent woman. Since I have taken
kicked down with my heels, but two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills I
I can't get loose and I don't know don't have that tired feeling. I can
what to do. That's why I called do my own work now." They bring
quick results. Sold everywhere.
for help!"
"Oh. I'll help you!" offered
Uncle Wiggily, and with his sharp
Germany was the first country
teeth he soon gnawed through to undertake unemployment Insurthe tangle of grape vines that had ance as we know It today. The
caught on the other animal's scheme was brought forward by
horns, and thus the bunny set Bismarck in 1881, with the object
of looking after the worker when
the deer free.
"Oh. thank you so much!" sick or disabled, and helping him
called the deer to the rabbit. to find a Job when out of work.
"You have done me a great favor. The necessary funds were contriband If over I can do one for you uted partly by the worker himself,
it will make me very happy."
partly by the employer and partly
,
Uncle vWlgglly twinkled his pink by the state- --

horns are

"
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SALE Nine new furnished homesT
-.Bin 10 eevemoen nunared dollars; four houses at sixteen fifty, cash)
no terms: must sell quick; leavlns
eltyj
no trades; no dickers;
big paying renters.
vd.rf" Room
Flr,t National Bank
building.
FOR SALE By owner, five-roomodern
brick, stucco, all modern
conveniences
... .......
...
excent
hifilt.lw

FOR

heat;

sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, garage
and chicken yards; good loactlon; will
auiiime; lerme o mil reliable
Fo. further rartleulara. phone 180t-- party.
A RE At, BARGAIN In a
furnishes1
home: five rnnma anA nicely
Hon, close In, four and one-ha- lf
blocks
from Central, on North Third street-lo- t
(0x142: lota of shads trees, roses and
vines, some fruit trees, garage, chicken
house and pens; also garden; will sacrifice for 83,000; cost over 14.000, tha
furnishings In house cost over 8700: all
goes with tha bargain. Sea owner. F.'R.
107 North) Third, room
Wendell,
,

1.a

Tens lam ha 112 Hn fw
tlve spring lambs. $19.00.
Denver,
Denver. Anrll
u
ceipts 600. Market steady, strong.
TCppf atAAra iff KAf?i)7 KA
mmm

11rv1.

heifers,

ii. nu;

$4.757.25;

Duns,

.

calves, $8.00

stockers

z.4U(GP4.uu;

and feeders, $6.00 7.25.
Hogs Receipts 1,600. Market
15r to 2fie higher.
Ton. 11A Kn
bulk, $10.00010.40,
Sheep Receipts $,09. Market
$1S. 00 18.60;
steady. Yearlings.
lamog, .n.vvtff io.zd; ewes, iv.ggo

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

9.60.

.

Chicago.
Chicago, April 11. Cattle
Chicago Produce,
Market slow, early
10.000.
Chicago, April 11 Butter Mar
steers
and
on
beef
ket
trading
Creamery extras, 86cj
about steady; undertone weak firsts,higher.
31 H
84c; seconds, SOOSle;
on fat she stock. Top beef steers, $9; standards, 84 c.
.
Willi Street.
bulk, $7.25 8.25; bulls and stockF.gga Market higher.
Receipt
New York. April 11. Quoted ers steady; early Bales veal calves 39,118 cases. Firsts,
JSttc; ordivalues in the stock market register- weak to lower, mostly 7.00(317.50.4 nary firsts,
21H22c; miscellaned additional substantial gains toHogs Receipts 19,000. Market eous. 22 H 23c; storage packed
day in another large turnover, sales ffiirly active. 5c to 15c lower than extras, 26 c; storage packed firsts,
amounting to 1,400,000 shares.
yesterday, lighter weights off most. 25j25c.
Steels, motors and their special- Thirty-fou- r
hogs at $11.00; practiFowls,'
Foultry Alive lower.
ties, oils and utilities, again were cal top early, $10.95; very few over 25c; springs, 80c; roosters, 19c.
.
in
the
operaReconspicuous
pigs
day's
$10.85; bulk, $10.4010.80;
dull.
Potatoes Market
tions, at extreme gains of one to slow.
ceipts' 40 cars. Total U, S. shipfive points.
Sheep Receipts 8,000. Market ments. 604 cars. Minnesota sacked
' Now high records for the year mostly steady; few sales light round whites partly graded, $1,400
were made by Studebaker and sev- shorn lambs for Easter trade sharp- 1.60 cwt.; Minnesota
sacked
eral affiliated issues, as well as ly higher. Wooled lamb top, $16.25; Ohlos, sand land, $1.00 1.10 Early
cwt.;
Mexican Petroleum and many un- packer top shorn lambs. $13.75; Wisconsin sacked round whites,
classified specialties, coppers, to- few selected lots to city butchers, $1.50(3)1.60
Idaho sacked
cwt.;
baccos and textiles.
fall shorn Texas Russets, $1.7O1.80 cwt.; Idaho
$14.00S?14.r.fl;
United States Steel failed to wethers, $10.50; 'ew head spring sacked
Rurals, $1.5001.65 cwt.f
equal its maximum of the previ- lambs to packers, $10.25f
new stock market steady; Florida
ous day but was In fair demand and
double headed barrels Spauldlns
buying of metals was stimulated by
No. 2,
Kansas City.
Rose No. 1, $9.00199.50;
further large exports of copper.
Kansas City, April 11. Cattle-Rec- eipts $7.60.
As a group rails were sluggish,
9.000. Beef steers steady
but exceptions were made by Rock to 15c lower. Top heavies, $8.50;
Now York Cotton,
Island, presumably In connection best mixed yearlings, $8.85; calves
New York, April 11. Cotton fuwith that road's good showing in uneven, averaging 60c lower; best tures
closed steady. May, $17.78;
the preliminary report for last vealers generally $8.00 f3 8.50 ; all
July, $17.31; Oct., $17.1$; Dec,
year. Chicago Great Western pre- other classes mostly steady.
$17.i7;
Jan., $17.08.
unusual
ferred also
displayed
Hogs Receipts 9,000. - To packstrength, but coalers eased on the ers and shippers steady to lOo highNew York Metals,
heavy tone of Reading.
mostly strong to 5c higher. One
New York, April 11. Copper-Ste-ady.
Fractional losses In Bethlehem, er,
$10.60; packer
load
and
spot
Electrolytic,
Crucible and Gulf States Steels, and top, $10.50; bulk medium heavies
later,
Baldwin Locomotive at the close, and mixed loads, $10.3010.45; nearby.
Tin
and
Easier.
of
Spot
net
nearby,
were neutralized by
gains
bulk of sales, $9.90010.50; stock $30.60; futures, $30.62.
one to five points in Studebaker, pigs
bunches
several
Lead Steady. Spot, $5. 0005. 19.
Mexican Petroleum. Royal Dutch, weightysteady;
kinds, $10.25.
Zinc Steady.
East St. Louis
Pacifio Oil, Utah, American SmeltMarket
Sheep Receipts 6,000.
Tabulating . and strong to 10c higher. Fall shorn spot, $4.95 5.00.
ing, Computing
Antimony Spot. $4.75.
Stromberg Carburetor.
Texas wethers. $9.25; fresh shorn,
Foreign bar sliver,
Heavy inflow of funds from in- $9.00; lambs generally 10c to 25c
Mexican dollars, 60 c
terior banks accounted for relaxed higher; top, $15.60; bulk desirable
from
loans
easing
money rates, call
heavier
lots,
$15.25iftl5.50;
weighty
4 Vt to 4 per cent In the lasf halt
shorn Journsl warn ads net results
$14.75014.90;
ot the session. . Time money rates offerings,
were unaltered but In more liberal
supply for short dates.
Brokers reported only a moderate amount of trading in foreign
exchange. British and the leading
continental rates were mainly lower, but Dutch and German bills disstrength and
played pronounced
the Greek rate was not unfavorably
influenced by reports which conTo Taos (Read D jwo)
To Albuquerque (Read Up)
firmed recent advices of disturbing
Leave
7:80 a.m.... Albuquerque
...Arrive ,. T:00p.m.
economlo conditions in that counArrive
10:80a.m...... Santa Fa .....Leave
4:00p.m.
try.
Leave . 12:30 p.m..
Fs
Santa
.....Arrive vi 11:46 p.m.
Arrive . $:00p.m
Closing prices:
.11:16a.m.
.....Arrive
Bspanola
American Beet Sugar....... 41M
Arrive
6:00 p.m
Leave .. T :80 a.m.
Taos
American Can
American Smelting ft Ret'g.. 69
$1J.50.
$4.50;
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 32
Brothers
120
Ringling
Albuquerque
Tel
&
Headquarters,
American Tel.
American Zino
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
63
Anaconda Copper
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery, '.
Atchison
Phone 222.
J
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B
2814
Butte ft Superior
65
California Petroleum
140
Pacifio
Canadian
39
Central Leather
Chesapeake ft Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul..... 24
J
Chino Copper
82
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
JV
15
Some Choice Real Estate Priced to Sell Quick,
Cuba Cane Sugar
1 H
Erie
Lots 1 to t Inclusive, Block 86 Peres Addition together with
74
Great Northern pfd
41
continuous parcel In sU, approximating 2H acres, known
Inspiration Copper
78
as Powers Property, 11th str'eet; ranch house and out'
Marine
pfd
Int. Mer.
v
$04
buildings. ..
Kennecott Copper
116
Louisville ft Nashville
ArmUo
Francisco
block
t
Otero
133
lots,
y
Addition, also tract
It,
Mexican Petroleum
of land to the east, extending to railroad tracks, adobs
29
Miami Copper
warehouse thereon, ,
24
Missouri Pacifio
Montana Power
1 to 0, Inclusive, block 7, Northern Addition.
Lots
"I',
J
New York Central
77
Lots It to 20, Inclusive, Block 28, Perea Addition.
Northern Pacifio
Pennsylvania .
Tract of land about .690x490 ft. In town of Ch 11111. Bernalillo
15
Ray Consolidated Copper,... 78
county, known as Chilli! property; small adobs building.
.
.
Reading
8. E.
Sec-II- ,
57
and S. W, U of N. B.
Sec 10, lots
Steel.
ft
Iron
Republic
25
Twp. 19 N. R. E. containing 162.66 seres, Sandoval Co,
Sinclair Oil ft Refining
J
820 acres about 8 miles from Jemes known as Eagle Ranch,
Southern Pacific
23
Southern Railway
3 fractional lota on corner gold and John streets, known as A.',;
Studebaker Corporation ....120
adobe house thereon.
,, Montoya property;
Texas Company i..,
JjH
40 acres N. Fourth street road, 4 miles from Albuqusrqa),-- ,
Tobacco Products
MT.
known as the Fourth Street Ranch.
J
Union Pacific
??
United States fiteel
Listed for 10 days with the members of the Albit '
Utah Copper
ts

FINANCIAL

she-sto-

,

13l!c

12c;

65c

.

Taos

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

DAILY STAGE

.

,

Fare to Santa Fe,

to Taos,

"J

ATTENTION

..........
.........

.

............

4J

1- -4

-

'

.......... "
..,..,
........

...

,f

..

r

querque Realtors Association. Titles perfect. Aba
stract furnished.
.

Foreign Exchange.
New York, April 11 Foreign ex
change easy, a, eat Britain de- -

'

frame stuoco, 4 rooms and bath, I
Terms If desired. Phone 180S-FOR SALE New'hnmos
ty owner; one
az4 west uoia; one
110 North
114
Maple; one four-rooS91 TX7 ...
North

Closing prices:
Wheat
May,
$1.81; July,
$1.20; Sept., $1.14.
Corn May. 69c; July, 3C.
Oats May, 37c: July, 40c.
Pork May $21.00.
Lard Mav, $10.90; July, $11.16.
Ribs May, $11.40; July, $10.65.

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

office box 218, city.
llou DOWN and 1211 a month are tha
terms on a brand new shingle bungalow: two large rooms and sleeping porch.
fnnne 410,
price siiew.
FOR PALE- - University Heights, practl- call
nnw flnnnlBh tvn. hunnlna ,n- -.
ft1
nlahed.
two porches and
rooms,
basement- 106 Princeton.
FOR SALE By owner, modern
house, front and back poroh, cellar
1117
and gauge.
Kent avenue, on
pioca west itopinson parK.
FOR SALE By owner, 711 West Coil,

!

'

KING3BURTS;

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

:

April 12, 1922
KOLUMN

RRINCING UP FATHER-

r7TTZ
VNW.

FINE IX)CATION
Close In in the highlands on
paved street. 6 rooms, modern,
built-i- n
features, large clothes
closets, good fireplace, full size
lot, large icreened porches and
a real bargain at $5,600.00.
Terma If deBired.

HOME?

1

I

(

'

.

Copyright.

-

he'; out a

1

VOOOONT

THINK
IDOESMOWN-ITHE PARLOR IP

eoo p

DEM- - I
UPPOte-T, WE FOND OF

CLU&i,?,
-- J

'

1331 ty trie international New.
CBIitered U. S. Patent Office.

the wav tne

J

voo poor l
HLOW vo--

1

HITtj ME WITH
THEM
HE

-- fC

MtfY

ec

FT

p

MUCH

14,

HAOUr

HIGHLAND

817 South

STARES

Phone

Arno.

A Real Home Furnished
A new five-roopressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, basement,

r

features
harwood floors, built-i- n
In kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture ttiiougTiout. Parties
must sell. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
Phono 414.
130 S. Fourth.

TOR SALE

a bargain.

etucco bunna- low, new, oak floors, basement, fur- nare, lawn, RinewalKfl, garage. Luna
Boulevard district,
white

j

VUU

KENT

Huiim.

188.

MONEY TO LOAN

til

Went

x

.win hash

'

start you on an eight room
house In a good boarding house
Will

Copper.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, EOS South
Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 828 South
Seventh,
phone 788-NT
FOR-REFurnished room; reason605 East Central.
able.
FOR
RKNT
room. 318
Published
Smith Walfr. phone 1807-FURNISHED modern moms; no ick; mi
414 WeBt Silver.
children
FOR RKNT
Three furnished hotisekeep-In919 North Fourth.
rooms.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for housekeeping. 517 West Sliver.
.
FOR RENT Two rooms ror '1ght
42
West Trot.i no sick.
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
entrance. 307 South' Walter,
FOR RENT Two larse rooms for light
housekeeping. 000 North Second.
FOR KENT
Furnished rooms: gentle-me123 South Broadway.
only.
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
porch, furnished. R09 South Walter.
FOR RENT Nice, airy front bed room;
119 North Walter
'f good board Tienr.
FOR PENT two rurnisned rooms f"t
light housekeeping. 1727 'West Central.
FOR RENT Two large front rooms, un
furnished: like new. 124 South Edith".
FOR
r.ENT One light hnusekeeplni
room; adults only. 401 South Seventh
ROOM and slcemnh
porch, adjoining
Sol South Edith, phone 1340-.- I
hath
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms, close
In, also convenient to shops. 409 West
Iron.
FOR RENT Furnished hed room, ad
Joining bath. 403 North Fifth, phone

LI

KCK'.

SALE
Four lots 50x142
feet each, facing east. Just
south of Coal avenue on Inspiration Point. Cash or tonus.
Also nice lot, east front, on
Cornell avenue, near Central.
See our signs.
Corner lot on North Eleventh
street, cheap. Cash or terms.
See our sign.

H

FOTl

I

'

5

J7

lot,
location, large
plenty of
shrubbery. Why not keep a few
boarders
and be Independent?
We have two fifty foot binldlnir
lots that can be bought, worth
the money, on terms.

Shelley
Phone

459-- J.

216

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
-2

Phone 999.
BUSINESS CHANCES

1922

by Int'L

Feature Service.

Co,

Realty

Realtors.

216

W.

Gold.

BUNGAPRESSED
BRICK
LOW ON SOUTH THIRD
.
CLOSE-INST.
Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
clo'sets, gna and
electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot 64x100,
double gnrago of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this Is your opportunity to
get a nice little home, close-iCall us for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
3(1!) W. Gold. TOotie 670.
n.

good

home let us show you this five
room and sleeping porch, furnace heat, fire ptace, hardwood floors, garage, lawn and
shade trees. Located on one
of the best- streets in the
Fourth ward.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phone 156.
223 W. Gold

IN LUNA DISTRICT
brick house, oak
New
features, furnace,
floors, built-i$5,250. Good
garage, for only
terms. Lumber has advanced $5
per thousand, buy before the next
advance.
R. McCLtGIIAN,
Realtor.
W. Gold.
20
Phono 442-.Insurance, Loans, Notary Public.

OFFICE ROOMS
Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and janitor
service Included.
3. ROBBER & CO.
Auto Department.

v
FOR THE
PREPARE
HOME
.
Buy the lot today, out where
things grow, and be one of the

"Home Builders," Anderson Additions; 20 down and $10 per
month.

Franklin

'

Clkup

n
FOR RENT

HEIGHTS LOTS
all level lots; all 50x142
leet; all face east or west; all
restricted; all command the
state's best ozone; all have city
water rates; all allow one to
mountain
view the beautiful
scenery which changes every
hour of the day. Same price,
cash or terms. Only ten dollars
per month will secure one of
them for you. Almost daily we
are told by someone that they
are glad they bought as early
as they did or they wish they
had bought more.
Be a booster with these others.
Oct your lot today.
Main Offlco Second and Gold.
Phones

Tz.

As Long As

I

F)T

010-8IU- ).

New

hlKh-cla-

.

$5.00

Per hundred. Largo
Rhubarb roots $10 per

hundred. Delivered.
ALBUQI KKQI :K
Phono 11

M RSKUT,

12

Albuquerque. New Mexico..

V.

Collier,

&
FOR RENT,

Phono 711.

Gold.

FOR SALE,

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Lumber Co.

207

HOUSES

new
house
with
porch. Well located, $1,600; easy
terms.

Strawberry
Everbearing
Plants

$15.00.

Land

Joseph

wnon.

Renltors, Loans, Insurance,
208 West Oolrl Avenue.

$10.00 Per Load

McKinley

nAI

rented: these will make some one Inue
pendent.

It Lasts

Better Orade

niuirUI

apartments, steam
heat, gnu, etc.; roof parden, fine
view; rents $50 to $75. No sick.
MONEY MAKERS
Garages, $5.
J. A. IIAMMOM1, AKent.
furnished bungalow.
Beautifully
Four rooms and bath, screenPhono 1322-821 K. Silver.
ed in front and rear porches.
Good lot with lawn and rose
Pleasant neighborbushes,
$1,000.
FOR SALE
hood, In Fourth ward. Price
$2,000 to loan on real estate
cut
to
$3,200.
Terms, $400
security.
One of tho best apartment
down, balance $30 per month.
house slte9 in the city, away
J, D, Keleher,
Bungalow, six rooms and bath.
below actual value, lint must
Realtor.
Garage. Fourth ward. Priced
he sold and It will take all
I'hono 410.
211 W. Gold.
to sell; $4,700, terms.
cash to handle It. Don't phone,
brick bungalow, si rooms
New
come and see
and bath. Interior hallway.
Lawn.
Beautiful
Interior.
WM,J, LEVERETT,
OPPORTUNITIES.
Garage, four blocks west of
H rooms of furniture anti lease on well'
Realtor.
O.
P.
located rooming house at attractive price.
Price
only $3,500.
Third and Cold
rhono 110.
Splendid Income proposition. Ten well
Terms.
1'iro Insurance.
located brick apartments, furnished and
Two rooms, two porches, furnished, has city water. $20.00
WHY PAY $1,000 FOR A LOT?
When we will sell you three
acres of fine, level land on
Fourth street, nice frontage,
paved road. Only 4 2 miles
out. Easy terms. Trice only

foMii,iiov

A

JOSEPH COLLIER

Phone 657.

221 West Gold.

n

brick bungalow, oak flooring, h"t
water heut; only $4, COO; terms to
suit.
.
Brick bungaLpw. basement, heat, girnge,
near Wnltr-and East Central,
31.200; terms.
furnished
bungalow, close In,
Beautifully
small pnymenf, balance less than
rent: priced very low.
Choice corner on West Silver, $700.

& Co.

Realtors.

five-roo-

INVESTIGATE

Inc.

l

i,f
REAL HOME
If you are looking for a
A

New

Rooms

FOR RENT

the

HOU
"bOON
COE'b- - "oO I CA.N"T

'"'

'

A. IFLEESCIBIIEIK, Realtor
Brick store, corner lot, best site
in Highlands, $3,000; $1,000 cash, Fire, Aooldon,, Automobile insurance,
ttoi is,
balance 8 per cent.
Hurety
to Loan on Business No. Ill S. Fourth St.
$10,000
telephone 814.
property.
A. C.

SSss

r

A. F Ischer Ctasnlfled Ad
Bale
frame buniralnw, mod$4,000 Five-roofeaern, fireplace, oak flonrs, built-i- n
new
well
and
built E. Central.
tures!
frame cottage, mod$2,500 Five-rooern, fine condition, convenient to ahops;

Six room modern frame, corner
lot, large garage, cheap at $2,900;
$600 cash, balance like. rent.

CO,

t:IVFRSITY

FO?

BARGAINS

G.ZAPF&

Are

$5.B0C
.

U

P"

C

CREAM OF LOCATION
Seven extra large rooms, modern in every respect, hardwood
floors, fine fireplace, hot water
heat, fruit cellar, large clothes
features, good
closets, built-i- n
light fixtures, large screened
porches, extra large lot with
This home
good outbuildings.
is a dandy; also a bargain for
$10,000.00; good terms If de
sired.

D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Phono 007-810 W. Gold.

But

6;

f

Forimi WARD
Five rooms, glassed sleepingporch, screened porches, modem. good fireplace, furnished
and only priced at f 3,500.00.
with good terms.

LINCOLN ADDITION
New and located on the North
Fourth street paved road, fine
soil, fresh air, wonderful view,
large lots, ditch water and a
dandy place for a home, where
you can raise your own garden.
Some of these lots have fine
shade and fruit trees.
GET TOURS TODAY BEFORE
TH0 CHOICE LOTS ARE
SOLD.
GOOD TERMS. $20.00
CASH AND BALANCE $10.00
VER MONTH.

MrlVTnnilf

CHARLES

.

DON'T ?EE HER,

A

e.

Realtors-Insura- nce

J

CRAT

Ru

service.

Three-roo-

Experienced real estate
salesman, with knowledge
A good
of Albuquerque.
opening.
ADDRESS P. 0. BOX 524

FARM,

City.

Seven acres, fine cultivated land
under ditch, eight miles from city.
Improvement?, but no cash reAUTOMOBILES
quired.
Ki K SALE
tord Setlat, Just like new.
REAL KSTATK EXCIIANGK,
jjiio. mono 4r,n.
Foil SA LE Undue truck (Graham); or
4(M West Copper.
400

frame.
$900; easy terms.

Two-roo-

Real

cheap.

furnished, extra lot,
outbuildings, trees and stock. Sell
Reasonable
$1,700.
everything,
terms.
Good lot, best buy In Albuquerque, good locality, $450.
For Rent Four rooms and bath,
furnished, 313 West Iron, $40.00.
Call STACEV flflll.
11$ South Second.

Two-roo-

201 West finlil Avenue.
I'hnne ,11
HOTEL for sale. 321 5, West
Central.
Call
HELP WANTED
100 WILL start you In buBlness.
FOR SALE Poultry-Ejg- t
FOR SALE
at 1702 East Oranfl.
Brnnzo
FOR SALE
eggs, for Ten acre ranch, all In cultivation
orlck building WANTED
turkey
FOR BALE Two-storPROFESSIONAL CARDS
care Journal.
trade for furniture.
Boy to wait table and carry
hatching. I'hnne 2110-jr21$ South First; location good for any
nnd under Irrigation, not Improvtrays. Apply 809 West Oold.
5
FOR SALE
Bulck touring car;
kind of business.
I. lied eggs, for halch-tnFOR SAL'!- -It
vr) olt n r. M.
20
acres
Also
ed.
well
Improved FOR
AWANTED
SALE
Miscellaneous first-cas- s
white barber. IrnmeJIale-ly- ;
Co., JOHN W. WILSON,
Phone lasil-W- .
condition, Bond-Dilloper settlng
Billiard
FOR SALE
hall, leased for
See
soil
In
best
the
land,
valley.
wire J. H. Prumm, Wlnslow, Aria. FOR SALE
oily
h
twelve months, 8C0 per month clear to
Setting hens. does anil
us for terms.
Foil SALE Good gas stove, cheap. FOH UALE Son.e extta gooa used care; 1o ros It, 17 andAttorney,
WANTED
19. Cromwell
Saw flier and tool dresser
owner.
I'07
Edith.
Bulldlm.
Ira N. Riley, Helen, N. M.
Ing size rabbits.
Phone 1(115.
out
O. F. Shafof
for
town
Bee
Phone 1161-J- .
work.
Mcintosh .auto Co., all
easy terms.
maPure-breIsof
line
SA
S. C. Illiode
Shoe shop, full
FOR SALE
LE
FOR
T. T,.
S11
North
SALE
West
fer,
at
Barelas
Foil
hens.
riTIT.MPS,
Setting
Copper.
bridge.
PIIVSH'IANH
ch nery. stock and fixtures, at a bar
Red hatching ci;f. Phono 1703-W- .
HI'KUKOOA.
land
AM)
Third.
Real Estate.
Tailors or experienced girls FOR-SA- LE
Full SALE Olt TliAHE For lot, Chev- Kit. H, I.. 1)1 II ION.
Pure-brei- l
White"
gain: owner leaving. Address 8. R care WANTED
Wyanfor alteration department.
110 S. Third. FOIt HAI.E r,x7 camera outfit, J25. 320
rolet 4 ii u : (rood condition. Guys Trans
Phone 351-Journal.
Apply 114
dotte eggs for hatching. Phone 1.W-M- .
Diseases of Ifte Rtnmnch.
South Stanford.
West
-t
Central.
fer,
South Second.
FOR SALE Plumbing
Suite.
Rnrhett nullriln.
supplies, pipe. WANTED
1.25 a
1. lack Minorca
PALE
FOR
THY noDnV H MIL"; IiEST IN TOWN. IF YOU AltH looklni? for a Rood Ford
An
pumps, points, tic car and bus fare to
blacksmith, one
K. C. CI.AIIKK,
setting; 16 s 100. Fred Ealics. phone
Phone 241?-n-who can do auto smithing and forging; 24on-.i209 IK.
Mountain road. W. C. Thaxton. 1111
roadster, rensonalile, .Bee mine.
FOR
RENT
i.
Dwellings
Kje, I'.nr, Nose and Thront.
no others need apply. Tons. J. Passmore
North lllnh. phone lll',r,-RNort'i Fourth, phone 472-.Kent KALE Holler cnnarles.
Barnett Hulldlng.
Phone 111.
FOIt SALE Black Minorca eHK. 75c b'OH RUNT
Son. 414 South Second.
a
furnished house,
Walter, phone 1fifi7-Fu i SAI L .lew Oakland Bis; will sell
FOR SALE
Restaurant, opi oslte Kama
Office Hours
623 South First, phone
a 4 Wrst Marquette.
per
setting.
WANTED
211
Male
ana
for
can
rent
oasli
who
or
trade
for
sell
f'orn-feor
wll
fixtures
Fe dennt.
FOR SALE
stenographer
to 12 a. m., and 2 to fi p. m.
property.
liens, dressed, 33
1747-W- .
Eiist Central, phono 797 W.
transcribe notes rapidly; If reliable
storeroom for otheV buelneca purposes.
delivered. Phone 2I"-KFOTl HUNT Two well furnished modern
1)11. MAIK1AHI T CAItTVfiUGIIT.
soda fountain, and qualified, there Is Apporlunlty for FOR SALE- - -- Itoff OrplitKtnn hens and
Fixtures Include swell
Sedan, practically new, Residence 1121 East Central. Phone 171.
2t South FOH SALE
houses, highlands. Inquire
White sewnt? machine, drop FOR SALE--Fo- rd
cockerels
Clark A Murdock,
advancement to executive position.
phone Edith.
which can be Imngnt separate.
in perfect condition. $550 If taken this
31s
Lend.
West
2407-.7head, chenp.
Phone 571
box
5H5,
Albuquerque.
sure and
FOR SALT! Indian trading
s'"Whiting building.
rtrc.NT
four FOIt SALE A Corona typewriter, cheap, week. Room 20,
Nicely
furnished.
one Fort
FOR KALE White Leghorn
Experienced-furnlluresnle5
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; WANTED
'Olt SALE Worin-driv- e
M7 D."
710 West Silver.
glassed-l- n
rooms,
Light
aood
condition.
hath,
porch
511
sleeping
SHERIDAN.
two
bred.
and
.
of
man
pure
old;
yenrs
for
proven ability,
stone
permanent
1.110 EuBt Cold.
Hulck.
fenced; one section land leased; rooms.
0il0; Ford touring, 1125; 8tude- FOR SALE
Y'letrola, In good condition. hnker.
position; no applicants considered unless Norlh Third.
Prnctlep Mmlfrd to
building. 60x20 feet; three living
$250; Ford touring
VOtX RENT Houses, atl Kinds; furnished
1.134-W- .
310
Walter.
South
to
show
able
Phone
of
water:
well
they possess qualifications VOH SALE Hutching egs from Huff
110 West Geld.
$250.
GFNITO - (ItlVHtY DIKHASE9
storehouse, corralls: fine
and unfurnished. McMllllon & Wood.
Cochin and Hose Comb Black BanSALE Good dahlia bull's, red. pink FOR HALE Two Ford
gasoline engl'.ie: three hesvy horses, har- required. Apply mornings. 221 West Oold.
F"l
Renltors. 2U West (!old.
speedsters, two AND DISEASKS OF THK SKIN
and yellow, at 10c each. Phone 1?H-,- 1
minxe WANTED A competent and experienced tams. 924 South Walter;
nesj and wagon:. twenty turaeys.
Wnssermun
two
Ford
.nhorntnrv In Connection.
Dodge
trucks,
light
delivery
KENT Tlmi-roohouse, convenchickens, one fine milk cow. twenty-fivhay salesman to handle 8.000 tons per FOR SALEST" C.
Red hatching l'"Oi
Exchane, Y. W. C. A Foods. Pros, tourings, two Maxwells, truck and Citizens RanU Bide. Phone H8B.
ient to shops. In the hlgl. lands, only WOMAN'S
miles from Oallup, New Mexico: ten year for Hagerman Alfalfa Ornwera' asnice pen, $1.60 per 15, Fer.1.
from
A Co., Dodge Bros.
eggs,
collar
Easter
sets,
tourlnff.
aprons,
Korber
cards,
15 a month.
Phone 410.
miles from rniiroad; a bargain, dissolv- sociation. Address leply Including refer- tility guarnnteeil.
Phono llMfi-,Denier, ptione 7V3, 210 North Second.
1251-.Address postofflce box ence as to experience, to C. N. Moore,
ItKN'l' 'i hiee-roo1'olt
ing partnership
unfurnished FOR SALE
FOR SA I.E
Vocit VACATION CAR
Plumbing supplies, pipe,
Dexter. N. M.
with
ch.
South
1H5
house,
sleeping
pol
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping 379. Albooueroue. New Mexico
10c
1111
e,aeh
eggs,
IS READY, cither Fori' or Grant touring
fertility guaranteed.
pumps, points. W. C. Thaxton,
High. $15. Phone lf,3l).
rooms with bath and garage. 707 South
Female.
Chiropractor
W. A. Mnssey, 1222 South Broadwny.
North Fourth.
fine
condition, Juet o erhauled and
ID an I 20 Annua
Third.
KENT
FOIt
Building.
with FOH SALE Adobe bricks, any size for both priced risht to Boll uulrk; extra
WANTED
house,
Experienced saleswomen. Apno
1224
porch,
Eoofromist.
sleeping
The
Second,
North
furnished;
neatly
free.
FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping room
tires
1133-ply
ffALTS
see
Coffmnn,
Easter.
for
or
FOR
Call
120 per thousand.
Fa', turkeys
your
Three-roo730 East Santa Fe.
children.
2414-H-pllnllO 1,27-W- .
private family; close In, 111 South FOR RENTmil North First. apartment, WANTED Girl for general housework;
119 South Cedar.
Phone
at
them
modern,
Four-rooEdith.
FOR RENT
half days. Apply .124 North Thirteenth.
cottage, unfurSALE
Hardwood porch swings. SAVE 50 to 75 per ceos on used parts. FOR SALE High-grad- e
for
Jeisey and iJu
nished, with two porchea, newly deco- FOR
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping FOR RENT Two rurnierieo ruoms,
..heels
tires
bearings,
n. C. Illiode Island Ileds
magn :toa,
FOH SALE
Girl for housework at once
stein cows. Phone 2tt)4-,lno
complete with chains, 1.1. 65. The Exick. WANTED
131S South High.
rated.
adults;
704
light
housekeeping;
Apply
or
unfurnished.
furnished
etc. Our - stock grows larger
Ml. orca hntchlna egps. II
120 West Gold, phone 1111.
and
porch,
899
Black
springs,
home
good
go
change,
worker;
nights.
Recond.
T34
South
.
for Overlands. 90, FOR SALE Two cows, two heifers, all
West Coal.
709
North Eleventh.
North Second, phone LIST your vacant ho,tea with the City TYPEWRITERS, all makes. tl5 and up, dally. Parte In sloper setting.
Phone 2I"0-Rgiving milk.
80, Chain. era. Maxwell truck ar pleasure
Realty Co., for prompt and efflelsnt
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping FOR RENT Modern furnished apart WANTED
Middle-age- d
woman
13 per month.
for 1S15-.Ibutiuerque Typewriter co.
107 West Oold, ihone R7.
430, Paige 4. Reo 4, Stude-hnk- er FOR SALE
Chevrolet.
Bucks nnd does; also fry- service.
room; steam heat; close In. 117 South 208ments, steam heat. Averm apartments,
old
housework on ranch-- good wages. Mrs. FOH SALE Kleven months
122 South Fourth.
pullets,
Exchange,
4
Autn
.
710
Co.,
Mcintosh
North
Second.
and
West Lead.
Ing
rabbits,
i
Thim.
SI each.
S. C. White LechornB,
house
with P1NONS Nice and
James L. Huhhpll, Datll. N, M.
Ely s Fort RENT Three-roo311 West Copper.
Three-roolargo in their natural
furnished
FUR SALE Carload heavy-bon- e
ntar-- s
modern furnlehei FOR RENT
Yards. &23 South Eighth, phone
glassed sleeping porch, $20 a month.
FOR RENT Three
Poultry
Mati- OFFICE--- -.
15o
EMPLOYMENT
cook.
Robert
Oman
pound.
state,
per
and horses, suitable for all purposes;
Inuulre 717 Soitlh Amo, phone 123S-apartment, private hatrr, sleeping porcn.
4:3 West
rooms for housekeeping.
room glrle. 11HI.
1114 West Central.
good sslaryi als
dining
pherson,
co.
Central.
1005
West
Call
at
In
be
will
tinivEnr.rss
four-rooford
Gallup Wednesday. J. P..
Santa Fs.
110 Eolith Third, phone 854rW.
Heautlfu: new
FOU PALE Hatching eiis, Shepherd FOR RENT
and FORDS FOIt RENT Rrtes 15c per mile, Myrn.
Used
tractors,
Three-roomodern fur
two FOR SALE
furnished.
house, completely
heated
strain Aneonns, heavy layers, la eucs
Sleeping FOR RENT
FOR RENT steam
WANTED
Oood cook can get good poHardware
rates
with
minimum.
plows.
hour
gang
Special
fl
per
two
porcnes.
1004
South
FOR HALE One team ,of good heavy
apartment,
sleeping
porches.
rooms.
Inquire
tliti 635nished
Albuquerque Hotel,
121 North
sition at good pay, but must be good H.M. Phone 4:111, or upply 1318 South screened
week days. Ask for them.
Department. J. Korber ft Co.
South Broadway.
Arno.
work horses weight 3,200 pounds, agee
High.
North Second.
cook.
Apply' 708 West Copper.
0
and 7 years. 310 North Broadway.
Lady's suit, size071-- 18; one Third, phone 580.
Healthseekers, two neatly V'ANTED Reliable Woman, as child's FOR SALE Ekks for patching: S. C. FOR RENT Clean, four-roofurnished FOR SALE size
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and FOR RENT
Rio
Phone
shoes,
8(4.
Grande
eacn.
Wagon Yard, phone 1058-pair
montn
Moclc
w.
furnished
C.
cement
apartments,
fire
lis
1.
8.
C.
modern,
R.
P. Hay strain.
bungalow;
Reds,
references
sleeping pnrcit lor two; bo cnuaren Mrs. C. F. Ashley. Belen, N. M.
1,
nurse;
afternoons.
Apply
room
OF
Grande
WHEN
IN
NEED
required. Rosen-walHotel,
FOR SALE A team of young, gentle
Mrs. Gentry strain, 1 per setplace, water paid; garage. Call 525 South
110 South Walnur
Leghorns.
magmornings before 11. Mrs, D. S.
TIRES,
carburetors,
Cumberland
springs,
rims,
A rno
and
three-rooFOR
St.
1
SALE
and all kinds of 2nd hand wagmules
RegiB
fur
S3
Two
and
South Eroodway.
716 West Copper.
tlng.
A young lady, employed, to FOR RENT
WANTED
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles, ons, plows a:id
Cherry
Al
raspberry, $3 per hundred.
saddles; prices right.
unfurnished housekeeping apartments.
a momn; pest lo
FOR S.iI.E fur nred B. C. White Leg FOR RENT Modern four-roo- n
accessories.
take a room at ihi
209 Enjt Trumbull.
horns,
bpnrtngs.
Blossom
(
Mule
Itnnch.
Simon
and
1202 North Arno St.
Second.
216
Epmnle.
Gaila.
V,
North
.
Hotel.
nished house, with glassed-lbuquerque
horn hatching eacs. j0 cents tnch; V.
sleeping
cation. Phone 1329-JCOME TO PART9 HEADQUARTERS.
five-rooof
220 West Oold.
FOR
Furniture
SALE
and
South
522
WANTED
Solicitors.
water
at
market
heated
gas
porch;
tnlile
followapartment.
paid.
Steam
RENT
FOR
to
per hundred; fancy
eEgs
date tie
We have salvaged
VC"' RENT Two
two
light housekeeping
house,
n
piano and phonograph,
East tsuvsr. YOUNtl men, women, over 17, desiring price. V, fl. Wiley, boa 136. city, phone Walter.
In Park view court,
12!
nick. Maxwell, Chandler, YOUNG LADYlesire$TlH
rooms, water and lights paid.
20 North Twelflh, ing cars:
,
Call S. A. Hammond, phone 152-Mitchell Chevrolet 490 and '. B. t Over
FOIt RENT On lea:e o' six months, a doeen laying Dens,
government .positions, 1130 monthly, :41l-t!South Broadway...
.
and"cotfour-roof.
modem bungalow, located Ih FOR 8 A LEI Fresh but termilk
rUMed In
smith hlnthlttndi
land, every model; Hup. Olds. Crow. Elk
OR RENT One large and one small write for free Mist of positions now open. FOR SALE S. C. Hlaok Minorca. S. C.
Furnished housekeeping
FOR RENT
In gallon hart. Reo, Dort, Baxon. EtudeDaner. ootn
$35 per month.
Aritlrfss C.
City
W., cam Journal.
tsge cheese; also fresh milk iaia-Meggs, II per the Third Ward,
Blue Andaluslan hatching
completely fot R. Terry, former civil Service examln
apartment, furnished
.
room and sleeping porch, 911 montn.
"
26 Continental
Ints.
4 and 6.
gwaynes Dairy, pnone
arcel post pre- Realty Co., 207 West Oold, phone B7,
Bldg., Washington, setting of thirteen.
housekeeping. Crane Apartments, zi er),
501 East Lewis, near shops.
D. C.
VtATMTCT
FOR RENT Ranches
GARAGB,
Seventh, phone an.
paid; 15 iggs fl.Tj. 235 North Fourth, FOR HUNT Five rooms and sleeping SAXOPHONES alKf liii band Tnstruinen
run n ent Furnace ht.ated front room North
600 SOUTH SECOND.
new or used.
modern
Private or class Instruc
phone fi00.
porch, 705 South High, 130; 41fl
Wl I'jon s rancl
FOR RENT Two fu rnlshed rooms and
RENT
0 West
f'uli
In the stete.
302-.house
ground floor, adjoining bath,
West
K.
Rent-RooPh.
on
parts
above.
m
Ellis,
Largest
Fred
tions
ecus four rooms, gas and coal range,
1SIK-.Pl.n-- s
For
with Board FOR SALE HUFF ORPINGTON from
Fourth
large sleeping porch, with all conveni
..
Fruit, phone 2042-1 ,15.
A. Hammond, 824 East SOFT
J.
$3
12
married
tu
Granite,
15;
and
SPOTS
In
couple!
cushions
for
Heel
arch
home,
per
ences,
and
hatching,
ROOM AND BOARD. 511 South Broad- - blue ribbon
furnished for no sick. private
I
rnn RENT Two rooms,
Miscellaneous
on best Sliver.
foot
iroz-w- ,
WAN
cures
all
special
fallen
winners;
Phone
s
RENOVATING
prevent
MAITKESS
insteps;
or
no
children.
sick
way.
618
light housekeeping;
buff pullet In class. Phono 1472-TENTH FOR RENT
troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. V
modern furFOR RENT Three-roo809 North Fourth.
any
quantity, MAI THKSB itUMJVA'l Mi, Mb and up.
anted Furnlturi
TABLE BOARD. 1420 East West Fruit.
WE WILL furnish the lot anfl two 18x14 F. Keleher Leather Co.. 40 West Central.
nished apartment: private bath, glassed EXCELENT
I'ho e 003-J- .
Run cleaning, furniture, rnnr1nfj. fur
furnished room
Silver.
one
tent.
RENT
15
FOR
a
Nicely
eto.
rent
at
hatchtents
will
wood
month;
C.
FOR
S.
floors,
hard
SALE
White Leghorn
Seed corn,
by
FOR SALE
porch,
approved
sleeping
fur
PAY
ErvM
.,
rifles, shot nlturs packlnpf. Phone 618-also garage
outside entrance;
highest prices
cXn V AS sleeping porch,
with
per without lot for $2 r,0 a month. Real
1128 West Central, phone
board,
eountv agent, germination guaranteed. '10
ing eggs and baby chicks. 120 Gen-trPost. Btwlrlln Cum nan?.
11 IB
sick
North Second.
409
Trading
Wiighl's
West
guns,
T10
Copper.
cockerels.
Estate
j
pistols.
120?
week.
2411-JEas
Blake
few
Central,
cocks
and
Exchange,
also
John
three-rooor call at
per
Phone
I00j
Modern
apartRENT
FOR
Gold.
and
Fourth
In. for
FOR RENT Nice room, cloj
miles southwest
Poultry Ranch, postofflce box 812, FOR RENT New bungaiow, nicely fur- Ranch, five and one-hament, close In, completely furnished, ROOM AND BOARD Close to Bhops,
WANTED Salesmen
s
first mort'
severnl
' e HAVE
phone 17D5-W- .
702 South Third.
140 a month.
nished, forr rooms, bath, front awl of Albuquerque.
gehtlemah employed; no sick neea ap excepting linens; water paid, phone fur"
MoWho wants them?
919 North Fifth,
N e vr,
esgage loans.
SA IjisiSM A N A J Kit
ply.
can make right party good price. ROOMS AND BOARD, men preferred, FOR SALE Hatching eggs, fertility back porch, garage; good location, lr,0B
bed. com
FOR
walnut
Paneled
SALE
altsnJutely
nlshed;
724
Wood.
Million
Bo
children.
Ttunntlflillv
Apply
EaBt
tooth
ftimlShed
(UTVT
VIG
Central;
sential tmtptiteil nrtlclft. rpIIs tn Ford
Phone 110 or 670.
840 and up: no sick.
1027 Forrester.
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Single
plete: dresser, fiber rug, bonk shelves.
111 null (owners on sight.
Central.
Enst
for
and
Write
Reds.
other
CLRANED
Comb
Want
men
SUITS
Island
tia
In modern home.
Rhode
Apply Mrs. Fred FOR RENT Furnished apartments, conIras
small
pressed,
nlate.
table,
chairs,
capable
FOR REN ' Nicely tumtsned rooms with
Zlmmer Ranch Company, San FOR RENT One of most modern homes goods, very reasonable. Call after Sun
pressed, 50c: no nasount ouor. l.uk district and county saleanianHgefs; $100
prices.
Hamm, 62.1 North Second.
venient to sanatorium! four rooms,
first-cla110 south Amo.
HA.
ynu hfindk1 own mnney. Proven
phone
Acaclfl, N M.
in city; close In. extra good location; day. 217 North Wnlter.
Hty clenm-rR- ,
Pe""ry,
iron RENT Nice large room, well yen glassed-i- n sleeping porches, gas; on East phone 1327-- table board.
maker. It you have a Ford
W1?nTim5TnE years on ths same old beautifully furnished, hot water heat,
hatsumins snff papsr, was-In- g hlt money
CLEANING,
ASBESTOS
POOF PAINT
tllatcd, furnace heat: also small room, Central ear line. Call 1JM Baet Central, CLARA TWISS haa Bleeping
Coupe or Sedan end will qualify we can
porches for
Wood pbnne 848,
S. C
or see McMllllon
While Leghorn chicks. enrage, six rooms, sleeping porch: lovely GOOD for all kinds of roofs, tt per galand iKng fiuort; work guarinteed
next to bath. 10 South Arnn.
ranch
nurse'i
board
and
For partlu-ula- ra
excellent
with
4
you
rent,
Edison
guaranteo
e
inciuoen
and
pel day.
front porch, piano
20 per hundred.
Twenty-fivSouth Jnhn Ooi'dsf'n. ph'ne
lon. The Mansano
years'
Co., 110
j?OR KENT Two furnished rooms for FOR RENT Four-rooapartments, well care, at 620 South High.
address Secretary, 440 East Wood-bridNew bungalow, located on
Yott Poultry In furniture.
with incubators.
Walnut, phone 1884 J. Try a hullt up VVAsVriOfV-- (limd "i)utd"or photon rapht;
furnlehedi modern, nice neighborhood, FOR RENT Room ann
housekeeping, With sleeping porch; no
lease
Mleh.
will
street.
owner
J
Detroit,
east,
1T0')-East
107.
Central;
going
phone
s.eeping porch. Ranch, Postofflce box
onf, will last as long as the building.
Steam heal, hot and Cold Water paid. For
children, uoa Fontn Kciitn.
(rood on ehltdrpn; gnod nay to right
to desirable parties.
Apply 710 East USE EfTECTO AUT5 TOP and seat mnn.
with bosrfl for gentlemen convaies FOH BALE
Cafe,
I.IINK STAR AUTO LINK
Pull
il Hnuth Arno.
fMPinniAt. Rooms ""lea. clean rooms further Information call at Mecca
Hatching eggs; four popular Central.
Vels-paS. C. R. VI. Reds, Mayhood
The orange eoloreo cars. Engte, EleSecond-hanGriffith, 120 South cents. Phone 1678 W.
arletles:
Auto
Enamel,
Effecto
WANTED
rates by day or wi"ek. Over Paatlme or see Ackerson
dressing.
galvanized tank,
RENT
Room
FOR
with
porch
silver
on
18.
sleeping
automobiles.
$1,811; Famous
Fourth.
strain.
H0 barrels. Call phant Dutte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
Valspar Enamels
theater. tllH West Central.
gnnd condition;
FOR SALE Ranches
M.
and board for convalescent; plenty of
Homestead 1310
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
15, $3.00; S. C. Light Prown LegI11pw.
VnrUf
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
"rth: Tf. W.
nmNT Nleelv furbished large room FOti RENT Two, fine two-rooe
soutn
1415
Brown
fresh
C.
milk
and
S.
Sat
Dork
Apply
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 8:80 p. m.
eggs.
$1
Roof
Cement.
and
15,
Paint
50;
Floor Pstnt.
s
horns,
apartments, for housekeeping, Edith.
VVA.sfEr
Hy
In modern home, close In; employed
party, car nld
Old Town, FOR SALE A small ranch,
F. Keleher Leath
is.
$2,00.
Oldest
Dam drivers, best Dsm care on
lloblnson,
Thos.
one
assured.
isfaction
block
from
clean:
and
a.
1815-west
of bridges modern Bouse,
mile
complete
Phone
rugs, stovi?, olothlng any
people preferred.
Dam line.
er Co., 408 West Centrnl. nnone iu:,-.- i andfurniture,
We drive our own care.
two from depot and one from Cen- REFINED young lady will share delight- phong 188T.
J. James,
evervtlilns;. Addreso Hot 400, Jmtrnal the
ro'n RENT Well furnished room, ai tral avenue;
120H
for
eggs,
Write
ful room and sleeping porch with con- BABY
reservations at our expense.
traoSALE-Correasonable,
CHICKS
rnke.
and
very
hatching
FOR
hoy
In
planter,
Five acres
815 Soutb
TRADE
SALE
OR
at
STOHb.
MAX
FOR
UAHGAIN
bath: for gentleman employed. West Gold.
excellent
T.
H.
C.
Joining
Reds:
R.
Moiintntn
View
HEFFBRNAN HR09., Props
rrlsc
tnree
genial young lady; highlands!
nniiom
.
plow,
tof, tractor
17S1-near paved road; fine grape
429 South Third.
Thon
First, will pay the hlahest prices for
Hot Springs. N. M.
meals. Phono 1422-W- .
winners at El Paso, Albuquerque and or Frultvnle,
disc
harr'we;
plows.
chicken ranch; easy terms to right and three
clothing, gtinet and
vTriTft HOTEL -- Sleeping rooms gad
cows; youf second-hanIdeal summer Denver; bred for the best In color, type
RANCH
three
horses.
Jersey
three
JAMESON'S
room
First
16,
Position
or
WANTED
098,
Phone
858.
apply
furniture. Ph"ne
counnot a single coal mirw
has
housekeeping aparimems. tiy the day
Italy
scales,
location for convalescents; cool and and egg production. Order chlx In ad- party.
harness:
platform
portable
National Bonk, or iioo soutn waiter.
In all her territory. Other Euro
RIJO CLEANERS
mllei from town; free from venes, C. P. Hav. 23H North High.
Jteek of itinnth. toil Wert Central.
ter acales and two wagons, nrie alfalft
Housework. 418 East Lewis, shady; (wosmoke.
WANTED
post-offlWASH RUG8
2238-cart, WE VACUUM
AND
ribbon FOR SALn Ranch, two miles from double renovator, buckhoard,
Phone
dust
and
which have practicountries
Plus
Furnished sleeping porch,
YAHDS
POULTRV.
RED
FORWENT
pean
four acree. on main ditch,
rnone
Work by the hour. Pho.ie
a specialty.
double end single harness. Apply al
e
MlnAMOirrES-ON-THB-MESfor hatching, from Six
winners
Navajo tuus
foe nna or two nersons. 110 a month; WANTED
cally no coal mines of their own
1848-T!
1i-W- .
& O. Cleanera.
garage, milk house, good chicken Msnn's Garden.
aftef p. m.
A SAN Al'ORIllM-HOTEno slcki board close by, 1B0I Bast
for tubercular teen grand psb: best winter layers; B. C. house,
are Norway, Holland and
houses, blooded chickens and turaeys;
v. a i : i v v
fu.'ii home
by the
WANTED
., toi
Washing and Ironing,
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- k. i, Keas. 15 ror si.au.
Phone
In 100 also furniture and tools; talma.
PERSONAL
i.aii nui-j- ,
dosen or piece,
HAVB your lnwns. flower beds, shruhs.
?10-JB- .
tendance; rate by the week or montn. Rocks, 15 for $2. $3, $5; cheaper
FOR RENT One furnished and one unUleta.
Wm.
tor
cockerels.
experiby
lots; fine breeding:
etc., planted br cared
hot water. 121B WANTED Washing and Ironing to take Call 40(i-J- l.
furnished
e
ranch, on main PPJTECTIVR AG 3NCT. Phone S32-West Atlantic, phone HSS-Foil SALE Nine-acr- one-haenced gardner. 1018 South Walter.
rnone 141(1 SOUTH EDITH Private anatorl-uhot. ct 111 work
West Roma. Apply apartment 1, of call
TIME CARDS
lf
miles west f MBN'S HAIRCUT, 60oi children. 85c at
ditch, one and
160C-490-CLEANERS
Rooms
UUG
tubercular
for
three-roopatients.
adobe
S05S-.Barelas bridge; new
CARPENTERING
their home. Phone
81.85.
Ituirs Cleaned.
a13
furnished tor BOOKKEEPER wants position by hour nleelv furnished; glassed-l- n porches; exRENT Two-roofrom
FOBmile
and
house
garage:
Quarter
care cellent meals; tray aervlce; general nurs- PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. school house. Phone 2404-J-MATTRESSES
and
ORATOPP. Vllapalblc l'hyeiolan
renovated, 83.50 and up:
or permanent. Address Box
or post DR.
llgl' housekeeping; tie of bath
nervous and chronic ailments a special
126-M- .
furnllure repaired and packed. Ervln
Cool place for aummer. Rate! are
ing.
All kind! nt work.
Phone itwa-j- .
journal.
office box 95.
p'.one. 209 North Edith; phone
West Central. Redding Company, phone flia-free.
isbd-w- .
examination
ty;
pnnna
reasotianie.
,
Also garage.
Janitor
DAILY
WANTED
bouse
CLEANED
Odd
0FeICE9
Jobs corp. ntorlng.
SALE Twenty-two-acr- e
F
ranch, part
.... ... hnu n .nmni iwiin vacuum
I. RESERVATIONS may now be had at St,
Careful Kodak finishing
permanent home. reaBonauieot tVANTPD
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room;
or all of samel on Old Town Douievara; A GOOD and
repairing, at reasonable
painting and 1458-treatment as member
Rememoer. satis
Phone 813-- j
John's Sanatorium (BplscopaDi ratee, prices.
Wagee
Twlee dally service.
floors polished; references.
iA front sleeping room: gaa bath.
Phone
and outbuildings; small
house
good
Is open to healthy, reliable faction
1
Includes
Send your finishing
family.
private
guaranteed.
wallcolored man $17.60 to $26 per week;
and
all
klnda
of
berries;
slfnlfai
fruit
WaNTBD By a first-clas- s
done;
phone; well people; Ho ohlldren
PAINTING
end
kulaomlnlng
.
In eichanire for assistance to
woman
ennnecteo
firm. Htnna
WESTBCUN.-- )
room
young
established
with
Dally.
reliable,
porcn,
Phone
aleepmg
account of health.
west uum.
cook, position In hotel, restaurant, prl' Bath and toilets medical care, medicines,
psper cleahed; roofs repaired: . prices owner leaving,
with housework. Boa 806. Santa Fe. N.
Hsnna. Master Photographere.
Train.
Arrive. Pepart.
P. A. Green,
oe 848.
ladles rate home or sanitarium,
or isie-mowner, 2417-RPhone 655-FOR RENT Large sleeplh room, would
meals, Cray feaeonnhle.
I
excellent
nnrslnat
t:80
No.
M.
The
general
Bouut....
N.
pin 1:30 pna
dull
Ht.ve
RAZOR B'.ADEB
safety
your
or couple employed preferred;
general delivery, Gallup.
FOR SALE Ranch of nearly 600 aoree,
sereioel ho estras. All rooms hava ateem PAINTLNU, paper banging tnl caieom-InlnPBCKBTS OK TUB HILBNCE8
rasor blades reshsrp ed; single edge. No. 87 Calif. Limited. tu:80 am 11:00 am
consider care of child. Excellent board WANTED
wooded, perpetual springs. WHEN understood will bring you heart s
Position, by capable youns. heat, hot and Oold runnlna water, tier.
all wo k auarantecd. 1344-J-U , w
heavily
part
.10:80
No.
11:30 srn
am
Have
Fast.
114
8Bo
Walter.
doien.
Fargo
North
door.
doiihie
per
edge,
next
or 85c,
Ideal cattle rangai herd of registered
Phone Owens, '8 "outh Eillih, phone
man, age 17, American; prefers clerk'
Buserlnlendenii
H. dialer.
desire, whether love, health, money
tun
Weil
inn. strnlirht razor honed and set by N t The NbvuIo.. 12:35 am
furnlihed ln In grocery or hardware; can drive W,
ann Herefords, horses, chickens; farm lmpl
FOR RENT Exclusive,
nnr
a true mate. Silver quarter, care expert.
4t.
.inn
tin
wis
cnrnenterlng
SOUTHBOUND.
work
Koosa
finding
All
rfu
.ranteed,
several
hot
posicorral!,
menta; Urge louse,
m
room, with large sleeping porch,
delivery car; must be permanent
wmi
house building, reasonab'e; Investigate small
Irt fully wrapped,
El Paso Exp
10:10 pra
brings tnis Dlv.
Nt.
tt
B s.. at Ruppe s urug store.
Illness
located: tion! state salary. Addreaa A. B. C..
orchard.
l.
water heat and bath; centrally
Phone
to you. Coffman,
FOR SALE
low price: estimates free.
0
11:3 am
No. 7 Bl Paso Exp
til ears Journal.
If desired. Phone 1744-W- .
family makes It neceeeary to sell L.Pr'J manuscript
ISSS-garagi Coal.
Albuquerque, N. M.
J, F. Klllken. Z1Z laio mreei.
EAST POUND.
Address
FOK BAXk At a 'real bargain, lot, 60x142 1
DRESSMAKING
nnd terms ressonable.
West
low prices
and
8:10
down
to
my
WANT
$11.
I
No.
!:40 pm
The
pm
$140
on
boa
Sixth:
care
Investigate
North
Navajo..
jou
foet,
Bowman,
postofflce
MONEY TO LOAN
FOR RENT Strictly high elasa room
M
FOR SALE Furniture
N
en any kind nr a Dunning propo.ui,,"
DhESSMAKINO
By the day or s home. Nu. 4 Calif. Limited, 8.00 pm 8:40 pm
$10 a month. Phone siza-w- .
1320-J- .
north, essl and south exposure, south,
A. F,. Palmer, rungn-loIn
1:28
8:10 pin
have
T
30?
view,
No.
West
Iron,
foe
pm
phone
Silver
Right..
dia88.
FOR SALE 100 feet, fronting
east sleeping nofeh. private nm. best MONEY TO LOAN On watches,
e'UnNtTURB REPAIRING end upholsterMilBuilder, box 41. city phone I75 W
Nn, 10 Tke Scut.... 7:80 era 7:60 aw
avenue, by 128 feet, fronting Highland
pleating. Williams'T71-Krvl? Heddlng Co. BEMS'l ITCHING
residential district; gentleman preferred;
Phone lUS-monds, guns and everything valuiole.
ing.
slierBtlonsL
rnca
iUlit.mMV
Broad
largi
8Qt,
scrta
fine
and
rlew,
repulrtng.
n
way,
ph.
s.ojth
Call 970
linery.
grade
no sick
Mr. B. Marcus, 118 Smith First.
park; level,
KTui'TtKNPSakeT'sirh' 'Fourth FOR SALE Chiffoniers, dressers, china tlKMSTITCHING
89 pm
Prom El Paao
Jobs or email: work by contract or by
en easy terms, J. A, Hammond.
Sin- - No. 88
AND P1COT1NG.
vrtn rf.nt Two nicely furnished house
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watohei cheap;
cabinets, everything In good used fur
From El Pasn t:00 am
the day: rtasonabie prices: wnra . kuu,- - ,'OH RENT Store room, centrally locat824 East Silver.
117 No, 80
Machine
net
Company,
Sewing
l...nln ,nnmt with heaL light, hot
South
Fourth.
8!5
First.
nd g d Jewelry; liberal reliable,
niture.
iros-tvThird
and
between
Apply
ed,
No. to oonneets at I'slen with No. tt
i:al
anteedt estimates free.
t7-w- .
fins
and cold water In kitchen, gas fangs i close
Outtllen Jewelry Co, 108 N 1st
Gurule and Sandoval Rea:ty Co,, 114 SALE OF FUHNU'UHM at prices you Wtst Gold., phone
at t i n
V) .Tnhmnn
Clovis. Peoee Valie". itans- - City and
SALE OiTTRABE"
and box for
for Couple working: ground floor,
Pouth Second.
rl. rating, acuordlon. side 818
in
nnnnot
duo cats
n
MONEY TO LOAN From il,000 upi can
Coast
Alouquerque.
bob
North
no
iroo.
tvesi
sick,
lumber wagon - FOR RENT
mall nrders. N. Crane.
In;
Rooms
Office
American Furniture Co., 223 Boutlt SeconJ
No.
make good alsefl loan on glose-- n busi- FOR "SJlLfl'tTR TRAD
8) oi onset.- at 7ielon with No, tl
threeTVP&WRITERS
Seventh Crane Apartments, t?hnne 814.. from Clovis
and
treavy
Wood, $0
eprlng wagon,
McMllllon
ness property.
and points aaat and sajth
Morris
SALE
FOR
piano,
Clieap,
roomsT.una
player
Birlcki
A
Office
J. James,
"FOR SALE Real Estate West Gold. Realtors.
fourth? ttllle west of bridge.
AND
MII.MNKRY
DRESSMAKING
verult3
Kttcnen
cup
r"VlEWitlTKtts
All
makes
chair, sewing machine,
bulldlnKorber Auto Department.,
, vnu iiAl.fti Lot In University Helghte;
dl-Hots made and trimmed to order; work
nil heal
Perfection
m
Itltehen
table.
on
hnrd.
for
Klbbone
loans
every
Jewelry.
CONFIDENTIAL
and
800
feet
deep.
Nice
at
repaired.
lot,
SALE
25x90.
FOR
big
car or light FOn dent Desirable hall.
stvle guaranteed; prlcea reasonable.
wilt trade for touring
winnds sratnhaa. Libert bnnde. Mania,
er, forge with blower, three pair tongs and
per
Typewriter
Albuquer)n
under ditch, fof $2601 $10 eah, $B
220 1, West Gold.
6IH West Central: suitable for school, chine,
Rothman's truck. B, J. Brown, Inquire at 100 South
Lowest
123 Soutb Fourth. and anvil. 214 Stanford avenue.
rainsj.
slore Just across giilnmnbliea.
inoiuh Call at grocery
change, phone 903-J- .
Vassarv
dancing Or office work.
tale.
'
u
111
Bonded
First.
South
Uurolu
bridge.

STATE

es,

W.lf

Rl.
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FOUND

EXTRA SMALL GREEN BEANS
Just the thing for a fancy salad, can
EXTRA SMALL LIMA BEANS
tender
ones, can
Tiny
EXTRA SMALL SIFTED PEAS
Natural color, can
AH Under the Monarch Label.
Search the country over and ,you'll not find
more fancy.

Let Us Send a Manl

real place to get youi
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
BILL'S PI10P.
Phone 480.
215 S. Second.
Prompt Service.
A

43c
38c
40c

FOGG,

508 West Central.
Orders Delivered for 10c.

The Jeweler

FORof RENT
our office with
Nice

EXPERT WATCH MAKING,
Repairing- Engraving,- - Jewelry
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

FOR SALE
Large Oak Office Table.
CHARLES G. ZAPF & CO.
Phone 040
Second & Gold.

SUITS TO ORDER

part

WARD'S CASH STORE

THE AT

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phone 421. .423 North nrst.
To replace

window.

any

April 12j 1922.

and

$23.50

TODAY AND TOMORROW

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

lp.

E. B. BOOTH

PAINTING nnd DECORATING
Bono By

New salesroom,

115 S. Second.

GEO. C. MORRIS
All work guaranteed.

Blvd

Virginia

Phone

Call 1217

ELMS HOTEL

1693--

rooms In the state-st- eam
hot and colct
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. $4 to $10 week
Transient rate XJ.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single ana
double $3.00.
Finest

mnmHwnwBMunuuunuuu

PUSTHIUjE

LET'S GO

TODAY

A 8cene From REX INGRAM'S "THE CONQUERING

JOWER"

DYERS AND HATTERS
RIG ('LEANING
Phone 453. Cor. Oth and Gold

Now Showing at the Lyric Theater.
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

T
FRUI T; PEACHES

"LITTLE MISS HAWKSI
The Romance of
FOX NEWS.

n Girl Who Was Born

In

n

and

SERIOUSLY HURT

Became at Once an Orphan.
MUTT AND JEFF CAItTOOXS.

According to County Agent Leo
Reynolds, who Inspected the condition of the fruit crops cast of town.
losses In
Sunday, the heaviest
fruits from the effects of frost were
Fox Trots, 75c
among the peach and apricot
crops. Mr. Reynolds found that
Also Advance May
the plums near Menaul school were
Records Now on Sale
entirely unharmed, as were the apThe peaches here were hurc
ples.
badly. At the farm of R. J. strong,
the peaches were more seriously
damaged than anywhere else, and
at the Presbyterian
sanatorium
Music and Jewelry Store farm,
about 75 or 80 per cent of
the fruit was destroyed.
117 South First St. Phone 01 J
At the girls' welfare home the
peaches were ruiijcd, while the
plums remained In good condition
The pears were unharmed by tho
frost. Mr. Reynolds stated that the
apples were not damaged because
GRAZING
they were not out enough. The
entire apricot crop was destroyed
by frost. Around
Pajarito the
penehes were still safe.
Oil Mr. Reynolds Paid that many
farmers tried smudges Sunday
night but because of a strong wind
they proved Ineffective. lie further
that smudges were to he used
ANNOUNCED stated
last night In an erfort to counteract the frost. William D. Long, of
:he forest service, accompanied Mr.
P . mission for an Increase In Reynolds on his inspection trip.
tho number of horses and cattle to
be grazed on New Mexico forests CALL FOR BIDS ON
this year has been granted by the
SCHOOL
BUILDINGS
secretary of agriculture, according
to word received at the district
TO BE MADE FRIDAY
forester's office yesterday.
Under the new ruling the forest
authorities will allow the grazing
According to an announcement
ot 17R.444 cattle and horses. Last by Superintendent John Milne, the
call for bids for the three new
year the number grazed was
school buildings, recently authoriThe new ruling also permits the zed by the hoard of education, will
(10u
1.250
of
swine and 463,
be made Friday, The plans, which
grazing
7
have been completed by Trost &
sheep and goats. Last year
sheep and goats and 277 swine Trost, architects, have been apwere grazed on the forests In this proved bv the school board.
state.
Mr. Milne stated that
days
For the state of Arizona the rul- after the call for bids Isthirty
made the
ing allows 31 8,863 horses and cat- contract will he let and the work
tle, 2,200 swino and 309,632 sheep started. The buildings will consist
and goats.
of a Junior high school of twenty
nt Washington
rooms
park, a
junior high school of enual size at
PASSOVER FEAST OF
Santa Fe avenue and High street,
and a grade school of twelve rooms
THE JEWS TO BEGIN
at Trumbull avenue and High
AT SUNDOWN TONIGHT street. Thp buildings are to be
y
brick structures.
The
Special services will be held nt high schools will be built without
6 o'clock
and
nt
Albert
auditoriums, but
this gymnasiums
7emple
evening to celebrate the Jewish will be so constructed as to allow
feast of the passover, which begins for tho future addition of these
rooms.
tonight, lasting for eight days.
cost Is
The total approximate
The services are being held ear$400,000.
ly In order that those of the congregation who wish may return
(to their homes for the SeMer, the MORGAN, PEARCE AND
passover meal.
The women of the Temple Albert
WAGNER COMPOSE U.
will be hostesses tomorrow night
HERE
chila
at
passover meal for the
DEBATINGJTEAM
dren of the Sabbath school, at
which many of the traditional cert At a tryout held at the state uniemonies of the ancient feast will versity for positions on the debatbe observed.
This meal will bo ing team of three men to meet Las
servea at 6 o'clock at the Woman's Cruces, Cullen Pearee Fred Wagclub building.
ner and Willis Morgan were
selected by the judges. Prof. C. E.
Carey, Prof. L. G. llessler and Prof.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Fred Feasel.
DOINGS
The debate will be held here on
April 20. The names of the memFoundation
work was begun bers of the state agricultural colTuesday morning for two new lege team are not known here as
Spanish type bungalows, one on yet. The state university Is under
Girard avenue and one on Prince contract to use a team of three men
In the debate, while their former)
ton avenue.
teams.
After careful examination. It Is contracts called for
believed very little damage was
The subject In the debate will be
done to shrubbery and trees by the the same as that formerly debated
frost Sunday and 'Monday nights, by the university against the Unithe high winds carrying the frost versity of Arizona and the Unlvev
away.
sity of Southern California. The
R. J. Brown has sold his resiquestion is:
dence on Vassar avenue to a new"Resolved, that a court of Induscomer from Illinois, who intends to trial relations for judicial settleadd to the present improvements. ment of Industrial disputes should
the several
by
be established
states." The university will uphold
of
the quesside
the affirmative
tion.
5 Vic

Wednesday.
Confessions in the afternoon
and evening.
Holy Thursday.
High mass and general communion 7:00.
Procession to the Reporltory
and Adoration from the end of
mass till 9:00 p. m.
Sermon on the Blessed Eucharist at 7:30 p. m.
Good Friday.
Adoration ot the Cross, mass of
the
and reading of
the passion 8:00.
Three hours agony and adoration of tho relic of the cross on
which Christ died 12:00.
Stations of the cross 7:30.
Holy Saturday.
Blessing or the fire, of the
candle
and the baptism il
paschal
water. Litany
and high mass
8:00.
Communion will be given during this mass.
The music during holy week
will be furnished by the girls'
choir.
Confession In the afternoon and
evening.

LATEST
DANCE RECORD

Phone 91.
Mlsg Lydia Moon has returned
to her homo at San Bernardino,
Calif., after a visit here at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl C.
Ma-ge- e.

The Fraternal Brotherhood will
meet tonight at 8 o'clock at the
I. O. O. F. hall.
Deaconess Hargreaves arrived In
the city yesterday from the Philippine Islands. She will address
a meeting of women at tho St.
John cathedral church this afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sho will leave
tonight for Las Cruces and El
Paso.
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath.
N. T. Armljo building, phone 741.
Joseph R. Wilson returned yesterday from Santa Fe, where he
has been since Sunday.
According to word received from
Taos yesterday, the rumors that
all the streams in Taos county
wero closed to fishing is erronfisheous, and that 12
ing streams In Taos county are
available to those desiring to fish.
mere win tie a regular mcet-o- f
O. K. Warren Women's Relief
Ccrps, No. 1. this afternoon af
2:30 o'clock in I. O. O. F, hall.
There will bo Initiations and rewell-stock-

freshments.
Juan Rrady, deputy United
States marshal, left last night for
Mountainair to be gone a few
days.
A. R. Gere returned yesterday
from Gallup, where ho has been
on government business for the
days.
p.tMissfewBertha
Becker arrived In

Albuquerque yesterday from Gallup, where she has had charge of
child welfare work in McKinley
county. She expected to meet Dr.
Janet Reld here today. It is probable that Miss Pecker will be assigned to welfare work In Grant
or Luna county.

The Glldersleove Flcctrlc Co.'s
new locution Is 211 East Central.
,

Phone

7B7--

GET YOUR ANSWERS
IN FOR THE

CONTEST

OF THE "WHO'S WHO?"
Those 'competing In the "Who'a
Who and Why in Albuquerque"
contest, must have their answers
at the Journal office Thursday
night, April 13, or. if mailed Thurs-danot later than Friday noon,
April 14. A number have already
signified their intention of sending
In answers, and the Journal requests them and all others to not
Make
delay rush the answers.
the answers as neat as possible, and
orshould
be
In
typewritten.
they
der to avoid mistakes, etc. Remember, the first prize Is $15: second. $10, and third, $5. Address
all letters to the "Who's Whp Contest, care Morning Journal, Albuquerque, N. M." It Is easy picking;
so boys and girls, get In the contest
today. Secure a copy of the Sunday
Journal, April 9, and read over the
advertisements.
O. H. CONNKn.

M. ft. D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist.
JOI-2033-Stern Bids. Tel.
.

J,

"Virginia Bines"

ROTHMAN'S

FOREST

ALLOTMENTS

1921

169,-27-

two-stor-

two-me- n

5i2c
12c
7c
10c

6c
6c
4y2c
24c
23c
23c
9C

WILLY-NILL- Y
WV
CUI1

A. SKINNER

205 S. First St.

CTO Th Highest Cde Macaroni
CVri
3llllM AM JJKld ' Noodl... Spaghetti and

'

3.

417,-S0-

P. & G. Soap, bar
Sodate Soap, bar
Large Ivory Soap, bar
Small Ivory Soap, bar
Lux, package
Peets' Naptha Soap, bar
Large Crystal White Soap, bar
'Srnall Crystal White Soap, bar
Golden Rod Washing Powder, package...
Star Naptha Washing Powder, large pkg
Pearline, large package.,
Pearline, small package, 2 for
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

J.

SERVICES RER E

Agent Reynolds
Makes Inspection Tour;
Apples, Plums and Pears
Not Destroyed.

County

JUST OUT

SuddIv Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Born yesterday to Dr. and Mra.
C. E. Hagland of 1019 Wost Roma
avenue, a daughter.
All officers and members of the
degree staff of Albuquerque Temple No. 8. Pythian Sisters, are requested to meet at the Knights of
Pythias' hall at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Factory wooa, fiTl tructt load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

SPECIAL1

The order of holy week services
of tho Church of the Immaculate
Conception with muslo by the
girls' choir, will be as follows,
according to announcements
prel:
pared qy Rev. Father A. M.

LOCAL ITEMS
Col

HAKE

DAHLIAS

other Macaroni Products

I have a few fine varieties In
colors left. Better
different
order early to get dahlias from
me. R. F. Bloom, P. O. Box
641. Phone 2167-.I.

REGULAR ADMISSIOX TIIICES.

'

WEEK TO

0

EILEEN PERCY in

EMPIRE Cleaners

HEAD OF THE
AGENCY, ILL
HERE, WILL RECOVER

FORMER
INDIAN

P. T. Lonergan, formerly superintendent of the Indian agency here
but for the past few years a resident of Los Angeles, has been seriously ill at St. Joseph s hospital
for the past few days, but his condition last night was said by Dr.
W. R. Lovelace to be much Improved.
Mr. Lonergan became 111 while
on his way from California to his
old home In Pennsylvania, and as
he approached Albuquerque his
condition became so serious that
he was taken from the train and
placed In St. Joseph's hospital.
For a day or two little hope was
entertained of his recovery, but It
was stated last night that unles
unusual complications
developed
he Is In no danger.
Mr. Lonergan was superintendent of the Indian agency for about
five years, resigning in 1917 to
live In California.
The National Metal Trades association will hold Its annual convention In New York City the week
of April 17.

Well Country Camp

m

KM

Youtb'

The hire of life and all its
caressing voices.
The way of the world with
ono who has turned to the left.
Tho hand of love, lifting ft
broken soul to happiness.
Into sv. if
Shaped
drama thnt moves with hundreds
of players
through
scenes of tingling realism.

Man-dalar-

ENJOIN OIL COMPANY
FROM TRESPASS ON
CATTLE FIRM'S LAND

THE IMPERIAL

Gallup Lump Coal

LAUNDRY CO.

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Wo
Is Why
Lend, Others Follow
2.000

"THE LACNDRX
OF QUALITY"
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
latest
by
process.

Johnson Coal Co.
000 N.

Phone

First

388--

WANTED

A GEORGE

Phones 14S and 449.

We pay good prices for firearms such as Rifles,' Shot
Must be in
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South f irst Street

tt

WITH

Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

490-- J

7.

epience
Richard Barthelmess

W

For Convalescent Tiiberculnrs
In the mountains. Rates $12.50
per week. For reservations

Phone

Fine Shoe Repairing

75c
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
Men's Half Soles
90c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone 567--

FITZMAURICE
PRODUCTION
.

-l

MODERN

(I (paramount (picture

1

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

OFFICE ROOMS

"THE ART SHOP"

HOLMES'

Excellent Location
Light, water, heat and Janitor
service Included.

Opposite Postofflce.
of stamping.
Let us make your monogram
to embroidhow
teach
and
you
er it. Our new spring stamped
goods are In dresses, aprons,
and
towels,
cases,
pillows
sets,
luncheon
sets,
bridge
Emchildren.
for
everything
free.
lessons
broidery
We do all kinds

LOAN

AGRICULTURAL
US South

is

CURRENT EVENTS

AND

LIVESTOCK

REGULAR PRICES.

CO.

i

Second.

wumi

, IW.IM

On the petition of Pitt & Company, a temporary Injunction was
granted in district court
day to restrain the Seven Lakes
company and Gus Griffin, manager, from trespassing o.i
the plaintiff's lands.
The petition states that the defendants have trespassed on the
land In McKinley county owned
by the plaintiff, have converted
wells thereon to their own use,
depriving cattle from using them,
and have otherwise Injured the
premises. Damages in the sum of
$2,500 are asked.
A hearing was set for
May 1.
1922. at which time the defendants must show cause why the Injunction should not be made

FEEL SAFE ANb COMFORTABLE
By having at least one ton of coal in your cellar.
The very Dest In
Dawson
and Canon City Coal
Gallup,

RIDS WANTED.
Bids will be received up to noon
on April 18. 1922. at the office of
Don J. Rankin, flood commissioner,
for the construction of 4.800 cubic
yards of earth dike.
DON J. P.ANKIN.

Through the Courtesy of Fred Harvey my SHELLED PIXON
NUTS will bo Delivered from the Fred Harvey News Stand,
Albuquerque, N. M., UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

'We deliver any size any

Inventor and Proprietor of the F. S. S. Sunshine Nut Shelling
and Separating Machines.

I.

M Mi

T.,- -.

.1

ii.

Lyric Theater
CONTINUOUS

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PHONES 5
You will not regret having a ton In your bin.

TRAVELOGUE!

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

4

RUDOLPH VALENTINO in a Hew Role

"

where. Henry Transfer Co.,

Announcement
S. SPITZ,
FANNIE
323 North Tenth Street.

Phone 939.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Enclneen Fnunilen MachlnUti.
Castings In Iron, Brass, Bronze, Alum
Inum.
Oil
Electrlo Motors.
Engines.
Pumps and Irrlfrntlon.
War) and orflce Albnqaerqoe.

Thomas' Ice Cream

WOOD

COAL
ICM HT

GALLUP

HEW STATE COAL CO.

Gallon, Packed,
nnd delivered, $1.00.
2

Phone

..-...-

..

CO0Q.Ot

SWASTIKA
SUGARITE
All Sizes.
Best Prices.

PHONE 35
313

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371
324 South Second.

Sunday Picnics a Specialty

Trustful little Eugenie Grandet tKey1 told her it
mens business formality, then Waited, their
hearts Hot 3itk rJarice, for her to sign eway a '
million francs. She took the quill and read

Exclusive Agent for Swastika and Sugarlte Coal.

II

wait

II

...

AUCTION SALE

Would She Sifcn?

THURSDAY, APRIL 13TH, AT 326 NORTH THIRD STREET
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2.30 P. M.
I have been employed to sell the following- six rooms of furniture to the highest bidder for cash. Note the following articles to be sold: Dressers, beds, springs and mattresses, dining table, buffet and dining chairs, library table, rockers, rugs.
Ice 'chest, flreless cooker, sewing machine, book case, incubator, shot gun, Oliver typewriter, telephone chair, gas range,
oil cook stove, portieres, baby buggy, army cot, ahasing
chair. Ice cream freezer, cooking utensils and dishes, kitchen
table and a big lot of other articles not mentioned on account
of space. If you want house furnishings don't miss this sale.
All goods are sanitary and In Acondition and must be sold
regardless of price. This Is your opportunity. . Also one seven
passenger Studebaker auto, in good running order, five cord
This car must go. Spring
tires, upholstering In fine shape.
time is on, so you want a car. Come and see this one to be
sold at your price and not the dealers.
-

FOR SALE
Gasoline Engines

Second hand

and

INQUIRE

$50.00,
10.0,0
$150.00 each,

409

W.

COPPER.

tense crises tltat take one'
real are they
so
way,

has many suck moments

-l

RUTHERFORD & GOEBEL
51 T

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
8. Broadway. Phone

1505--

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Adapted by June Mathit from Balzae'i "Eugtnl Grand
K

Caat IncludesT

-

RUDOLPH VALENTINO and ALICE TERRY
ADDED ATTRACTION:

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

Albuquerque
Decorating
Company
and
Interior Decorating Our motto
s
Is
work.
always
Phone 234, 207 E. Central Ave.
Painting,

Paperhanglng
first-clas-

Of GOOD FUEL

"WINTER

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING:

A NEW "SPORTOGRAPH"

ORDER CERRILLOS
THE ' SATISFACTORY,

PHONE 91

PEP"
PICTURE

EGG

ECONOMICAL

HAHN

breatk

GOAL

NOTE ADVANCE , IN PRICES: Matinee Adult. 2Sc;
Children lUc. night Adults 35c; Children 15c. (Tx

QQJ

CO.
'v

mciuaea.;

